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Actively Cooled Plasma Facing Components in Tore Supra

Pascal GARIN*, on behalf of Tore Supra Team

Association EURATOM-CEA - Departerrient de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlee
CEA/Cadarache, 13108 SAINT-PAUL-LEZ-DURANCE, France

Abstract: the conception and realisation of a full protection of the vessel against heat and
particle flux at the plasma edge is certainly one of the most challenging issues on the route to a
steady state thermonuclear fusion reactor.

Tore Supra has accomplished a pioneer work since 1988 by the early installation of a set of high
heat flux actively cooled components (modular limiters, inner wall) in the perspective of the
realisation of long pulse steady state plasma discharges. Whereas 2 mn duration record
discharges were obtained [1] in 1996 with 280 MJ of circulated energy, a wealth ofR&D was
accomplished on a variety of concepts for plasma facing components (PFCs), in tight
collaboration with European industry [2]. This R&D was aimed primarily at developing PFCs
with large power density extraction capacity (i.e. 10MW/m2) and with reliable bonding of the
facing material to the heat sink. The series fabrication of a large number of high performance
pieces was undertaken and is now mid-way to completion.

1. Introduction

Since the beginning of its operation in 1988, one of Tore Supra's main objectives has been the
control of long and efficient discharges [3]. This ability is procured by its superconducting
toroidal magnet and the integration inside the plasma vessel of actively cooled components. As
an example, Figure 1 illustrates the main characteristics of a 70 s discharge, obtained in 1996, in
a fully non-inductive regime. Feedback system was set at constant flux: see loop voltage,
remaining at 0 V all along the discharge. A consequence of this operational choice on this
particular discharge is the increase of the lower hybrid power used to drive the plasma current,
consecutive to the increase of the electron density.

In Tore Supra's initial set-up, the so-called inner first wall (see Figure 2) was mainly used as a
limiter, even if local limiters, located at the bottom of the vessel or at the low field side, could be
used for shorter discharges1. This inner first wall was not pumped, because of its geometry. The
non-controlled evolution of the plasma electron density seen in Figure 1 is attributed to the
outgasing of unprotected zones of the inner vessel, combined to this poor pumping.

On the other hand, this inner first wall was the first actively cooled high flux plasma facing
component ever experimented in a tokamak. Carbon (graphite, then carbon fibre composite) was
chosen as the high flux material. After two generations using stainless steel pipes as "heat sink",
use of copper has become necessary. The latter technology enables indeed a gain of about one

N.B. This paper does not tackle the ergodic divertor experiments, covered by [3].



order of magnitude in the allowable thermal flux. Tests on prototypes were performed early [5].
Power densities of 10 MW/m2 have been obtained for several thousands of cycles.

The necessity to change the limiter geometry, combined to the availability of this new generation
of high flux components led to the design and Construction of a new limiter configuration, and
called "Toroidal Pump Limiter". It is the main component of the CIEL project [6].

After a rapid historical survey of former technologies, the present paper reminds the main
characteristics of the Toroidal Pump Limiter (TPL) and details its technology. It also briefly
describes two other technologies, also actively cooled and used for removing the more modest
radiated fluxes.

2. The CIEL Project

The main characteristics of CIEL (French acronym for Inner Components and Limiter,
"Composants Internes Et Limiteur") are the following:

• The Toroidal Pump Limiter, installed at the bottom of the inner vessel, is designed to
evacuate 15 MW in steady state. It consists of a flat disk covered with high flux elements
called fingers, which are detailed hereafter. This disk is supported by an accurate crown
(machining accuracy is submillimetric), also used as a manifold. The whole limiter is isolated
with respect to the tokamak to enable its polarisation up to ±1 kV. It is also movable
vertically by 80 mm, so that different plasma aspect ratios can be studied.

• This limiter has a unique throat on the high field side. Neutralisation is provided by a set of
12 quadruplets of neutralises, arranged in such a way that all particles are trapped toroidally.
These elements are also high flux components, as at full power (15 MW in the scrape-off
layer), the maximum flux can reach 15 MW/m2.

• These neutralisers are connected via an expansion box to pumping ducts. At the extremity of
these ducts, it is planned to install cryomechanical pumps, a new concept taking benefit of
cryogenic and turbomolecular pumpings. In high density regimes, up to 4 Pa-m3/s can be
extracted.

• The power level considered in the next experiments is estimated to a minimum of 20 MW.
The radiated power is absorbed by a set of stainless steel panels covering the whole surface
of Tore Supra's inner vessel. 6 pairs of poloidal guard limiters are located on the high field
side, and are designed to withstand, not only the convected and radiated powers, but also
transient events (disruptions...).

• Temperature monitoring and protection of Toroidal Pump Limiter is devoted to a set of
7 endoscopes, located in vertical upper ports, operating in the range 3-5 um and connected to
infrared cameras. 12 triplets of optic fibres in front of neutraliser edge should survey
neutraliser finger temperature.

• Tore Supra's cooling loop had to be upgraded, to enable the flow of 1100 t/hr in all inner
components and antennas.

Figure 3 shows all components inside Tore Supra's inner vessel. Some possible future physics
scenarios that this new environment enables have been presented in [7].



3. History ofPFCs in Tore Supra

Since its origin, all inner components of Tore Supra have been actively cooled. The technique
chosen is hot pressurised water, all the associated technology being well known at CEA. This
demineralised water at 40 bars has a temperature ranging between 150°C in operation and 200°C
for baking.

The initial configuration was based on a main limiter, called inner first wall (see Figure 2)
located on the high field side of the inner vessel. Two successive technologies have been
implemented, both using stainless steel as the heat sink structure.

• In a first step, graphite tiles were brazed via a molybdenum / copper layer to the stainless
steel pipes. During the first experimental years of Tore Supra, this technology showed some
limitations: de-brazing or breaks during plasma disruptions were observed.

• A second generation was thus installed with much better success: carbon fibre composite was
used instead of graphite, and the brazing bond was strongly improved by the preparation of
the CFC surface. Many holes drilled by laser beam let copper penetrate more deeply inside
the CFC, and thus strongly reinforcing the bond. After several years of experimentation, the
first lack of integrity, attributed to a thin pencil of suprathermal electrons, occurred only a
few days before the scheduled shutdown of Tore Supra for the installation of CIEL (see [8]).
Despite considerable improvement with respect to the first generation, it has not been
decided to extend this technology to the whole inner first wall for three main reasons:

o The toroidal geometry induces "holes" at the top and at the bottom of such a wall,
resulting in a bad screening of the inner vessel behind. Only the equatorial plane was
correctly shielded.

o Pumping was not possible to implement, no space being available between the
components and the vessel itself.

o In the mean time, "CIEL" technology, based on copper and thus enabling a gain of a
factor 10, has become available.

Other limiters have been installed, either at the bottom of the inner vessel, or at the low field
side. These limiters had relatively small surfaces (less than 0.5 m2), and could thus extract a
limited amount of power. Pumping was also implemented, in particular in a so-called outboard
limiter. See for example the comparison of the performance of throat and event configurations in
[9].

On the other hand radiation was absorbed by a set of hydraulically inflated stainless steel panels,
and covering the toroidal part of the tokamak chamber. The ports were not protected, with
probably the consequence of outgasing for very long discharges as seen in the specific one
illustrated in Figure 1. In spite of no particular surface treatment (e.g. no B4C coating), these
panels never rose any difficulty during plasma operation, even on long discharges (no pollution
of the plasma core by Ni or Fe). The conventional boronisations and carbonisations were enough
to prevent any such contamination.

The last generation of specific high flux elements installed inside Tore Supra's inner vessel
before CIEL were the ergodic divertor neutralises, made of CuCrZr pipes, coated with B4C, and
linked by means of friction welded stainless steel pipes to the main cooling loop. These
neutralises revealed to be very reliable. Thoroughly investigation of the complex power
deposition related to stochasticity of the flux lines was carried out, see [10].



4. Description of the new high heat flux components

Most high flux components foreseen for the next generation of machines use copper alloys as
heat sink. Reinforced coppers as copper-chromium-zirconium alloys or dispersion strengthen
copper as glidcop are in competition. Whereas glidcop mechanical properties remain higher at
high temperature than CuCrZr, the latter is more ductile, and is easier to weld. It is why it has
been chosen for the manufacturing of this Tore Supra's third generation plasma facing
components.

The development of some prototypes (see [5]) led to high flux results summarised in Figure 4.
The three major points of the design that has been chosen are:

• useofa3DCFC(SNECMANll)
• and the so-called Active Metal Casting (AMC), a technology developed by the Austrian

company Plansee, and based on the preparation of the surface of the CFC (as in the second
generation of PFC's described above) but on which this time a thin layer of 2 mm of melted
copper is deposited, after titanium preparation;

• weld between CuCrZr and stainless steel by means of a nickel ring, to adapt metallurgic
incompatibilities between these two materials (after several trials, direct friction welding has
been abandoned).

Manufacturing of more than 600 elements for the TPL revealed to be a more difficult task than
expected. In spite of the previous manufacturing of more than 200 elements with the same
technology but of smaller dimensions (and successfully tested for two experimental campaigns
as antenna limiters, see [11]), and the rigorous control at every step of the manufacturing, many
elements had to be rejected at the acceptance test at Cadarache (see [11] for a detailed
description). The reference also describes the method used to check the overall thermal response
of each individual tile of each finger, from the CFC surface to the water channel. This rigorous
check, made on a test bed called SATIR and using infrared thermography, is of course necessary
to guaranty that the overall performance of the TPL be at the required level of quality. After a
detailed analysis of every step of the manufacturing, the heat treatments required to anneal the
CuCrZr alloy revealed to be of particular importance also in the release of the stresses between
the CFC and the copper alloy. The Figure 5 shows two 30° sectors of the TPL equipped with
their 48 fingers. The last batches of manufactured elements are again at the required quality
level. A technique has been also developed to repair a particular CFC tile. This repair technique
is of course very important for economic reasons, and can be useful to replace elements during
their experimental life.

5. Other components

Two other categories of PFCs are being installed inside Tore Supra's inner vessel: the new pre-
embossed panels and the poloidal guard limiters.

• The pre-embossed panels are described in detail in [12]. One of the most challenging
difficulties in the new design was their opacity versus plasma radiation. This important
feature for inner vessel lifetime was successfully achieved thanks to a careful design, and
accurate manufacturing. Calculations of sputtering performed at full power, combined
with the experience gained in more than 10 years of operation of this kind of stainless
steel panels lead to a negligible contamination of the plasma core. B4C coating is thus not
considered, but only regular carbonisation and boronisation.



• The last technological new element is the poloidal guard limiters, protecting the panels
against plasma disruptions. They are using thick CFC tiles (between 25 and 35 mm)
bolted via springs on CuCrZr pipes. This kind of technology can withstand up to
1 MW/m2 in steady state, and has also the advantages of good resistance to runaways and
easy repair. In particular, a movable horizontal limiter will be used in critical phases to
protect antenna bumpers, based on the thinner CFC high flux tiles.

6. Conclusions

CIEL is the third generation of plasma facing components installed inside Tore Supra's inner
vessel. The Toroidal Pump Limiter, constituted of about 600 high flux "fingers", after a difficult
phase of manufacturing, is today in good way of completion. It will enable a drastic increase of
power dissipation capacity of Tore Supra and hopefully its energy.

Experimental work is scheduled to start mid 2001 with a partial limiter (3 30° sectors equally
located at 120°), and beginning of 2002 with the whole limiter. A gain of 10 is expected on the
coupled power, combined with a gain of 10 on the discharge duration (i.e. a gain of 100 on the
overall energy).

Other machines (W7-X, KSTAR...), with the aim of very long discharge operation, are in phase
of design for their inner components. Other ways are today under study:

• use of molybdenum as heat sink (perhaps cheaper than copper, but with poorer heat removal
capacity);

• mono- or macro-blocks, their geometry being without stress concentration point at the edge
between copper and CFC, but with the difficulty of uniform welding of the inner pipe;

Tore Supra's experience should be very useful for the final choice of their divertor high flux
elements. One can also consider that these other ways could be of particular interest for ITER's
divertor cassettes final choice.
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Figure 1: Main parameters of a 70 s discharge on Tore Supra. The figure shows the evolution of:
Plasma Current and Electron Density (upper traces)

Lower Hybrid Power and Loop Voltage (lower traces)



Figure 2: View of Tore Supra's Inner Components in the Previous Configuration
The photo shows the Inner First Wall of the right and the Inner Vessel Protection
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The tests were performed on the "FE200" electron beam installation



Figure 5: Two 30° TPL sectors equipped with their 48 fingers.
At the front end, top view; at the rear end, the manifold is also visible
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FROM 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE WITH THE TORE

SUPRA ERGODIC DIVERTQR TOWARDS ITS

IMPLEMENTATION IN A NEXT STEP DEVICE

Tore Supra team, presented by A. Grosman

E.mail: a.grosman@.cea.fr. phone : +33-442254290, fax : +33-442254990

Association Euratom-CEA, Departement de recherches sur la fusion controlee

CEA Cadarache, 13108 St Paul lez Durance, France

Abstract

This paper surveys the results of 10 years of experiments with the Tore Supra ergodic

divertor. It stresses the qualities of the divertor in terms of particle screening and edge

radiation efficiency, while maintaining core confinement. The balance of assets and

drawbacks with a conventional X point divertor is an essential criterion of its achievements.

An assessment of its possible implementation in a next step device can then be sketched. The

rather high poloidal mode number and the neutron shield requirement are shown not to

prevent implementation in a reactor size tokamak.

1. Introduction

The ergodic divertor concept appeared in the late 70s [1], when no significant "diverted"

fusion experiment was achieved. Soon after, the X point divertor, especially in the

ASDEX experiment, appeared to offer an enhanced impurity control with respect to

limiter configurations. More important in the long run, they offered access to an enhanced

confinement mode, the H-mode [2]. Tokamaks such as JET exhibiting an elongated

configuration could rather easily provide an X point [3].

Tore Supra has been designed with a circular configuration. The implementation of an X

point was not relevant as it implied a reduction of the minor radius by about 50% and a

similar reduction in confinement even if H-modes were achieved. A. Samain thus

proposed the ergodic divertor concept to the Tore Supra Project Leader [4] who pushed
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forward to its implementation [5]. The latter consisted of the installation of internal coils

within the Tore Supra vacuum vessel to provide the desired high poloidal m and toroidal n

mode numbers (about 18 and 6 respectively) at minimum cost of access to the machine.

The experiment, which began in 1989, was considered successful enough to upgrade the

ergodic divertor neutraliser plates and diagnostics in 1995 [6]. The experimental

campaigns up to the last year of operation in 1999 then allowed establishing a rather

complete assessment of the concept. It also strengthened the pioneering work conducted

in many small tokamaks and especially TEXT [7] that could not yield all relevant

information in view of the smallness of the perturbed edge zone.

In a first section, the paper will describe the main achievements of the ergodic divertor, in

a way that introduces a possible comparison with the X point divertor ones : they

essentially refer to impurity screening, enhanced edge radiation capability, conductive-

convective power spreading, magnetic configuration, and compatibility to steady state

operation. In a second section, the required perturbation, and therefore divertor coil

specifications in a reactor grade experiment will be discussed.

2. Ergodic divertor aims and stated achievements

The ergodic divertor concept implies the creation of a zone at the edge where the

confinement is lowered. This is obtained by stochastisation of the edge domain. To this

purpose, a low amplitude but resonant perturbation 6Br / Be ~ 10'2 is generated. The radial

magnetic perturbation 5B (here normalised to the poloidal field B6) is resonant on rational

surfaces q = m / n. The main objective was to increase the heat diffusivity. Two major

beneficial effects are then expected, the decrease of the plasma temperature in all the

volume controlled by the ergodic divertor and the wide spreading of the heat flux. The

latter are linked to the high mobility of electrons along magnetic field lines. As far as ion

transport is concerned, much smaller effects were anticipated. A review is available which

details the physics involved [8]. It should be remarked here that the zone to be affected

was a complete shell all around the confined plasma. In contrast, the field line diversion

towards the neutraliser plates was only considered for the consequent pumping capability

it offered. In fact, the first experimental results which exhibited in particular a very

efficient particle screening [9], led to a reconsideration of the physics at stake. This

revealed the importance of the laminar zone at the very periphery, where field lines are

not long enough (less than half a toroidal connection length Lc = 7iqR, where q is the edge
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safety factor and R the plasma major radius). The physics of such a zone is very close to

the one governing the flux tubes outside the separatrix for an X point divertor.

Impurity screening and particle recirculation

Impurity screening is a major favoured property of the plasma edge. The ergodic

divertor could exhibit outstanding results. Even if it is difficult to provide experimentally

a convenient criterion, reduction by a factor up to 5 of the core impurity concentration

could be noticed. In comparison to the X point divertor the ED configuration provides a

complete surrounding screening shell, i.e. a region of sufficient extent to modify the

particle balance with the wall, both deuterium and impurities. The radial extent of the

laminar zone scales like as Lc (SBf/B,,,), where B$is the toroidal magnetic field. The

width of the divertor region that is comparable to the X-point divertor is thus restricted to

0.04 m in the Tore Supra case. This is a fraction of the ergodic zone but is already relevant

when compared to the impurity ionisation length. This statement is only true in the

attached case when the plasma temperature stays above the ionisation energy, so as to

prevent direct access for the neutral to the confined region. Another important factor

remains the incoming neutral velocity, implying a good account of the all the atomic and

solid state physics involved. Yet a first order analysis presented in [8] showed that a slight

increase of the layer width by say a factor 3 to 5 will result in an excellent screening

except for "reflected He neutrals". A reactor grade tokamak with a 3 m minor radius and a

similar magnetic perturbation should provide such a scale. For He pumping, ballistic

collection and therefore a careful design of the plasma facing component should be

provided.

It should be stressed here that it is not sufficient for these neutrals to be ionised

on flux tubes with short connection lengths to the wall so as to be screened. The impurity

drag to the wall is governed by the plasma flow. Impurity control thus requires a large

enough plasma flow with a Mach number close enough to 1. The latest results with the

Mach "Gundestrup" probe exhibited very large values of the Mach number all across the

"laminar zone" [10]. Figure 1 displays the profiles of the parallel Mach number for a

series of shots with varying plasma current and thus edge safety factor on a shot to shot

basis. Values are rather large and exhibit significant structure and modification with the

edge safety factor. This reveals the complex structure of the perturbed layer : as an

example, the q= 3.8 displays a "flow reversal". However, the change in sign of the parallel

15
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Mach number is governed by the connection length to the target plates which is shorter in

the counter than in the co-direction for this specific equilibrium.

Enhanced edge radiation

The capability to enhance the radiation at the very edge is essential, in view of

easing the challenge in reducing the conductive heat flux to achieve steady state exhaust.

The trade-off of the required level of radiation (i.e. quite close to 90%) is the significant

amount of impurity in the core plasma (intrinsic or injected on purpose). An essential

indicator is the ratio of the radiated power to the core impurity content estimated with the

effective charge Zeff. Experiments with the Ergodic divertor have displayed enhancement

factors compared to the multi machine law [11] which could exceed 4 [12]. A relative

drawback of the X-point divertor stems from the cost in plasma current, and hence in

confinement, when increasing the "diverted" volume. The latter is, at first, the zone where

impurity screening may be obtained. It is about the product of the X-point height by the

scrape off layer size (with its expansion factor) by 2TTR. For the ergodic divertor, the first

term is now the minor radius and the second the laminar zone width. Consequently, the

divertor volume is about 0.4 m3 in JET compared to about 2.5m3 in Tore Supra, a tokamak

with a core volume lower by a factor 5. Unfortunately the whole volume is not useable as

the adequate electron temperature window for radiation is only found in a fraction of the

divertor volume due to the temperature gradients imposed by the lowered heat

conductivity as the temperature decreases below 50 eV [13]. Another limitation in the

radiation is the rather low divertor density experienced with the ergodic divertor. Indeed,

the low parallel heat fluxes which are achieved lead to low plasma pressure, with 5 MW

total input power the density reaches ~ 1019 m"3 at the target plates. Increasing the

boundary density would require operation at much higher input power. As shown in figure

2, for plasmas heated with about 5 MW in Tore Supra, the parallel conducted heat flux

can be decreased to very low values of 2.5 MW.m'2, at the margin of detachment, with

nitrogen injection and little change in Zen- Reference [14] stresses the restricted choice of

injected impurities in view of both their screening and radiation properties. In fact, the

complex magnetic configuration imposes a 3D analysis of heat transport. Although the

results are still in a preliminary form, they confirm that at least half the above quoted

volume may be significantly used for radiation. [15].
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Power spreading

The very large increase of the effective heat diffusivity across the ergodised layer

(0.15 m in Tore Supra) allows one to reduce significantly the parallel heat flux. The

values recorded by the Langmuir probes do not exceed 15 MW.m"2, even with up to 7

MW of auxiliary heating. The relation between the spreading due to the effective heat

diffusivity and the turbulent perpendicular diffusion remains rather complex to derive.

Yet, a quite good account of the experimental power deposition could be derived from an

actual calculation of the field line penetration : the heat flux is collected from a rather

large radial zone reaching 0.1 m [16]. The effective SOL width is thus in the 0.1 m range.

For an X-point divertor, increasing the effective SOL width on the basis of flux

expansion, would require more than a factor 10 expansion, assuming a rather conservative

midplane SOL width of about 0.01 m.

Bulk confinement

The strong alteration of the edge confinement should result into a noticeable decrease

of the overall confinement: the plasma is confined over a zone equal to the minor radius

minus the ergodised zone width. In Tore Supra, the latter accounted for about 20 % of the

minor radius. One would thus anticipate a confinement reduction by 40 %. This is not the

case as show in figure 3. Electron temperature profiles with and without ergodisation are

compared. While the core temperature profiles are similar, the boundary temperature with

ergodic divertor is strongly depressed. The steeper temperature gradient close to the

separatrix seems to indicate that this zone of low stochasticity and remnant islands may

induce thermal insulation. This result is found also in 3D numerical calculation of the heat

transport [17].

It should be noticed that such confinement build up appears compatible with the

realisation of internal transport barrier.

3. Extrapolation to a reactor grade tokamak

The coil implementation in Tore Supra proved to provide a sound technical solution. It

should be noticed that the 10 years operation did not include any failure. The internal copper

coils were installed inside the vacuum vessel and had to be water cooled with high
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temperature, pressurised (up to 40 bars) water. The neutraliser plates were also actively

cooled and did not exhibit any water leaks. A good level of thermographic survey proved to

be very efficient by providing evidence of any-specific off-normal thermal deposition ; the

latter being generally linked to specific losses on small areas, a rather easy sweeping obtained

by small variation of the divertor current could be used [18]. Long pulses, more than 20 s flat

top and 93 MJ injected could then be achieved.

The extrapolation to a larger device can be coped with confidence, as the magnetic

perturbation used on Tore Supra is very close to adequate. A specific work addressed the

questions related to MHD stability. As a matter of fact, the configuration was very ambitious

as it was based on a q = 3 surface at the divertor front face and q = 2 at the separatrix, thus

permitting the use of large values for the plasma current. Reference [19] indicates that the

MHD stabilisation close to the q = 2 surface may be linked to the lowered transport close to

the separatrix. This induces a steeper current density gradient inside the q = 2 surface while it

is much lowered in the outer regions where the current is close to 0 as the results of a large

level of ergodicity. Robustness to kinks at high P should be questioned. A slight change in the

operating window, say by moving the separatrix beyond the q = 2 surface, should balance the

effect of the steeper gradient in plasma current.

A fundamental feature of the magnetic perturbation is the strong radial decay along the

minor radius r as (r/a)mM (m* ~ m / 2 on Tore Supra [8]). This drives a strong decrease of the

perturbing field towards the confined region but makes a recessing of the coil quite expensive

in terms of current. Let us consider a direct extrapolation from Tore Supra using a similar

spectrum and coils located on the low field side (where room is more easily available). The

ratio of coil current to plasma current can be kept constant if the coil is located at a radius

rCoii / a = 1.33. The extrapolation to a reactor grade tokamak with 3 m minor radius would then

require a coil current of about 200 kA while allowing the installation behind a neutron

shielding of 1 m. In that case, one can readily consider the implementation of a super-

conducting coil. The type of super conductor will depend upon the value of the magnetic field

there but in any case, will be similar to the ones envisaged for the poloidal field coils of such

a reactor. It is worth noting that the high current density (typically 50 A.m"2) leads to quite

acceptable conductor cross section (0.004m2).
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Once again, the comparison to an X point divertor may prove instructive. The ergodic

divertor would imply the installation of about 2 MA turns whereas the implementation of an

X point in a 20 MA tokamak necessitates the activation of close to 10 MA turns.

4. Conclusions

The ergodic divertor is an open divertor where neutral recirculation is governed by the

plasma itself and very little by mechanical baffling. It could be assessed in the 10 years

experimentation in Tore Supra. The divertor efficiency, and in particular its screening

capability, can be maximised in specific edge plasma density regimes. Pumping on large areas

displays intrinsic difficulties. These have to be weighed against the advantage given by the

strong decrease of the heat flux related constraints. The power exhaust is significantly

alleviated due to the access to enhanced edge radiation regimes (in terms of the corresponding

plasma contamination), even with the low plasma density in the boundary. Furthermore, the

parallel heat fluxes are reduced due to enhanced cross-field distribution and hence spreading

onto large surfaces. The overall confinement is maintained in spite of the loss of the edge

volume. Interestingly enough, the access to high plasma currents is permitted as the last

closed flux surface can be maintained at a safety factor q of about 2. If no mode with

confinement barrier at the very edge like the H mode could be produced, the compatibility

with steady state regimes and especially those implying internal transport barriers is in

principle good. Moreover, technical achievements such as the implementation of internal coils

actively cooled neutraliser plates without failure were demonstrated. Finally, the database and

the acquired experience give confidence for a possible extrapolation to a next step device,

even in a nuclear environment. Before then, experiments will be done in TEXTOR,

introducing as a main new feature a dynamic perturbation [20]. Possibly, a new Ergodic

Divertor in Tore Supra could be proposed, taking advantage of the progress towards steady

state plasma management, allowed by the CIEL project [21] and the RF heating upgrading

[22].
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Figure captions

Figure 1 (l/4p) : Mach number measured by a Mach probe for various value of the edge

safety factor. Resonance is obtained around q=3. The zone of large M number extends more

than 0.04m radially. Positive values are for flows in the co-direction with respect to the

magnetic field, these have a typical connexion length of 5 m. Negative values are for flows in

the counter direction and are characterise by much longer connection lengths, typically 40 m.

The shaded region is that of weak Mach numbers, |M//| < 0.2, and the vertical dashed line

indicates the radial position of the coil front face.

Figure 2 (l/6p) : Reduction of the parallel heat flux measured by Langmuir probes at the

divertor plate. With nitrogen, the reduction is obtained at minimum increase of the effective

charge.

Figure 3 (1/6 p): Electron temperature profile (obtained from ECE measurements) for 2 shots

with and without ergodic divertor. The core confinement is maintained through the creation of

a transport barrier in the vicinity of the separatrix (r / a ~ 0.8, dashed vertical line).
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0. Abstract

Tore Supra inner components are now being replaced by new elements that will be
able to extract about 25 MW power flux during long discharges (typ. 1000s). A new
project, described here, deals with the necessary upgrades of the heating and fuelling
systems to match actual Tore Supra extraction capability.

1. Introduction

The heating and refuelling systems that are installed presently on Tore Supra were
specified for discharges of 30 seconds duration in accordance with the initial
objectives of Tore Supra, as defined in the 1980s. Progress since then, both in the
technology and in the physics, now allows the definition of more ambitious
objectives. In particular, the CBEL (Cpmposants Internes Et Limiteur) project equips
Tore Supra with the power exhaust capacity of some twenty MW for periods up to
1000 seconds and with a particle pumping capacity equivalent to the replacement of
the entire plasma contents every second [1]. Moreover, the discovery of phenomena
like the bootstrap current and the enhancement of confinement by controlling the
radial profiles of current and pressure opens up some extremely interesting prospects
for the extrapolation of the tokamak concept towards steady-state operation.

In terms of fusion technology, the Tore Supra heating, current drive and particle
refuelling systems, as well as the plasma-facing components and the systems for
exhausting energy and particles, will be required to operate reliably under rigorous
conditions on steady-state time scales. Demonstrating the reliable, steady-state
operation of these components under conditions of high heat flux is an important
requirement for all next-step experiments and, in particular, for ITER-FEAT.

In terms of physics issues, the achievement of high-power, long-pulse discharges on
Tore Supra also will be a major step in studying the physics of steady-state discharges
in tokamaks where all the plasma current is non-inductive and a large fraction is self-
generated by internal processes (i.e. "bootstrap"). Demonstrating that the "advanced
tokamak" concept can be extrapolated to the steady-state regime is an important
requirement for ITER The CIMES upgrade will allow us to reach steady-state
conditions in the plasma core and to study the robustness of the various equilibria
with respect to possible intrinsic or extrinsic perturbations. An important objective
will be to demonstrate that optimised profiles can be maintained and controlled for
time scales that are much longer than current profile diffusion times. The proposed
1000 s pulse duration is also much longer than all of the various equilibrium times
that determine the plasma-wall interaction. This will enable Tore Supra to reach and



study global particle balance issues, with the relevant particle exhaust capability
(CEEL project) and particle fuelling capability (CIMES project).

2. The CIMES project

The objective of this project is to provide Tore Supra for pulse lengths up to 1000 s
with:
• Heating and current drive systems capable of delivering a total power of order

20 MW,
• A fuel injection system with the necessary reliability and high performance.

2.1 Scenarios:

The new heating and refuelling systems, combined with the existing programme to
install a ECRH system and the CIEL upgrade, will allow Tore Supra to explore two
broad categories of discharges; one primarily aimed at testing fusion technology (A),
the other at exploring advanced tokamak physics (B), summarised in Table 1.

The high-current, long-pulse discharges, with currents around 1.6 MA (qedge~3) will
be used primarily for fusion technology testing. The non-inductive current will be
driven mainly by LH. A mean density of order 1.5x1019 m-3 will be required to reach
a loop voltage below 10 mV in order to sustain such discharges for 1000 s.

High-density, lower-current discharges will be used to study advanced confinement
modes. In such cases, the fully non-inductive plasma current would consist of about
50% LH driven current and of 50% bootstrap current, mainly sustained by the strong
plasma pressure (0N would reach 2-2.5). Gas puffing, supersonic jets and pellet
injection will be used.

2.2 CIMES Technical upgrades:

The main elements of the proposed upgrade (summarised in Table 2) are:
• To raise the coupled power of the 3.7 GHz Lower Hybrid system up to 12 MW

and to extend its pulse length to 1000 s. One of the existing launchers [2] will be
retained and two new ones of similar design installed. The two existing generators
will be upgraded with new higher-power klystrons and a new generator will be
built for the third launcher.
To raise the coupled power of the Ion Cyclotron system up to 9 MW and to extend
its pulse length to 1000 s. The system will operate in the frequency range 36-
76 MHz. Three new short-loop resonant antennas [3] designed for steady-state
operation will be installed and the generators will be upgraded by replacing the
final stage tetrodes with diacrodes [4].

• To add a multi-pellet injector capable of refuelling Tore Supra with solid
deuterium pellets injected at a rate of 10 Hz for up to 1000 s. This will be based on
a continuous screw-extruder feed system [5].



The CIMES project has been thought along a 3 stages strategy :
• The first stage objective will be mainly to upgrade the Lower Hybrid system to a

capability of 8 MW for 1000 s using two launchers. We will replace the existing
Mk I launcher with a second Mk II (4 MW) launcher similar to that now operating
successfully. Extra generator power is required to ensure routine steady-state
operation of the system at 4 MW per launcher. We propose to upgrade the existing
500 kW klystrons (two banks each of eight tubes) by developing, in collaboration
with Thomson Tube Electronique (TTE), a new klystron capable of delivering
700 kW steady state. This 700 kW klystron is considered by TTE to be a very
useful step in the development of the high power Lower Hybrid generators
required for ITER Within this first stage of the project, it is proposed to buy a
single-stage pneumatic injector, equipped with a screw extruder, from the PELIN
company (associated with the Technical State University of Saint Petersburg).
CEA representatives have evaluated this system at the time of a series of tests
carried out in the PELIN laboratory in June 1999. It has been demonstrated that it
attained a performance sufficient to feed the Tore Supra plasma with material for
long pulses and with the necessary reliability. This system will be installed with
provision for high-field-side injection. In addition, an infrared monitoring system
will be installed to control the surface temperature of the antennas: this safety
system will allow to react on the discharge parameters for safe operation.

• The upgrade of the Ion Cyclotron system will form the second stage of the
overall CIMES programme. It is proposed to build three new antennas which will
be completely actively cooled, allowing 4MW to be coupled into the plasma
routinely in steady state from each antenna - a potential total of 12 MW. The
antennas will be based on the same principles as the antennas foreseen for ITER-
FEAT. Some component development, in particular of the matching elements, is
required. It is planned to build and test a prototype antenna followed by the
construction of the series. At the level of the generators, replacing the tetrodes in
the final amplification stage by diacrodes will provide the extra power necessary
for routine steady-state operation. The first two stages of amplification also will be
improved in order to make them compatible with steady-state operation. The
diacrodes presently available are rated at 2 MW and each will drive half of one
antenna. Allowing for coupling losses and an operating margin, this will be
sufficient to couple 3 MW per antenna - a total of 9 MW with three antennas.
However the improvements to the generators will be compatible with using a
3 MW diacrode that may be developed in the ITER framework. The coupled
power could be increased to about 12 MW if this ITER development is
implemented.

• In the final stage, a third launcher and third set of eight klystrons and their
auxiliaries will be built, bringing the total Lower Hybrid capability to the required
12 MW for 1000 s. The new launcher will be essentially the same as the Mk II
design but with a slightly higher n// spectrum in order to augment the possibilities
of controlling the current profile.

3. Budget

The overall cost of the CIMES project comes to around 25 MEuros. Due to budget
constraints, the CIMES investment must be spread over 9 years, and the 3 stages
preferantial supports will be presented progressively. The pellet injector will be
operational for the 2004 experimental campaign and the full heating upgrade for 2008.

29



External events, like a decision to build ITER, could have a strong impact on the
direction of the programme of the Euratom-CEA Association in these years,
conforting the choice of a staged strategy for the funding of the CIMES project.

4. Timescale and experimental program

The upgrades covered by Stage 1 will be completed for the 2005 experimental
campaign, and some increase in the Lower Hybrid power will become available
already in 2003 (5 MW) and 2004 (6.5 MW). In terms of the programme this will
allow:
• 1000 s pulse operation at high plasma currents with the capacity to carry out

technological component testing at the 10 MW power level (provided by 8 MW
Lower Hybrid plus 2 MW Electron Cyclotron),

• the capacity to make advanced tokamak pulses at a power of 19 MW for pulse
lengths up to 30 s.

The second stage will make available the full 9 MW of steady-state coupled Ion
Cyclotron power for the 2008 experimental campaign (7MW will be available
already in 2006 and 8 MW in 2007) and will allow a programme based on:
• 1000 s operation at high plasma currents with the capacity to test technological

components at 19 MW (9 MW Ion Cyclotron, 8 MW Lower Hybrid, 2 MW
Electron Cyclotron),

• Stretching the advanced tokamak discharges to very long pulses and
demonstrating the extrapolation of the advanced tokamak concept to a steady-state
regime

The final stage would make available an additional 4 MW Lower Hybrid power for
the 2008 experimental campaign.
On the programme plan it allows:
• 1000 s operation with the capacity to test technological components at power

levels of 23 MW,
• Improving the possibility of controlling the current profile and expanding the

study of the steady state advanced tokamak.

The corresponding cooling loops capability of the heating systems will be
progressively raised accordingly with the power/duration improvements.

5. Conclusion

To summarise, the CIMES project opens a wide range of physics and technology
issues, relevant for any next step fusion device planning to address the fusion energy
production. It places Tore Supra in a unique situation that is complementary to the
other European (and international) tokamaks and stellarators. In particular, the study
of advanced tokamak regimes under steady-state conditions in Tore Supra will be
complementary with the JET programme. In this respect, the strong involvement of
Tore Supra staff in the advanced tokamak physics activity of the EFDA-JET facility



will help us to provide relevant information concerning the steady-state capabilities of
a number of solutions developed at JET. The CIEL and CIMES projects will take full
benefit of previous Tore Supra experience in these important areas of fusion research.

CIMES would then allow to perform on Tore Supra:
• The testing of technology components, particularly those concerned with plasma

heating and refuelling and with power and particle exhaust, for times comparable
to those needed in the next-step and at relevant levels of density and power. More
specifically, the upgraded Tore Supra would show that these components have the
reliability to operate under steady-state conditions.

• A demonstration that the advanced confinement modes can be extrapolated to and
maintained under steady-state conditions. It is necessary to emphasise that the
programmes on JET and Tore Supra complement each other in this respect. JET
can generate these modes in deuterium-tritium plasmas and Tore Supra is the only
present-day tokamak able to study these modes on time scales longer than the
characteristic times for the evolution of the current profiles.

[1] "Ciel, a new breath for Tore Supra", P.Garin, 20th SOFT
[2] "Coupling and power handling of the new LHCD launcher", P.Bibet et al, this
conference.
[3] "A new internal matching impedance concept for ICRH antennas", S.Bremond et
al., this conference.
[4] "RF circuit concept for a Diacrode", C.Robert et al., 20th SOFT
[5]" Test of a new extruder feed system on the Tore-Supra centrifugal pellet injector",
AGeraud et al, this conference



Table 1 - summary of main discharge types.

Goal
Density
Edgeq
Current at 4 T
Bootstrap fraction
Profile control
H factor

A : Fusion Technology
Average
3
1.6 MA
Low
None
H~l

B : Advanced tokamak physics
High
5-6
0.9 MA
50~%
Essential
H~2

(l/6pp)

Table 2: Summary of the capability of existing Tore Supra heating and refuelling
systems and the proposed CIMES upgrade.

ICRH

LHCD

ECRH

Pellets

item

Antennas
Generators

Launchers

Generators

Antenna
Generators

Pellets per

discharge

Existing systems
Pulsed mode
3x3 MW, 30s

6x2 MW
30 s

1x2 MW
+ lx4MW
16xO.4MW

6x0.4 MW, 210s

100 at 5 Hz

Steady-state
Not suitable
6x1.5 MW

1x4 MW

16x0.4 MW

6x0.5 MW

Inadequate reliability

and number of pellets.

CIMES project
Steady-state

3x4 MW
6x2 MW

(or 6x3 MW*)

3x4MW

24x0.7 MW

2MW
Existing system will

be retained.
>12,000 per discharge

at 10 Hz

(l/4pp)
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Abstract

The 1 MV bushing is considered as one of the most technically challenging components of the ITER

neutral beam injectors. The size of the required ceramic insulators is beyond the range of present

industrial production and the ITER radiation environment and the fact that the bushing also forms part of

the tritium barrier demand a component of great reliability and safety. An ITER R&D task has been

launched for the fabrication and testing of a prototype bushing suitable for use with the Single Gap,

Single APerture (SINGAP) 1 MeV accelerator being developed in the EU for ITER. We present the

design of the prototype and compare it with that of the ITER SINGAP bushing.

1 The ITER SINGAP Bushing

The 1 MV SINGAP bushing of the ITER neutral beam injector [1] not only provides the electrical

connections between the high voltage transmission line and the beam source but also forms a boundary

between the pressurised gas of the transmission line and the primary ITER vacuum. Vacuum

compatibility, voltage hold-off and the radiation environment impose ceramic as the insulating material.

The proposed bushing is made up of 5 insulator annuli joined together with metal intermediate flanges in

a cylindrical stack. Multi-MQ resistor chains connect the top and bottom of each insulator and establish

the potential distribution across the bushing. The insulator diameter required is beyond the range of

present industrial production, but fabrication seems technically feasible with reasonable investment costs

if porcelain is taken as the insulating material.



Radiation induced conductivity (RIC) experiments [2] on IEC C221 porcelain (Table 1) have

demonstrated that C221 porcelain is acceptable for ITER. RIC is also important for the choice of the

pressurised gas surrounding the bushing. A model has been developed [3] which agrees well with

measurements up to 50 kV [3, 4] and which allows for extrapolation from the experimental data to large

voltages and volumes. It is found that RIC is proportional to the ionising dose rate, voltage, gas volume,

density, temperature and molecular weight, but confirmation at higher voltages is needed. The commonly

favoured SF6 is not compatible with tritium re-processing, and a logical alternative is dry air [3] which

requires ~3 times higher pressure to have the same insulating properties as SF6. Even with the increased

pressure the model predicts the RIC induced losses to be «60% of those that would occur in SF6.

C221 porcelain is not as strong as alumina which is the alternative ceramic proposed for this bushing (see

Table 1). Although this was a significant consideration for the initial ITER injector design [5] which had

a horizontally disposed insulator, it is less so [6] with the vertically mounted bushing now proposed The

forces are now essentially compressive, except for a breach of coolant lines inside the torus, in which case

the pressure inside ITER is expected to rise up to -0.2 MPa. With a view to safety, brazing is proposed to

join the ceramic rings to the intermediate flanges. C221 has a thermal expansion coefficient close to

titanium which is therefore a good candidate material for the intermediate flanges. The flanges of adjacent

insulators would be "safely" joined together by electron beam welding.

Recently the diameter of the centre conductor proposed by ITER has been reduced from 800 to 478 mm,

which allows the bushing size to be reduced. The latest evolution is shown in Fig. 1.

2 The Prototype

An ITER R&D task has been launched to fabricate a near to full scale SINGAP bushing mock-up and test

it in the Cadarache 1 MV test bed. There space restrictions are significantly more severe than at ITER,

and the electrostatic modelling has been intensified to obtain a design which fits in the available space

and simultaneously yields conclusive results regarding ITER. A drawing of the prototype bushing is

shown in Fig. 2, and details of the insulator and screen configuration in Fig. 3.



2.1 Electrostatic Modelling

The majority of the electrostatic optimisation has been carried out with the SIMION 6 3D code. Although

this code does not treat dielectrics it has proven a very useful tool as it allows rapid changes of geometry.

The resulting design was checked against the Vector fields OPERA code which accounts for differing

dielectric materials and allows a full, but much more tedious, 3D treatment of electro-magnetic fields. As

expected, the SIMION results are in excellent agreement with those from the Vector Field code, except in

the near vicinity of the insulator where dielectric refraction effects play a role.

The electrostatic design aimed at minimising the following:

a. electrostatic field stresses - maximum 50 kV/cm for vacuum cathode areas, 60 - 100 kV/cm for

pressurised gas cathode areas. This was achieved by employing the maximum curvature radii

possible in each considered space envelope.

b. electron bombardment of insulators. Overlapping electrostatic screens on the vacuum side of each

insulator prevent direct bombardment by electrons other than those emitted by the screens

themselves (in particular from the 1 MV central conductor).

c. electric field components perpendicular to the insulator surface.

d. electric fields at the triple points (insulator/metal/vacuum or gas junctions), which are considered

the most critical parts of the design. The design of the electrostatic screens and the hourglass cross

section of the insulator result in very low fields at the triple point, 1.9 kV/cm at the negative and

2.9 kV/cm at the positive triple points.

2.2 Features

Because of the space restrictions some subtle changes with respect to the ITER bushing have been made

in such a way that the electrostatic configuration remains as unaltered as possible (see Fig. 4). The height

of the porcelain rings has been reduced from 215 to 202 mm, and the thickness of the titanium flanges

from 20 to 4.5 mm over the insulator top and bottom faces. To obtain the same inner screen overlap the

curvature radii of the upper "noses" have been increased from 107/82 to 120/95 mm. All other heights,

curvatures and (major) radii are identical. Because of this "surgery" the height of the bushing stack



matches exactly that of the 9 stage bushing presently used at Cadarache. Brazing of the titanium flanges is

an important part of the R&D task. As the braze development will take some time, it is proposed to use

epoxy glued joints for the prototype bushing, which will allow the prototype to be built and voltage hold-

off tests to be carried out. At a later stage one insulator module may be replaced by a brazed one for

further tests. Furthermore, as electron beam welding of the intermediate flanges is not essential to obtain

relevant test results, Viton O-rings will be used as vacuum seals on the prototype bushing. It should also

be noted that SF6 will be used as the insulating gas for the tests at Cadarache.

The potential equalisation is achieved by a chain made up of 40 resistors of 5 MQ each, which are

securely stowed away in a groove (toroidal spiral) in the porcelain around the outside of each insulator.

The length required is about 5 m which corresponds to approximately one turn.

Because of the precision required, cast or forged components are proposed for the electrostatic screens.

Although titanium is envisaged for the ITER bushing for reasons of thermal expansion, for the prototype

stainless steel may replace titanium as screen material should this result in a substantial cost reduction.

With the prototype having a larger diameter than the present bushing a number modifications to the

Cadarache 1 MV test bed are required. The main items are: a bushing tank of enlarged radius (1318 c.f.

910 mm), a shorter transmission line and larger cover flanges. The 300 mm OD centre conductor of the

present bushing will be re-used.

3 Discussion

The two bushings are compared in Fig. 4. Except for the centre conductor, the main radial dimensions are

identical to the ones of the ITER bushing. The highest field stress on the centre conductor (39 kV/cm) is

the same because the smaller radial gap towards the inner screen is compensated by a larger curvature of

the centre conductor. Also, the field concentrations in the region between the inner screen noses and the

insulator are essentially the same, i.e. the influence of the centre conductor is negligible, as expected.

Because of the reduced height the field stresses in sensitive areas are calculated to be ~10 - 20% higher in

the prototype, but they are well below the above criteria. That there may be some margin in voltage hold-



off has been re-confirmed (compare [1]) during HV conditioning of a 718mmOD insulator ring of

C120 porcelain with epoxy glued titanium intermediate flanges. Breakdown-free pulses (>10 s) were

obtained at up to 300 kV across an insulator height of only 94 mm.

4 Conclusion

The "physics" design of the SINGAP prototype bushing has been completed. From the design parameters

it is expected that it will work satisfactorily and that the intended R&D programme will yield most of the

results required. After the recent reduction of the centre conductor diameter in the ITER injector design

the relevant dimensions of the two SINGAP bushings have become almost identical. In fact, the only item

of some significance is a relative small difference in height which should lead to the ITER bushing having

a higher voltage holding capability than the prototype. The results regarding voltage hold-off are therefore

expected to be conclusive. Because of the great similarity of the two designs all know how and skills

acquired during fabrication of the prototype (including possible investments) can directly be applied for

the production of the ITER bushing(s). The development of a brazing technique is considered as one of

the key points.
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Table 1 Comparison of Commercial Ceramic Material Data

Material

Ceralep

C120

Porcelain

C221

Porcelain

DIN 0335

Vitox

Alumina

Density

[kg/m3]

2300

2700

3960

Thermal

Expansion

Coefficient

[lO-'deg1]

4.5-5.5

7 - 9

8.9

Dielectric

Constant

6 - 7

7 - 8

10.1

Electric

Conductivity

at 285 K

[S/m]

-12

3.5x10

8xl0"13

lxlO"15

Electric

Conductivity

at 400 K

[S/m]

6.5xlO"9

-12

1.0x10

2xlO"14

Conductivity

Increase

at 0.5 Gy/s

[S/m]

-12

7.4x10

5.5xlO"n

7xl0"n

Bending

Strength

[N/mm2]

90

150

550
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1

Elevation of ITER NBI Porcelain 1 MV SINGAP Bushing

(1) Centre Conductor (-1 MV), (2) Inner Electrostatic Screen, (3) Outer Electrostatic Screen,

(4) Intermediate Flange, (5) Porcelain Insulator Ring, (6) Ion Source, Extractor and Pre-Accelerator

Service Lines, (7) 12 bar Dry Air, (8) Vacuum

Fig. 2

Elevation of Cadarache 1 MV Porcelain SINGAP Bushing

Fig. 3

Details of Insulator and Electrostatic Screen Configuration

Top: Construction Details - (1) High Temperature Braze or Epoxy Glued Joint, (2) Screen Location Bolts,

(3) Tightening Bolts, (4) Grooves DxW = 3.5x8, (5) O-Ring Section 5 mm dia, (6) Inner Electrostatic

Screen, (7) Outer Electrostatic Screen, (8) Toroidal Helicoidal Groove for Resistor Chain DxW = 15x8.5,

(9) Connection Bolt, (10) Connection Strip Th x W = 2 x 8

Bottom: Electrostatic Potential Contours of Bottom Modules (VECTOR FIELDS Opera 3D Code,

2D Cylinder Symmetry)

Fig. 4

To Scale Comparison of Electrostatic Potential Mappings (SIMION 6 3D Code, 2D Cylindrical

Symmetry)

Left: Top and Bottom Modules of Cadarache Prototype

Right: Top and Bottom Modules of ITER SINGAP Bushing



The dimensionless numbers indicate electric field concentrations (kV/cm) in areas of most interest. Note

that the presence of the insulator dielectric (indicated dashed) is ignored by the code and the calculated

field strengths at the "triple points" are too low
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ABSTRACT

As an alternative to commercial capacitors which both have experienced fiability problems

and are irrelevant to next step, a new all-metal impedance concept has been elaborated for

Tore Supra ICRF Resonant Double Loop (RDL) antenna. Two detailed design versions are

presented, both based on the principle of a parallel LC transformer inserted in a coaxial

structure. First low power measurement results on a full scale mock-up are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ICRF power delivered by RF transmitters is generally transferred to tokamaks plasma by

including antenna radiative straps in a resonant circuit. The tuning of this circuit is often made

outside the antenna assembly for example with the help of stubs and/or phase shifter inserted

on the main transmission line. Yet there are many advantages to make the impedance

matching as close as possible to the strap like in the RDL configuration [1] used on Tore

Supra (TS) antennas (Cf. FIG. 1) : it allows to reduce the volume where high RF voltages

occur, thereby minimising the power losses and the voltage stand-off requirements in the feed

line, especially at the vacuum feedthrough. This configuration therefore gives a better transfer

A "7



power ratio, as illustrated by the 16 MW/m2 record of radiated power density achieved on

Tore Supra.

However, the matching impedances needed in such a configuration are critical components

submitted to high electrical, mechanical and thermal loading: The vacuum sealed variable

capacitors from COMET 1 used on TS antennas have experienced several failures mainly due

to damages on the internal bellow. As they are hardly accessible for repair due to their

integration in the antenna assembly, each failure results in heavy consequences in terms of

power and/or experimental time loss. Also the presence of a ceramic containment in these

commercial capacitors is critical for the cooling on long pulses and is irrelevant to the next

step because of the degradation of dielectric material under neutron radiation. All these

elements provide a strong motivation towards the development of new all-metal alternative

concepts for future ICRF antennas.

2. IMPEDANCE DESIGN

The main present impedance design issue is to fulfil the electrical requirements on the whole

frequency range within limited mechanical size as the tuners must fit in the available space

and avoid critical mechanical constraints during disruption. On TS, due to the large variety of

ICRF heating scenarios performed, we presently use operating frequencies ranging from 42

MFiz to 63 MHz, with loading resistance typically 1 to 8 Ohms/m. As a consequence, the

matching impedance must be able to cover the range of an equivalent 1.5 m to 3.3 m long 50

Ohms short-circuited line. The solution of simple coaxial stubs is then excluded due to

expected too high stresses on the inner conductor that provides mechanical support to the

strap.

The new all-metal impedance concept proposed is based on the principle of a parallel LC

impedance transformer inserted in a coaxial structure. The underlying idea is to use the

COMET Technik A.G., Berne, Switzerland



resonant nature of the LC circuit to produce a significant impedance variation with a reduced

geometrical displacement of movable components. Two versions of the above concept

compatible with Tore Supra antenna main specifications have been designed in details to be

able to check on a full scale mock-up their electrical characteristics.

1.1 First version

The first version is an upgraded version of ITER-FDR Design [2] : it consists of a two-section

stub tuners, where the "capacitive" part is made by a Very Low Impedance (VLI) piece of

line, with a less than a quaterwavelength short-circuited line (SC) as "inductive" part (Cf.

FIG. 2a). The dimensional features have been chosen as followed: The antenna box sizes limit

the outer conductor diameter to 20 cm. The maximum diameter of the inner conductor is

mainly constrained by the voltage stand-off: The tuner input voltage can go up to 50 kV at

low coupling for 2 MW transferred power. Given as a reference ITER specifications [2] of

peak RF electric field below 40 kV/cm, the resulting inner conductor diameter for the VLI

section is 17 cm. As a result of two-section line preliminary calculations [3], it appears that

the minimisation of the overall tuner length lead to a trade-off between the VLI section length

and the SC section length. We have therefore given us the possibility to adjust both section

lengths on the mock-up. The length of the VLI section can be varied from 65 to 115 cm as a

result of the displacement of a cover driven by an endless screw through six tie-bars bolted to

a threaded ring (Cf. FIG 2a). The short-circuit plate is also movable from at least 0 to 50 cm

away from the VLI section.

1.2 Second version

The second version has a more aggressive design in the sense that the total length of the

component could be lowered at the possible expense of frequency bandwidth reduction. The

difference with the first version regards the "capacitive part", hereafter made with a

multiplane in line capacitor (Cf. FIG. 2b). The idea is to make a better use of the available



space to produce the capacitance, especially taking into account the foreseen better voltage

stand-off perpendicular than parallel to the tokamak magnetic field lines. Use of removable

plates on the mock-up will allow to modify both the vertical and horizontal gap of the

multiplane configuration. Moreover, while the outer plates are fixed to the cylindrical

conductor, the inner plates are attached to a support which can be axially displaced through an

internal tooth driven by an endless screw.

Extensive calculations of equivalent line model parameters for the different multiplane

configurations have been made with the aid of the electrostatic Finite Element code TOSCA

from VF2 . Results in the case of the two conductor plates facing are summarised in FIG. 3. In

the cases where only the inner or the outer conductor are provided with plates, which happens

while moving the inner conductor support, the capacitance value drops under either 350 or

250 pF/m. If we take both vertical and horizontal gap equal to 15mm as in the first version,

the capacitance is nearly twice as high, and if the take a reasonable differential voltage stand-

off of a factor two, the capacitance can even be four times higher. Even if the field pattern is

expected to be somewhat sharper because of edge effects in the multiplane configuration, we

can expect a significant improvement of the capacitance per meter in this second version, and

consequently of reduced overall length of the component. Yet, due to the feature of the

"capacitive part", the capacitance can't be lowered two much as decreasing the two conductor

plates facing section length introduce less higher but yet capacitive sections. This could result

in an impedance range reduction, which will have to be assessed on a mock-up.

3. FIRST RESULTS

A mock-up of the first version has been manufactured with use of multilam electrical

contacts on the sliding pieces. An extensive low power measurement campaign has been

made by connecting the mock-up to a network analyser through a 50 Ohms coaxial conical

'• VECTOR FIELDS Ltd, Oxford, United Kingdom.
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transition. Relevant impedance range experimental results expressed in terms of equivalent 50

Ohms short-circuited line length are given in FIG. 4 in comparison with two model

predictions. In the baseline model (bmod), we use simple loaded lossless line formulae, while

in the upgraded model (umod), we have included the effect of the jumps in radius of the inner

conductor in terms of parallel capacitance [4]. Globally speaking, we can observe that the

experimental length is always higher than foreseen, which can be interpreted as the existence

of extra capacitance. The agreement is far better with the upgraded model, even if some

discrepancies still remain which can not be explained by measurement uncertainty. The

discrepancies are the higher when the equivalent line length is around a quarter of a

wavelength, but in any case below 15%. The experimental results can be discussed on two

test cases. In the first case (FIG. 4a), where the VLI section length is long (108 cm), the

impedance requirements are fulfilled on the whole operational frequency range, with a 60 cm

long SC section required at low frequency. This yields an overall length a factor of two lower

than the standard coaxial stub solution length. Yet the matching is expected to be very

sensitive to the short-circuit plate position at the higher part of the frequency range. In the

second case (FIG. 4b), where the VLI section length is short (68 cm), the impedance

requirements are fulfilled expect in the very lowest end of the frequency range with a

maximum 100 cm long SC long section, leading to the same overall length. Assuming that the

SC section length is taken as the feedback parameter to cope with loading variation during

shots, the practical consequence of the above results is that depending on the desired

frequency range, we could either fix the VLI section length or have to vary it when the

operating frequency is shifted.

CONCLUSION



A first version of a new all-metal matching impedance concept has been successfully checked

on a full-scale mock-up designed for Tore Supra antenna requirements. The model predictions

are in a sufficiently good agreement with the experimental data to allow their use as a design

tool. A factor of two of progress is obtained as compared to classical stub solution in the large

impedance range versus limited mechanical size issue. A second alternate version is presently

being manufactured, which could even improve the compactness of the component.

Figure captions

Figure 1 : Tore Supra present RDL antenna layout

Figure 2 : New all-metal impedance cut away view

a) first version design

b) second version design

Figure 3 : Multiplane Capacitance estimate

Figure 4 : Experimental data (mes) versus model prediction (bmod: baseline model; umod

upgraded model) of the first version mock-up impedance range for different SC section

lengths along with TS requirements

a) long VLI section

b) short VLI section
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THE TORE SUPRA LHCD CONTROL SYSTEM :
NEW IMPROVEMENTS USING PLCs AND STATE MACHINES.
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The Tore Supra Lower Hybrid control system has been in operation for ten years. Although its control
system has given excellent service, it is an ageing system, and incompatible with many modem
components and techniques. Hence, in order to improve the LH system reliability, efficiency, compatibility
and visibility, a new design of its control system was undertaken. A modern programmable logic controller
solution coupled with a fast logic hardware "state machine" has been selected as replacement. This can
handle the "state diagram" and associated safety interlocks functions for each klystron with the required
time response. This paper presents the association of this state machine for the fast control with the PLC
for the slow control, a PC based human interface, and all the control and process diagnostic functions
which completes this Tore-Supra LH control and security system.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Tore Supra Lower Hybrid (LH) control

system has been in operation for ten years using
the "Architecture 7" INTEL 386 based system
and hard wired safety interlocks. Although it has
given excellent service, it has to be enhanced to
improve the reliability and the capability for
quasi continuous operation of the LH heating
system.

2. THE TORE SUPRA LH CONTROL
SYSTEM FRAME

2.1 LH system layout
The Lower Hybrid system on Tore Supra

(TS) consists of 2 launchers with a nominal plant
power of8MW at 3.7 GHz. The installation of a
new launcher, operating at lower power density
and designed for quasi continuous operations [1],
as well as new in vessel components will allow
very long pulse operations on Tore Supra. The
present 500 kW klystrons have been tested and
high power operation on these tubes can be
extended to several minutes [2]. Therefore
developments including the installation of a new
klystron control and protection system were
necessary, in order to complete these hardware
improvements for increased reliability and power
handling capability. Moreover, the LH control
system upgrade is consistent with the whole

evolution of the TS control system towards
modern hardware and software standards [3].

2.2 The LH control system frame
The LH control system is a Programmable

Logic Controller (PLC) and a PC Windows™
based control system : see Fig. 1. The PLCs are
Schneider Electric PMX87 and are programmed
according to the IEC1131 language standard:
Ladder, literal Structured Text and Sequential
Function Chart (SFC). A PLC is associated with
one launcher, eight transmission lines and two
modules of four klystrons. The PCs run the
Panorama process supervisor software for the
Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) : one is
located close to the RF generator plant and is
used for the local control during the plant
commissioning operation, two others are in the
TS control room and are used during plasma
operation or launcher conditioning operations.
Two networks enable the communications
between PLCs and PCs : one FIP standard field
network provides the link between the PLCs
within the LH control system, and an Ethernet
link is used as the TS control network backbone:
it enables the communications between the LH
control system and the other TS control systems
(Water cooling, power supplies, TS Supervising
control,....).

C-13
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Fig. 1: LH control system frame J/2pp

2.3 The LH operation mode and fault
management

Three LH operating modes are implemented
on each launcher : the local klystron test on
dummy loads, the launcher conditioning, and the
plasma operation. These operating modes select
the working status of all the main LH functions:
module auxiliaries, klystrons, transmission lines,
safety interlocks and launcher.
The efficiency of the fault management is the key
to the process reliability: therefore, in addition to
the control of the LH functions, the main task of
the LH control system is the fault detection,
acquisition and treatment. These process faults
are collected into two classes according to the
time response required for the fault feedback
controls: lus for the faults which can lead to
serious damage by the amount of energy within
the klystrons or the antenna RF windows, 100ms
for the others. Hence, a fast logic State Machine

was designed to deal with the fast interlocks (26
per klystron), while the PLC handles the slow
interlocks (48 per klystron), the digital outputs
for the triggers, the analogue I/O signals and all
the operator set-points and selections (fig. 2).

3. THE STATE MACHINE
3.1 The principle

The state machine principle is based on a
high speed logic device which is designed to
perform sequential functions. A Programmable
Logic Device (EPLD) is used for this purpose. Its
inboard logic networks are wired to the LH
process faults, to the PLC and to the EPLD status
feedback. The EPLD outputs are the trigger
signals to the klystron or the power supply and
the status signals of the state machine towards
the PLC.
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Fig. 2: LH safety interlocks l/2pp

3.2 The hardware frame
A clock is used to latch the inputs and

outputs with a time delay such that the EPLD
programmed logic networks take in account the
previous state of the klystron to calculate the next
one

JUTL
see fig. 3.

Faults
and PL
control

' W

w

w

w
w

Q

E
PL

States

w

»Trig and
*" status

Fig. 3 : Principle of the state machine

The klystron faults are hard-wired to the state
machine and sent back to the PLC through a
mono-stable rimer in order for the faults to be
registered and stored by the fast task of the PLC
(TR = 10 ms).

3.3 Sequence diagram
Seven states are defined corresponding to the

klystron operation states : Stop (ST), Idle (ID),
High Voltage applied (HV), Beam Current

applied (IB), High frequency applied (HF) and
held (AHF), Emergency Stop (EST). The
requirements that enable a new state depend on
the status of the klystron, line or launcher faults
and the PLC controls. The links between the
states are according to the following sequential
chart, see fig. 4:

ST
i

i •

ID
t

i

•

Klystron I*—

k

F

HV
i

i f

IB

\ \

\

EST

HF

i

AHF

Each state HV, IB, HF delivers the
corresponding trigger signals towards the
klystron tube. The route to the HF state is
controlled by the PLC, whilst the EST and AHF
states are only performed in case of faults
detected on the state machine inputs. The AHF
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state is reversible towards the HF state and used
to hold the HF for a short while (50 or 100 ms
dependant of the event) in case of HF
breakdown on the klystron or launcher windows,
or high reflected power . The EST state is not
reversible: it leads only to a shutdown of the high
voltage on a whole module of 4 klystrons via the
link with the HV power supply.

4. THE ASSOCIATION of the HMI PC, the
PLC and the STATE MACHINE
The large number of process faults (>580) on

the LH system, require careful attention to the
remote diagnostic capability of the LH control
system. Therefore, both the first fault and the
subsequent chain of all the klystron or launcher
faults which occur during the HF pulse are
recorded by the PLC, displayed using multilevel
mimics, and stored by the HMI PC. Some
additional functions have been added to cope
with the conditioning mode of the launchers,
taking into account the HF behaviour of the
launchers via HF breakdown counters.

5. RESULTS
These improvements were implemented

first on the new LH launcher C3 whose first
results were obtained during 1999. It has given
good results as illustrated in fig. 5: the HF pulse
is cut off by the power reflection interlock
through the state machine, delayed 50 ms and
applied again by the PLC. Based on this

klystron M3K1 module H - shot Z79S1

B 10 •

- 1 0
10 , 15

time (s)

experience, the improvements were extended to
the whole LH control system at the end of that
year.

6. CONCLUSION
This new control system was designed to

build a comprehensive control system and fast
safety interlocks which are relevant in any RF
heating system. It has provided good service on
the Tore Supra LH control system. Further
developments are expected to enhance the
launcher control for the long duration plasma
pulses and improve the interface with the data
acquisition system.
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EVALUATIONS AND PROSPECTS FOR THE NEXT STEPS IN THE LOW POWER
RF SYSTEMS OF THE TORE SUPRA TRANSMITTERS

G. Berger-Bv, J. Achard, B. Beaumont, P. Bibet, S. Dutheil, M. Goniche, G. Lombard,
L. Millon, P. Mollard, K. Vulliez

Association Euratom-CEA, Departement de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlee, CEA/Cadarache
F-13108 SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE CEDEX (France)

The tokamak Tore Supra has been operated since 1988 in Cadarache Centre. With the CIEL (Composants

Internes et Limiteur) project, it will be the only machine to be able to exploit the Advanced Tokamak Regimes

in steady state operation with three heating systems ICRH, LH, ECRH. The injected RF power in the Torus is a

very important parameter of the total energy balance of Tore Supra, for this reason we need the best possible

knowledge of these powers.

The analysis and the explanation of the different RF techniques at low power which have been used in TS on the

three RF systems will be described. Principles of the different measurement systems are given. The calibration

methods of these systems are discussed and the present status of the calibration uncertainties of the RF

measurements is analysed. Finally, when the generators are connected to a dummy load, RF measurements are

compared with the calorimetric power measurements. This study allows preparation of improvements of these

systems which will be used in these next steps: CIMES project (Composants pour lTnjection de Matiere et

d'Energie Stationnaire) [1],

1- PRINCIPLES OF THE LOW POWER RF TECHNIQUES USED IN THE THREE TS HEATING

SYSTEMS

The principles of the different measurement systems used are described in figures 1 to 3. They are very different

but they all use directional couplers with homodyne detection. They are compared in table 1 and we can note

that the working power levels are very different implying widely different amplification gains. The ICRH

detectors use the linear part of the characteristics with high level signals. In this case we need just an adjustment

gain (About equal 1) for the dispersion coupling values and a balance threshold tension of the diodes. The LH

and ECRH detectors use the quadratic part of the characteristic with low level signals. The gains of amplifiers in

the measurement chain amount to several hundreds.
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Figure 1: Measurement system of ICRH antennae
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Figure 2: Measurement system of the LH antennae
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Figure 3: Measurement system of ECRH generator
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ICF
Coaxial

LHF
TE01

ECF
HE11

Incident
power

Generator
Antenna

Generator
Antenna

Generator

Standard
Coupler

30O/9inch
30n/9inch

WR284
WR284
2.5inch

Pout
max

coupler
2W/50fi
2W/50Q
5W/50n
5W/50O

10mW/WR8

Pin
max

detector
0.3W
2W

lOOnW
lOOnW
lmW

Gain
Measurement

channel
~1
*1

1000
600/900
200/500

Standard
Output
4/20mA
0/1OV

4/20mA
0/1 OV

4/20mA

Number RF
measurements
incident power

6
6
16
32
6

Number
Calculated

factors
6
6

16x2=32
32x5+32=192

3x6=18

Table 1: Comparative study of the measurement techniques

2- CALIBRATION PRINCIPLES

In order to calculate the injected power in the antennae with the voltages recorded in the acquisition system, we

have to know the attenuation of the coupling structures and the transfer function of the measurement systems in

the three frequency ranges.

For ICF (40/80 MHz) we have 3 antennae and 12 power measurements [2] [3]. The coupling values are

measured with a Rodhe & Schwarz ZVRE network analyser and converters 30C2-9inches/50fi-N. The transfer

functions are plotted automatically with specially developed software in Labwindows. Due to the very good

reproducibility of the detectors sensitivities, we just need an adjustment of the amplifier gains to balance the

coupling values.

For LHF (3.7 GHz) we have 2 antennae and 64 microwave measurements [4] [5]. The coupling values are

measured with a Hewlett-Packard HP 8720ES network analyser and converters TE01-WR284/50Q-N. In order

to decrease the number of amplitude and phase detectors we use 4 microwave multiplexers with 16 channels.

Due to the good linearity of the measurement system, we just have to determine for each channel, with a test

software specially developed in the TS standard acquisition, the gain of the transfer function for the 5

measurement ranges. Then we have 384 parameters to calculate the power balance at the antennae input.

For ECF (118 GHz) we have an antenna with 12 measurements in the millimetre frequency range [6]. The

coupling values are measured with an Abmm network analyser and a converter HEll-2.5inches/TE01-WR8.

The measurement dynamic range must be higher than 1 OOdB which is not simple in this frequency range. We

measure also the attenuation measurement lines; these values are different for each channels and allow the

coupling value differences to be balanced. Then we adjust the gain measurement to balance the large sensitivity

differences of the millimetre detectors and plot the channels transfer function with a test software specially

developed in Labview.



3- EVALUATION OF THE MAIN MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTIES

The high frequency components used in the three RF systems are very different but can be summarised in the

diagram, figure 4 for the evaluation of the measurement uncertainties. The values ACj are the uncertainties of the

attenuation measured with the different network analysers. These uncertainty values are function of the

attenuation measured and the frequency used. APm is the uncertainty of the power meter used for the

determination of the transfer function.

Psrf

Directional coupler

RF Cable

Measurement system

Figure 4: Calibration principle

With equation (1) and the uncertainties of the different equipment used for calibration, we can calculate the

calibration error. These values are summarised in table 2-column 1.

Calculation measurement uncertainties:

Psrf Psrf Pm , „ Pm
—— = —— x with Sm = = measuremert sensitivity
Vm Pm Vm Vm

Psrf = 10"'-' xSmxVm ^ = - ^ - = 0A x\n\Ox AC+ =^- (1)
Psrf Sm

AC = AC1 + AC2 + AC3 measurement uncertainties C = couplingvalue

The second main uncertainty factor is the directivity of the couplers. This error is a function of the phase

between incident and reflected power and the reflected coefficient to measure. This maximum factors are

summarised in table 2-column 2. They take in account: the different directivity values and the typical measured

reflection coefficients. This gives the total probable error summarised in table 2-column 3, derived from the

square root of the square sum of the independent errors. These calculations suppose that there is no VSWR

(Voltage Standing Wave Ratio) in the measurement lines and no damage in the moving parts (Cables,



connectors...). The other uncertainty factors: linearity, temperature, digitalisation, frequency, dispersal, mode

purity, polarisation, are smaller and can be omitted.

ICF

LHF

ECF

±%

Antenna
Set points
Generator
Antenna

Generator

Calibration
error

3.1
3.5
3.7
6.8
10.5

Directivity
error
0.6
2.6
2.6
2.6
20

Probable
error

3.2
4.4
4.5
7.3

22.6

Table 2: Evaluation of main uncertainties

4- THERMAL MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

If we measure the cooling flow and increase of temperature between output and input load (Figure 5), we can

easy calculate thermal power with equation (2).

K ( 418 ^
P = P,i = — x [(Tout - Tin). .xJxdt \ K = —— ECF; r = RFduration; Tfin = integration duration (2)

r o V 60 )

In order to have high accuracy, we need to judiciously set the temperature and flow probes, such that we are

independent of turbulence and bubbles.

INPUT POWER
(ICF.LHF.ECF)

Flow J (1/mn)

Figure 5: Thermal measurement principle

In table 3 column 1-2 we present the uncertainties in the three RF systems. In future experiments we will

improve the flow probes, such that we will get the same uncertainty as for the thermal measurements in three RF

systems. In the ICF and LHF systems we should get about the same uncertainty in RF and thermal

measurements, but in ECF, due to poor directivity values of the couplers, the thermal measurements are always

better.
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%
ICF
LHF
ECF

Maxi error
± 12,5
± 10
±5

Probable error
±8.5
"±7

±3 .5

Proba.bLe..error

• ' ' ± 3 . 5 ••:

•••.•*.3,5.--'

.-•••" ± 3 . 5

Future improvement

Table 3: Evaluation of thermal uncertainties

5- COMPARAISON BETWEEN CALORIMETRIC AND HF MEASUREMENTS

The best way to check the RF output power of generator is to compare the RF and calorimetric measurements on

a water cooled matched load.

In figure 6 we show the comparison between these two measurements on the first gyrotron TS ECRH generator

at 118 GHz. This is the most difficult case because we have no reliable standards in this frequency band and the

matching of the load is difficult. Direct power is measured with a mitre bend in HE11 mode [7]. In spite of large

uncertainties due to the calibration and the poor coupler directivity (15 dB) we can note a very good agreement.

The difference between the 2 measurements gives us an idea of the reflected power. The reflected power is very

difficult to measure because of changes in polarisation and mode of the output power through the load.

Gyrotron A1 118GHz (10s 07/03/2000)
500

g 450
5 400
•5 350
Si 300

§. 2 5 0

- 200
;g 150
i 100
~ 50

0

Measurement uncertainties on A1
Incident power +-15,2%
Calohmetric +- 5%

_|

100 200 300 400
Calorimetric power in kW

500

Figure 6: Comparison on TS ECRH generator

6- CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

The analysis of the different uncertainties of calibration and measurement, provides an improved knowledge of

the injected power into the TS plasma. This is a very important parameter for the physics studies in progress. It

is particularly necessary for the thermal evaluation of the TS tokamak and for the calculation of the efficiency in

current production of the different heating systems by waves. In the Next Step more power will be injected, the
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frequencies will be higher (LH-5GHz, 170GHz-ECRH in ITER-FEAT project) and the distances between the

different sources will be longer, requiring improvement of:

• security systems (Pr/Pi, phase, arcs detection)

• measurement systems (Improvement in dynamic, sensitivity, frequency translation)

• calibrations systems (Automation, take in count all the uncertainties, quality control for the equipment and

the procedures),

• intelligent measurement systems (Automatic checking systems, numerical controllers)
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Coupling and power handling
of the new Tore Supra LHCD launcher
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Abstract: A new LHCD launcher designed in order to inject 4 MW during 1000 s has
been installed on Tore Supra and successfully tested. A power of 3 MW with 10 % power
reflection coefficient has been reached. The coupling has been studied depending on the plasma
parameters and of its vertical position. This in order to study the robustness of the mode
converter used in the antenna to divide the power into 3 in the poloTdal direction. Due to the
lower electric field and the very efficiently water cooled guard limiter, temperature increase
induced by the acceleration of electrons in the near field has been drastically reduced.

1. Introduction

Tore Supra main specificity due to its super conducting coils is to go towards long
pulses (1000 s) using Lower Hybrid Wave for current drive. A total amount of power P of 12
MW injected by 3 launchers is foreseen in the project CIMES [1]. The experimental variation
of the loop voltage AV/V with P/ne.R.Ip [2] and using the theory given in [3] allows in the zero
loop voltage case to compute the current driven by LHCD depending on the average electron
density ne and power (figure 1). R is the plasma larger radius. In partially non inductively
driven current for a given ratio P/ne, and chosen plasma current Ip, the pulse time length can be
computed (figure 2).

2. Antenna description and measurement

In order to increase the reliability and the injected power available, a first new
advanced launcher designed in order to inject 4 MW during 1000 s at 3.7 GHz [4] has been
installed and tested on Tore Supra. It is made of 16 modules each composed of a TE]0 to TE30
mode converter in order to divide poloidally the power into 3 to feed 3 rows of classical E
plane multijunctions. They are first realised with a 3 waveguides 0 710 multijunction followed
by 0 7i/2 bijunctions. This leads to a total array of 6 x 48 (70 mm x 8 mm) active waveguides.
Between each modules and on the antenna external part, quarter wavelength passive
waveguides have been inserted.

During the realisation and the assembling, the RF transmission parameters have been
measured on each modules. The results are given on figure 3. The phase shift between
waveguides on the same column is n due to the excitation of the TE30 mode by the mode
converter. On each row a discrepancy less than ± 20 degrees around the expected value has
been observed especially between column 4 and 5. This seems due to a lack of accuracy in the
realisation of the n phase shifter.
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3. Power handling capacity

The radiating surface has been increased by a factor 2 compared to the previous
antennae [5], in order to work at a power density of 25 MW/m2 for a power reflection
coefficient of 5%, value which has been experimentally proven to be safe [6]. The radiating
surface is therefore 0.16 m2. The total electric field for this value is 3.2 105 V/m and it
depends on (1 + p)2, with p being the electric field reflection coefficient. On figure 4, the
theoretical available power is given depending on p2 for different power density. At 5% the
power is 4 MW, at 10% it is only 3 MW. On figure 5, the experimentally obtained maximum
power is plotted versus the average reflected power. The maximum power has been limited by
the transmitter availability.

4. Coupling properties

a/ With the feeding phase shift: the coupling is unchanged when the phase is varied from
-180 to 180 degrees. This is in agreement with computation made with SWAN code. This
effect is due to the use of passive waveguides between each modules (figure 6 et 7).
b/ With plasma vertical position : the main new RF component is the mode converter
(MC). If the reflection from the plasma is the same on each waveguide row fed by the MC,
only odd modes will be excited. If there is a dissymmetry, even modes appear. Since there is
no coupling between odd and even modes, there is a resonance and the total electric field is
distorted. In order to observe the sensibility of this phenomena on plasma, it has been moved
vertically from ± 3cm. The main observed variation is on the outermost module where the
coupling has been seen to be generally worst. The average power reflection coefficient is
slightly affected : variation from 6 to 4% [7].
c/ With the plasma electron density : When the average electron density is increased from 2
to 4.6 1019 m'3, the coupling improves on the external modules, while it degrades on the
module on the antenna axis.
d/ With the antenna position : The antenna toroidal radius is 1700 mm. This is an optimum
value for an antenna position of 3150 mm taking into account the magnetic field ripple. The
antenna guard limiters have been installed 3 mm ahead. When the antenna is moved forward to
3050 mm, the gap between the field line impinging on the guard limiter and the antenna is 6
mm. The coupling is therefore depreciated when the antenna is moved forward. The reflected
power in the side modules is staying high, generally more than 15 %.
e/ Discussion on the worst coupling of the side modules : The RF properties of each
modules has been measured and they are roughly the same. The toroidal shape of the antenna
leads to a difference of electric length of 7 degrees between each neighbouring waveguides. This
value is not sufficient to totally cancel the self matching properties of the multijunction.
In some scenario where the electron plasma density at the antenna is expected to increase, the
power reflection coefficient is reaching a value of 5 %.

- when the density is high and that ICRH power is injected,
when the plasma is leaning on the median limiter and that recycling is high,

- when the plasma is moved forward near the antenna,
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The antenna is equipped with 4 langmuir probes placed at each antenna corner which were
generally not operational during the experiment. On shots where they were, the electron
density is small, and the variation of the coupling on the side modules with the measured
electron density shows a near electron cut off density shape (figure 7).

5. Thermal hot spots due to fast electrons

Fast electrons are accelerated in the antenna near field and lead to hot spots on
elements which are magnetically connected with the launcher. The energy of the electrons
depend on the total electric field. To reduce it for a given injected power, due to its highest
radiating surface, the total electric field has been reduced by a factor V2 and the tip of the sheet
separing neighbour waveguides have been rounded to cancel sharp edge effect. Temperature
increase in steady state observed on a ICRH antenna guard limiter when the new launcher is
fed is 2 times less than for the old launcher showing that the flux has been divided by a factor
2. The position of the guard limiter is 3 mm in front of the LHCD launcher. Since the impacts
are seen on the ICRH guard limiter, that means that the radial extent of the fast electron
emission is larger than 3 mm.
On the guard limiter of the new LHCD launcher, no temperature increase is observed for an
incident power less than 2 MW. It seems to show that there is a threshold for a power
density of 12.4 MW/ra2 value which is inside the range of 5.5 to 17 MW/m2 given in [8].

6. Degassing properties

In spite of its largest degassing surface : 100 m2 compared to 30 m2 for the old launcher
for 2 MW 10 s pulses the pressure increase is less than 10 mPa. The average temperature of
the antenna is 150 °C, and the vacuum tank is pumped by a 2500 1/s turbo molecular pump.
Pumping holes have been drilled all along the antenna to allow a large conductance to the inside
of the antenna.

7. Conclusion

The new Tore Supra launcher has been successfully tested to an equivalent power of 4
MW with 5% power reflection coefficient. The coupling does not depend on the feeding phase
due to the passive waveguides. It is not too much sensible to the vertical plasma position
which suggests a good behavior of the mode converter. The worst coupling on side modules is
due to a lack of electron density which can be due to the too advanced guard limiter position.

In spite of a long way to go to reach 4MW 1000 s per antenna, these results give good
confidence on the antenna power handling capacity for CIMES project, and on the choices
made for the design of ITER FEAT LHCD launcher [9].
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Figure Caption

Figure 1 : Fully driven current by LHCD for different injected power P versus average electron
density ne

Figure 2 : Total pulse length for a given plasma current Ip and ratio injected power versus
average electron density P/ne

Figure 3 : Phase of the transmission coefficient for the different row and column of each
antenna module

Figure 4 : Injected power for a given power reflection coefficient for different power density

Figure 5 : Maximum injected power depending on the average power reflection coefficient

Figure 6a : Theoretical power reflection coefficient on each module rl,..r8, on the average
rmoy, at the plasma antenna interface ract versus feeding phase. Case with passive waveguides

Figure 6b : Without passive waveguides

Figure 7 : Coupling on side module IB and 8B with electron density measured with
magnetically connected Langmuir probes.
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0. Abstract

An ECRH system is presently under
construction at CEA Cadarache for the
Tore Supra experiment. The generator is
planned to be made of 6 gyrotrons giving
RF waves with a frequency of 118 GHz
and a unit power of 500 kW (400 kW) for
a pulse length of 210 s (5 s ) ; two of them
are already installed : the prototype was
first tested on various dummy loads and
on plasma and the 1st series tube is still
testing on a CW load. The results are
presented in the following paper.

1. Introduction

An ECRH system with a generator power
of 2.4 MW (3 MW) for a puise duration of
210 s (5 s) at the frequency of 118 GHz is
presently under construction at CEA
Cadarache for the Tore Supra experiment,
to provide plasma heating and current
drive by Electron Cylotron Resonance
interaction.

2. The ECRH system

The generator is made of 6 gyrotrons
giving RF waves with a frequency of 118
GHz, which was chosen to interact with
the fundamental resonance at the
maximum magnetic field in Tore Supra.
Each tube is connected to the tokamak via
its own transmission line consisting of
about 25 meters of aluminium circular

oversized corrugated waveguide (63.5 mm
internal diameter) ; for each line, there are
5 miter bends, the second one containing
the directional coupler for the measure of
the incident and reflected power, 1 DC
break to isolate the gyrotron ground from
the tokamak one and 2 pump sections, the
vacuum level of the guides being about
10"5 Pa (the same as the tokamak vacuum
level as there is no window on the torus
side but only a RF valve). The efficiency
of the transmission line is specified to be
above 90% [1].

Fig. !. Picture of the antenna.

The antenna is made of six fixed mirrors
and three steerable ones, both in the
toroidal and the poloidal directions; each
mobile mirror groups the RF beam coming
from two parailele transmission lines.
Two high voltage power supplies are
installed, each one is shared by 3
gyrotrons. They consist in a classical
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thyristor regulated 90 kV power supply
followed by a series tetrode intended both
for voltage regulation (about 0.5 %) and
fast switching in case of arcing within the
tube (deposited energy under 15 J) [2].

3. The gyrotron

The gyrotron was developed thanks to a
joint venture between TTE, Association
Euratom - Confederation Suisse and
Association Euratom - CEA, with
technical support from Association
Euratom - FZK.

The tube is fitted with
a triode electron gun in
order to adjust the
beam characteristics
independently. It is
equipped with a
sapphire output
window cooled by
liquid nitrogen and
with a classical
collector.

Fig. 2. Picture of the 118
GHz gyrotron.

The gyrotron is connected to the
transmission line through a MOU
(Matching Optics Unit) which converts the
gaussian output beam into a HE 11 mode
suitable for propagation in the circular
corrugated waveguides; a 2-mirror
polariser is also included in the MOU in
particular to generate waves both in O-
mode and X-mode.
The whole efficiency of the gyrotron is
around 30 % and each tube is specified to
deliver 400 kW (500 kW) after the MOU
for a pulse duration of 210 s (5 s).

4. Prototype and 1st series gyrotrons test
results on load

Both prototype and 1st series gyrotrons
passed the factory acceptance test at
500 kW 5 s and were sent to the CEA as
the final acceptance tests at 210 s can only
be performed within the CEA facilities.
The very first results of the prototype on a
dummy load were not satisfying because of
the misalignment of the magnetic field
generated by the superconductive coils of
the cryomagnet with the geometric axis of
the tube !
After solving this problem, stable and
repetitive oscillations were obtained at the
right frequency of 117.6 GHz and the pulse
length was enlarged up to 15.5 s with
400 kW output of the tube in August 1999
as the new CW load was available from
April 1999; this progression was rather
slow because of internal outgazing of the
gyrotron and degazing in the transmission
line. The achievment of such a pulse length
was quite important because all of the
sensitive internal components of the
gyrotron, like the sapphire window, the
collector... were theorically in the steady
state; the cavity itself is already
thermalized within Is pulse length, what is
shown with the frequency shift between
118.2 GHz and 117.6 GHz during the first
400 ms, the frequency staying stable after
500 ms).

118,10 -

118,00

§ 117,90

117,80 -

117,70 •

0,5 1,5

T(s)

Fig. 3. Frequency shift during the beginning of the
pulse.

Then, the tests of the prototype on a load
were stopped to prepare the new position
for the 1st series tube, as the prototype was
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suspected to be damaged because of the
misalignment of the magnetic field and
thus not be able neither to deliver the full
power nor long pulse length .
The 1st series gyrotron began to be tested
on Autumn 1999, on a limited load (pulse
length up to 5 s only) because the CW one
was noticed to present too much reflexion
towards the tube during the tests on the
prototype and has to be modified.
These tests were stopped with the winter
shutdown of the high voltage supply after
quite good results and started again with
the modified CW load on May 2000. Very
quickly (less than 1 week), pulses of
duration around 20 s were obtained, but a
planned decrease of the cathode current
was observed, up to several amps. To
prevent the RF from vanishing with the fall
of the current, the solution is found in
increasing the heating of the cathode from
the beginning of the RF impulsion. The
value of additional 50 W heating was
extracted from simulations and was
confirmed with the tests.

-5 T(S)

Fig. 4. Comparison between 2 beam currents, one
without the additional heating and the other with it.

The best results obtained on the dummy
load with the 1st series gyrotron with the
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extra heating of the cathode is now
280 kW average output power on a pulse
length of 97 s, which represents a total
energy of 27.16 MJ.
At 97 s the RF stops due to the increase of
the internal pressure of the tube, up to 100
|xA measured on the ionic pumps, which is
the security limit. The cathode current has
the same value at the beginning and at the
end of the pulse, thanks to the 50 W
additional heating.

25 -i

95

Fig. 6. Stabilization of the beam current with the
additional heating for the pulse of 97 s length.

Several pulses of duration of less than 97 s
(55 s, 66 s, 72 s, 78 s, 82 s, 85 s...) were
obtained too, with more output power
(around 320 kW), which were always
stopped with the vacuum security (except
the 82 s one, which was stopped by
another security when the vacuum level
was 60 uA).

100

1 8 0

360 •

20-

20 40
T(s>

80 100

Fig. 5. The RF power for the 97 s length pulse.

Fig. 7. Evolution of the internal pressure of the
gyrotron with various pulses, before and after
conditionning.

The degradation of the internal vacuum,
which becomes quite like exponential after
20 s of RF emission for the pulse of 55 s of
duration, seems to be due to the
surrounding walls of the internal mirrors of
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the gyrotron (made with 3 cm stainless
steel) which are not cooled enough. After
some conditioning, the RF pulse length
could be then extended up to 97 s within a
month ; a step around 70 s can be noticed
for the most longer pulses and the internal
pressure of the tube still increases
exponentially up to 100 uA. More
conditioning seems to be required to
increase the pulse duration.

5. Prototype first results on plasma

Before the shutdown of Tore Supra needed
to prepare the new CIEL project [3], the
prototype was connected to the tokamak
for a short experimental campaign last
Autumn. 350 kW have been coupled both
to ohmic and to LHCD plasmas in
continuous or modulated pulses of duration
up to 2 s.
During non inductive discharges, fully
sustained by LHCD, a significant response
of the hard X-ray (HXR) signals to the
ECRH power has been observed, despite
the low power ratio between the 2 waves
(0.35 MW EC versus 4.2 MW LH) [4].
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Fig. 8. represents the response of the hard X-ray in
comparison with the EC and LH powers, for one
10-s LH pulse and three 1-s EC pulses.

An increase of the HXR signal level at all
photon energies is observed as well as a

small change of slope of the photon energy
spectrum, which indicates an increase of
suprathermal electrons proportionally
higher at high energy than at low energy.

I
60 70 80 90 100

Photon Energy (keV)
110

Fig. 9. Comparison of the photon energy curves
between a LH pulse and a combined LH+EC pulse.

Moreover, this effect is strongly reduced
when the maxima of LH and EC power
absorptions are not aligned. All these
results suggest a possible synergy between
the two waves.

6. Conclusion

All ancillary equipments, including the
antenna, of the ECRH system have been
tested and installed on Tore Supra. The 1st

module (3 gyrotrons) is expected to be
ready at the end of 2001 really for starting
ECRH experiments on the tokamak as it
will be operational with the new CIEL
components. These experiments will be
devoted to study a possible synergy
between LH and ECCD and the ECRH
experiment on Tore Supra will be used for
current profile control and MHD modes
stabilisation too.
In the very next future, conditionning work
on the gyrotrons and maybe modifications
in the gyrotron cooling system should be
done to extend the pulse length up to 210 s.
A complete regulation on the cathode
current has to be performed too, in order to
stabilize it for CW discharges.
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Abstract
The need of high heat flux components (HHFCs) is significant in the fusion community. Such elements are
required for divertor or limiter applications and the optimisation between performance and safety involved a
large investment on design criteria. Based on the actual Tore Supra (TS) feedback and the recent work for
Composant Interne Et Limiteur (CIEL) project with the newly developed component for Toroidal Pump Limiter
(TPL), a review of the major thermal, mechanical and metallurgical design criteria was drawn in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tore Supra (TS), a large tokamak operated by France's Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
(CEA) de Cadarache, which has been equipped, from the start up of the machine with steady
state high heat flux components. Developments, testing and plasma experiments on improved
solutions, allowed to acquire a large knowledge and to provide much information on physics
and technology such equipment, as well as a unique experience for proposing a set of design
criteria for the actively cooled plasma facing components (PFCs).
Hence, based on the actual TS feedback and the recent work for Composant Interne Et
Limiteur (CEEL) project with the newly developed component for Toroidal Pump Limiter
(TPL), a review of the major thermal, mechanical and metallurgical design criteria is drawn in
this paper.
The example of this basic component of CIEL, designed to withstand 15 MW steady-state
convective power, with a maximum heat flux of 10 MW/m2, is certainly the best approach to
appreciate the reliability of this technology, to understand the reasons which led to specific
choices and allows to mention the acceptable margin adopted during the perfecting of such
HHFCs.

2. HHFC CONCEPT DESIGN

The cooling TS system has two main functions: baking the vessel at around 200°C and
evacuation of plasma power in steady state conditions. The PFCs have to sustain heat flux in
the range 0.1-10 MW/m2 in very long pulses. This is a unique feature in a tokamak today, but
representative of the need for a next generation D-T tokamak.
A first generation of PFCs was conceived in the 80s. They consisted of graphite tiles brazed
on stainless-steel or copper water cooled structures, with power handling capabilities in the
range 1 or 10 MW/m2, respectively [1]. The inner first wall and the original limiters of TS
were built using this technology. Power handling capabilities of these PFCs were limited due
to uneven brazing characteristics and defects which caused several tiles to break and many of
them to overheat. However, with the emerging of carbon fibre composite (CFC) during the
last decade, it was decided to use these reinforced graphite material as graphite armour.
Therefore, a new generation of PFCs was developed, based on CFC, which has better
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mechanical characteristics than graphite. The brazing technology was also improved. Hence,
CFC brazed on stainless steel heat sink was used for the inner first wall of the vacuum vessel
of TS. Finally, a third generation of PFCs, supporting high heat flux, was developed more
recently, in partnership with European industry, using new attachment technologies [2]
between the CFC and hardened copper (CuCrZr), in order to further improve heat transfer
capabilities. This technology allowed operating reliably at power density in the 10 MW/m2

range. These newly developed components has been tested on new antenna protections in TS,
after having sustained severe testing on electron beams and will form the basic components of
CIEL with the actively cooled Toroidal Pumped Limiter (Figure 1).

3. MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

The selection of materials is a particularly challenging task because no one set of materials
can adequately satisfy all of the requirements.

Heat Sink Material
The material choice for the heat sink is mainly dictated by the mechanical properties in order
to sustain eddy and Halo current forces during plasma disruptions but the aim is also, for a
given surface temperature, to increase critical heat flux (CHF) margin at moderate water
temperature and pressure with minimum of pumping power. The choice of copper based
alloys for the heat sink is justified by:

its high thermal conductivity close to pure copper
- its higher strength at relatively high temperature
- the wide experience in its welding.

High thermal fluxes can cross the heat sink wall with a relatively low thermal gradient, and
hence low stresses in the cooling wall. For example on Tore Supra, for the TPL, the choice
was oriented toward the hard copper alloys such as CuCrZr (see Table 1) which regroups the
wished characteristics, is easy to machine, e-beam welding is well known and its large
ductility enhances the security.
However, this material loses more than 20% of its strength at 550°C. So, this thermal
criteria is continually controlled during the manufacture of a high heat flux element, with the
possibility of heat treatment to restore the initial properties, and constitutes thermal limit for
this material to preserve the wished properties in-service.

Plasma Facing Material
The components directly facing the plasma are subject to intense fluxes of energetic particles
emitted from the plasma. Thermal conductivity is an especially critical properties because
armour materials must be sufficiently thick to withstand erosion from sputtering and repeated
plasma disruptions, as well as protect the heat sink from runaway electrons. Carbon is actually
preferred as a plasma facing material, mainly for its low Z which allows to avoid the
accumulation of impurities in the plasma core and consequent plasma collapse due to their
high radiation as well as its refractory and sublimation properties which allow more flexibility
during off-normal events in a tokamak.
However, the use of carbon can exhibit some problems of erosion under ion bombardment
inducing a large erosion rate and consequently reducing the life time of the components and
increasing the dust content of the vessel. Moreover, excessive flux results only in carbon
sublimation which does not affect strongly the component geometry, this behaviour can be
associated to both physical and chemical sputtering processes but also to radiation enhanced
sublimation of carbon (Figure 2).
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In the frame of these considerations, a specified CFC (Sepcarb-Nll) was chosen for Tore-
Supra where the heat flux capacity was limited by the steady state temperature surface
above 1200°C. This limit is mainly governed by the sputtering effect but also by the integrity
of the bond between the PFC and the heat sink materials.

Attachment of the Plasma Facing Material to the heat sink
The first aim of a plasma facing component is to remove the heat load in a steady state regime
and under off normal events. In this field, a large experience has been gained in TS and one of
the main issues was the reliability of the bonding between the plasma facing material and the
heat sink.
The presence of a flaw at the bond between materials has a direct influence on the surface
temperature which increases drastically with the flaw size and a minimum bonding factor of
70% of the intended bond area between two materials have to be guaranteed. No flaw
larger than 3 mm was tolerated.
As an example, for the high heat flux elements such as the TPL, a recent technology of braze
free bonding was developed by Metallwerk PLANSEE in Austria. This assembling
technology takes into account the heat treatments requirements of the CuCrZr chosen for the
heat sink material and allows the direct application of compliant layer on the base of the
armour tile by Active Metal Casting copper onto a laser treated surface before e-beam
welding onto the heat sink. Detail for the braze procedure was specified in common
agreement with the brazing company, but a minimum brazing factor of 90% of the intended
braze area between CFC and copper is guaranteed.
The reproducibility of the CFC-Cu braze joints quality (thermal continuity) was guaranteed
by systematic fracture shear stress tests, by destructive metallographic tests on reference
pieces accompanying each braze cycle, by X-ray radiography of each tile attachment at
Plansee and finally by thermographic measurements at CEA Cadarache for the manufacturing
series (hot water tests). Calculations show that this measurement method depends more on
braze field defect length than braze void area. If reasonable tolerances between tile material
characteristics and the heat sink structure are considered, then a minimum observable defect
size of 30% for the CFC-Cu interface was achieved with 1-2°C thermal resolution of the I.R
camera.
The limits of the system in terms of local power density are imposed by the critical heat
flux (see §4) and the CFC temperature at the bonding limited to 600°C which applies to
the integrity of the joint.
For example, fatigue tests under heat flux loading realised on TPL elements showed that a
continuous flux of 18 MW/m2 appears to be the ultimate heat flux for flat AMC bonds
with a bond temperature of about 640°C. This high heat flux component, designed to
sustain an incident flux of 10 MW/m2, reaches in-service a bond temperature of about 450°C.

4. DESIGN CRITERIA

Thermo-hydraulics
Because of the heat fluxex level subcooled water is one of the most attractive modes of
cooling, the subcooled nucleate boiling regime does have a maximum heat flux limit
known as the critical heat flux (CHF). The CHF is the value of the local heat flux at the
coolant interface at which the formation of a vapour barrier inhibits heat transfer, so that
melting of the tube wall occurs and leads to rupture and loss of coolant, i.e burn-out in a very
short amount of time. Thus, since 1991 the CEA Cadarache carried out a large series of test
campaigns in order to study water cooled components and to propose a set of relationships
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adapted to one sided heating [3] (named the CEA standard correlation). These relationships
were able to predict heat transfer in single-phase forced convection and partial boiling mode.
Moreover, these thermo-hydraulic tests were performed for actively cooled PFCs not only in
their operating conditions but also up to the,maximum heat loading they can withstand
without failing. Thus, the Tong75 correlation with a corrective factor Cf [4] was proposed
and used by CEA for predicting the critical heat flux limits for uniform heating:
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Cf : corrective factor taking into account the one side heated and the
enhancement due to the twist tape (Cf = 1.25 for a smooth tube and
1.67 for a swirl tube).

Because the consequences of a water leak in a radioactive machine with tritium are severe, it
is important to have a large burn-out safety margin. Such a margin should compensate for
various uncertainties including those associated with experimental results and correlations,
and provide enough confidence that the component will not fail due to CHF. Finally, it was
proposed from an expert group meeting that a minimum margin of 1.5 would be
acceptable based on experimental data on prototypical geometry under representative
conditions [5].
Initial results indicated that incident critical fluxes (ICHF) greater than 25 MW/m2 could be
achieved by several cooling scheme with different heat sink geometries. However, various
considerations led to swirl tube as giving promising results and allowing a tube in tile concept
relevant to 18 MW/m2 incident heat fluxes (Figure 3).

Thermo-mechanics
The largest stresses in high heat flux components are thermal stresses caused by differential
thermal expansion, and the thermo-mechanical properties are also a limiting factor, mainly for
the tile attachment to the heat sink. Moreover, when flexion is constrained, the yield strength
is often exceeded and cyclic plastic strains can initiate fatigue cracks.
Hence, the thermo-mechanical performance of a duplex structure (such as TPL fingers)
depends on both the quality of the bonding, as well as the degree of thermal expansion
coefficient mismatch.
In order to increase the reliability of the bonding and to evaluate the in-service mechanical
stresses limit, finite element calculations, using the thermoplastic structural analysis code
CASTEM 2000 [6], were performed as well as fatigue testing under heat loading cycling in
the CEA electron beam test facility (FE200).
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Comparison between calculations and experimental database allowed to validate some laws,
to improve some models (material properties, elastic and damaging models,...) and to adopt
some specific limit criteria of design (summarised in Table 2) in according with the
unconventional materials used for the HHFCs and the temperature range which characterises
the field of fusion.
As an example, the Figure 4 summarises the methodology and the limit adopted during a
finite element calculation performed on a TPL finger geometry with the following
assumptions:

- Firstly, global stress analyses showing singular point located at the interface near the free
edge, a methodology has been formalised: the meshing is systematically refined in the zone
developing singular point and the three first meshes (corresponding at a minimum length
of about 0.5mm evaluated by iteration and where the influence of singular point becomes
negligible) are eliminated in order to perform a more realistic analysis of thermo-
mechanical behaviour of high heat flux components.

- Thermal stresses from normal operation are superimposed on the brazing residual stresses
and are always a source of high stresses at the interface near the free edge corner where a
stress singularity exists. Nevertheless, these stresses are partially accommodated by the
use of compliant layers which compensates, by plastification, the thermal expansion
coefficient mismatch. Primary stresses are generally much smaller due to small diameter
and relatively low pressures, however the fatigue limit is considered by adding of the
primary and secondary stresses under the maximum power heat loading and for a
limit of 10000 cycles ( corresponding to total strain range of 0.5% according to the
Liu-Lowring criterium [7]).

- The anisotropic and elastic behaviour of CFC tiles involves the analyse of maximum
stresses in each direction and a comparison with 2/3*Rm limit (Rn,: the ultimate
strength) at the maximum local temperature. However, the failure Tsai-Wu criterion
(multi-axial anisotropic criterion taking into account the difference between traction and
compression) seems more adapted. So this criterion is under developement in order to use
for the CFC analysis [8].

- The maximal Von-Mises stresses in the heat sink are taken and are compared with
the 2*Rp°'2% limit (Rp°'2%: the yield strength) at the maximum local temperature.
Creep rupture evaluation is not considered for the heat sink because of the limited
exposure time and the moderate primary stresses.

4. CONCLUSION

The present paper mentions some major hydraulic, thermal, mechanical and metallurgical
design criteria for a HHFCs, with supporting examples taken from high heat flux elements
tested in Tore Supra and used like basic components in CIEL project.
A respect of design criteria and safety margins are required to achieve adequate safety in-
service and performance goals. In this respect, priorities have been given to design criteria for
TS HHFCs and have been classified in three categories:
I. Integrity of the component

- the primary stresses such as eddy and Halo current forces must be sustained by the
HHFCs in-service with a reasonable security margin of a factor 2,

- the critical heat flux which corresponds to the loss of liquid layer at the wall and which
can lead to burnt-out is a key issue influencing the choice of coolant channel geometry
and the coolant conditions. A minimum safety margin of 50% is associated with the
critical heat flux limit.
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2. Capability to remove heat load
the thermo-mechanical performance of HHFCs insures a high degree of confidence to
the heat transfer and allows surface and -bonding temperatures acceptable, despite the
incident high heat flux. The quality of the bonding and the degree of coefficient thermal
expansion mismatch are closely examined and govern some technology choices
(geometry, selection of materials, type of bonding with special attention given to
eventual defects,...).

- the fatigue performance under cyclic thermal loading in a test facility allows to
determine the component fatigue limit and to increase the reliability of the structure.

3. Use of reliable technology for manufacture and specific control
- the use of bonding technique, tested with successfully, is generally preferred and

dictates often the material choices. Moreover, a stringent quality control must be
applicable to the series production and at each step of the fabrication. This control was
found more and more a necessity to perform a reliability of HHFCs and to limit the rate
of reject.
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CuCrZr

Thermal
Conductivity

W/m.K

320 °C

Yield
Stress
MPa
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Stress
MPa
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Elongation

%
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Weldability

-

good

Table 1 : CuCrZr Material Properties at 300°C
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R
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PRIMARY & SECONDARY STRESSES (a,)
Material with Elasto-plastic Behaviour

(as heat sink material)
Material with Elastic Behaviour

(as plasma facing material)
Isotropic Behaviour
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Anisotropic Behaviour

i 0 . 2 %
Max ( a t ) < 2 • R p {
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m

R
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l

ja_or

fc <-"„ , *
Table 2 : Thermo-mechanic Limit Criteria of Design (isotropic behaviour)

* Tsa-Wu Criterion (under progress for a more adapted analysis of anisotropic CFC material)
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ABSTRACT

The last experimental campaign of Tore Supra was also the last one with a set of plasma

facing components mainly dating from the assembly of the machine in 1988. This campaign

was interrupted a few days ahead of schedule because of the rupture of one coolant tube of the

Inner First Wall (IFW). The rupture was observed by an abrupt increase of the pressure in the

vessel. It was caused by a water leak which occurred two seconds after the end of the lower

hybrid heating pulse during the current ramp - down. Investigations show that the accident is

not related to the operation of the machine or a weaker element but rather to a localised heat

flux exceeding the heat removal capability of the IFW.
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1. INTRODUCTION : THE INNER FIRST WALL IN TORE SUPRA

The inner first wall of Tore Supra is a large area inner bumper, which is actively cooled by a

pressurised water loop (2.8 MPa, temperature 1$O°C, velocity 3 m/s). The water flows in steel

tubes (internal diameter 14 mm) with a square external section. Graphite or carbon fibre

reinforced carbon (CFC) tiles are brazed on this heat sink through a 2 mm thick pure copper

plate which absorbs the differential dilatation between the CFC and the steel. More details on

this component can be found in former publications where it was largely described [1-4]. The

IFW failed on november 17th, 1999 after the end of the lower hybrid heating pulse during the

current ramp - down, with a large water leak. The present paper focuses on the technological

analysis of this accident, whereas plasma physic aspects are explored in [5], where

photographs of the damaged component are also visible.

In vessel inspection shows that the failure occurred on one of the new panels installed in 1996.

The tile is eroded a few tenth of millimetre, with the fibre structure of the CFC clearly

visible. This overheating pattern is quite different from the hit pattern of runaway electrons in

the equatorial plane and from heating leading edges that are observed at numerous locations.

Neighbouring tiles are unharmed, apart from one just under which is only slightly marked.

The copper plate has melted over one third of the surface of the braze bond, and a two

millimetres gap remains where the copper once stood. Melted copper has leaked underneath.

A reddish spot is observed around the location of the side, indicating that the failure may have

occurred over more than one shot. The rest of tile is still strongly bonded to the heat sink, with

no apparent change of its radial position.

Another location is strongly metallised by braze material, indicating that it may have neared

accident too (see section 2.). Those IFW panels underwent extensive non-destructive testing

during manufacturing. The stainless steel wall thickness under that tile was measured to 1.3
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mm (nominal =1.5 mm), and the thermal transient tests with infrared monitoring (test-bed

SATIR, [6]) were normal. The accident is therefore not related to a weak location.

Comparable erosion patterns were observed in 1997 on the IFW, although not associated to

water leaks. A fully satisfactorily explanation could not be found at that time and operation

proceeded without further alarms. Even before the installation of the new panels, the poloidal

rows of first generation of IFW located around the equatorial plane suffered heavy damages.

The interpretation was then hampered by the brittleness of the graphite tiles (which cracked

when subjected to excessive thermal shocks) and the poor quality of many brazed bonds.

These points show that the phenomenon is not new in Tore Supra, but that it only became

critical with the increased use of lower hybrid additional heating associated with the

lengthening of the discharges.

2. LOCATION OF THE FAILURE

The failure occurred 10° under the equatorial plane. The IFW is not perfectly toroidal, and the

new panels were installed a few millimetres forward to be tested more thoroughly. The failure

is located on the most advanced panel (see Fig. 1), and the second most advanced is also

strongly damaged. It is stunning to see that tiles recessed from only 5 tenth of millimetres are

untouched. This give hints of the narrowness of the phenomenon involved. The location of the

accident indicates that it is bound to be related to the plasma, the failed tile being the one

defining the last closed flux surface. In a poloidal section, the contact should be in the

equatorial plane, but slight deformations of the plasma frontier may locate the contact point

on the lower row of tiles that was actually touched.

3. THERMAL ANALYSIS

The lower hybrid additional heating was applied during 10 seconds. The time constant of the

IFW is 10 seconds, which means that the stabilisation time of the structure is around

30 seconds. A heat flux considerably higher than the nominal value has therefore to be applied
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to damage the structure in the small time laps of 10s. Comparison of the two values gives

information of that actual heat flux. A thermal transient calculation (Fig. 2) shows that this

condition is obtained for a mean incident heat flux of 10 MW/m2 over half the surface of the

tile. This is ten times more than the nominal value of the structure (which was designed for

1 MW/m2) and five time more than the toughest test realised on it (2 MW/m2 on the EB200

facility). Under these conditions, the interface between copper and the steel tube reaches the

copper melting temperature of 1083°C in 10 seconds, necessary to explain the ejection of the

copper. At the same time, the copper plate under the normal heat flux of 0.5 MW/m2 is still

under 500°C. This is the reason why the tile can have stayed well bonded to the heat sink, the

interfaces still holding strongly in this area. With this combination of events, the flux

incoming on the heavily loaded part of the tile is still passed on to the copper and to the

stainless steel, increasing the power load on it and leading ultimately to the failure of the inner

tube before complete detachment of the tile.

Two mechanisms are possible for the rupture of the stainless steel tube : firstly an overheating

of the tube, leading to a cracking of the stainless steel, and secondly a critical heat flux in the

water of the cooling circuit, which occur at 6 MW/m2 incident for the hydraulic conditions of

that shot. At that stage, it is not possible to distinguish between the two (see section 5 for

further investigations about this.).

4. THEORETICAL HEAT FLUX DEPOSITION

A 10 MW/m2 local heat flux is not normal on the IFW for 4 MW of additional power. The

IFW is designed to fit closely the plasma shape and distribute the heat flux over a large

surface. The heat flux pattern on the IFW was thoroughly investigated [7-9], both

experimentally and by means of simulation. It was shown that a fraction of the power is

deposited "abnormally", apparently as heat flux flowing along the field lines with a short e-

folding lenght (a few millimetres as compared to the usual centimetres). A similar effect may
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have occurred here, in some exaggerated way. Sheath effects like surbrillance [10] may have

played a role to concentrate even more power on the tile, but such mechanisms are unlikely to

have been the trigger for the accident as they are not observed usually on this component.

The simulation gives some hints on the heat flux reaching the tile (Fig. 3). The tile is

connected to the electron side, thus enabling the hypothesis of supra thermal electrons [5].

The eroded location is actually wetted by the heat flux, not being shadowed by the IFW itself

as other tiles (Fig 3.b). A precise value of e-folding lenght can however hardly be given,

because it would be a result of the adjustment of the simulation to the observation of the

surface temperature field. As the parameter has an order of magnitude smaller than a

millimetre, the correlation would require to know the geometry of the wall and the plasma

frontier with an accuracy smaller than that, which is not the case.

5. POST-MORTEM METALLURGICAL EXAMINATION

The damaged structure was investigated by metallography. The copper has indeed been

blown-up, possibly by water vapour coming with the 2.8 MPa pressure from the inside of the

tube. A crater is observed where the copper once stood. The tile and the square tube have

retained their external shape and are covered by a thin copper layer. Many cracks are found in

the stainless steel tube, where the wall thickness is the smallest. Some of these cracks are

emerging, which was the cause for the water leak. Non - emerging cracks show all stages of

the formation. The cracks are initiated on the copper side and progress towards the inside,

speaking for a rupture caused by excessive heat flux rather than by critical heat flux. The

cracks are intergranular, reminiscent of a slow crack progression. This speaks also in favour of

a progressive damaging of the structure, well compatible to the flux excess, whereas a critical

heat flux is a faster event. Copper is present as dendrites in the cracks. Cracking may have be

facilitated by the presence of liquid copper, which penetrates the grain boundaries of the

stainless steel, causing their embrittlement.
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A pattern of corrosion is observed in the tube around the crack, indicating the steel has heated

up to around 600°C. There is however no loss of material and the corrosion is more likely to

be a consequence of the accident than its cause. No changes in the structure of the carbon fibre

reinforced carbon of the tile are observed.

6. CONCLUSION

The water leak of the IFW was caused by an excessive heat flux, between 5 and 10 time the

nominal heat flux of the component. This heat flux is deposed abnormally within a very

narrow depth of the scrape off layer, the investigations regarding this heat flux being reported

elsewhere [5]. Rupture is attributed to an overheating of the stainless steel heat sink, which

eventually cracked under the water pressure of the cooling water loop. The cracking of the

steel was probably facilitated by an embrittlement caused by liquid copper. Physics issues

related to this phenomenon will be addressed by Tore Supra with the new set of plasma facing

components, CIEL, which are currently being installed. The local heat removal capacity is

increased by a factor of 10, which is allowed by the use of a copper based heat sink. The

surface temperature will be monitored by a set of infrared cameras, aiming at forbidding

thermal excursions. These two elements give confidence that localised heat deposition will be

better monitored and absorbed, which will facilitate the study of plasma scenario aimed at

long discharges.
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8. FIGURES CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 : toroidal profile of the inner first wall

Fig. 2 : time - evolution of the temperature and temperature of brazed bonds at t = 15 s

Fig. 3 : particle deposition on the IFW

Fig. 4 : microstructure of the failed structure
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Abstract

The inner vessel of a tokamak is submitted to high particle fluxes bombardment, resulting in a

contamination of the core plasma and in a limited lifetime for the plasma facing components.

In the Tore Supra tokamak, a major upgrade in terms of power exhaust and pulse length,

called the CIEL project, is taking place (power coupled to the plasma up to 25 MW, pulse

duration up to 1000 s). In this paper, the effect of charge exchange neutrals on the stainless

steel protection panels covering the inner vessel is investigated in the CIEL configuration.

Based upon simulations of full power CIEL discharges by a neutral transport code, it is found

that erosion by charge exchange neutrals might lead to the contamination of the plasma by

heavy impurities. Therefore, various methods allowing to shield the protection panels from

the charge exchange neutrals, such as carbonisation, boronisation, B4C coating, are discussed.

1. Introduction

The inner vessel of a tokamak is submitted to high particle fluxes bombardment, resulting

in a contamination of the core plasma by the impurities emitted by the walls and in a limited

lifetime- for the plasma facing components. The first point has been seen on most of the

present day machines, the second point is becoming a major concern for the next generation

of reactor oriented devices, aiming at longer discharges. Recently, the work done in this field

has been concentrated on components directly in contact with the plasma (i.e. divertors or
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limiters), where the main plasma-wall interaction takes place. However, even if it is located

further away from the plasma, the main chamber should also be considered, as it will be

submitted to energetic charge exchange (ex) neutrals. These particles are neutrals originating

from the plasma wall interaction which have experienced a ex reaction with the ions of the

plasma, yielding a neutral with the local ion temperature. This process can transform a

fraction of the recycling neutrals, coming mostly from the molecular dissociation with a

maximum energy of a few eV, into very energetic particles, as they propagate to regions of

the core plasma where the ion temperature is high and experience successive ex reactions.

Some evidence of damage due to ex neutrals on the vessel walls has been reported in JET [1]

[2] as well as in Asdex Upgrade [3]. In the Tore Supra tokamak, the Association Euratom-

CEA is now operating a major upgrade of the inner components, called the CIEL project [4],

in order to improve the heat and particle exhaust capability of the machine over long pulses

(power coupled to the plasma up to 25 MW, pulse duration up to 1000 s). In this paper, the

impact of ex neutrals on the inner vessel protection panels of Tore Supra is analysed under the

CIEL conditions.

2. Description of the Tore Supra inner components in the CIEL configuration

In the frame of the CIEL project, a flat toroidal pump limiter (TPL), designed to extract 15

MW of convective power in steady state, will be installed at the bottom of the machine. A set

of 6 bumpers located on the high field side will handle the transient events (plasma start up,

disruptions ...). The inner vessel will be protected from the plasma radiative power losses by

a set of new designed actively cooled stainless steel wafer panels [5], able to sustain at least

10 MW of radiated power for a pulse length of 1000 s. A view of Tore Supra in the CIEL

configuration is shown on Fig. 1. With the exception of the bumpers and the TPL location, the
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entire torus will be protected by the panels, leaving less than 2% of the vessel uncovered.

They represent a surface of 60 m2 of stainless steel, located 15 cm away from the plasma last

closed flux surface (LCFS) in the equatorial plane. This distance is sufficient for the plasma

ion flux to go down to very low values, since it decreases exponentially in the scrape off layer

(SOL) with a typical decay length of 2 cm in Tore Supra. However, the ex flux could be

significant, especially in the area located close to the TPL, where the main plasma wall

interaction takes place.

3. Simulation of charge exchange neutrals

In order to evaluate the impact of ex neutrals, a simulation with the neutral transport code

Eirene [6], already used for a similar purpose on Asdex Upgrade [3], has been performed in

the typical CIEL plasma conditions. A full power discharge, with 15 MW of conductive

power in the scrape off layer (SOL), has been modelled (plasma parameters at the LCFS :

electron density nc(a) = 1.5xlO19 m"3 and Te(a) = 200 eV, pure deuterium plasma). Fig. 2

displays the spatial distribution of the neutrals impinging on the inner vessel, in terms of

particle (a) and heat (b) flux, as a function of the poloidal angle (+/- 180° corresponds to the

equatorial plane on the high field side, -90° corresponds to the position of the TPL). As

expected, the spatial distribution shows two peaks on both sides of the TPL location, where

the main plasma wall interaction takes place. Predicted neutral particle flux can reach up to

1021 m~V\ The corresponding heat flux can reach a maximum of 80 kW/m2. This would yield

a total power of 1.3 MW due to the neutrals, but remains small when compared to the inner

vessel protection design value of 10 MW of radiated power. Moreover, prototype panels have

been tested in the e-beam facility FE200 at Framatome, where they have sustained without

damage 1000 cycles at 0.8 MW/m2, well above the design value of 0.3 MW/m2 [5]. Fig. 3
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shows the energy distribution of the impinging neutrals in the low energy range (0-200 eV)

(a) and in the high energy range (200 eV to 1500 eV and higher) (b). Most neutrals have an

energy below 10 eV, which corresponds to neutrals coming from the molecular dissociation

(E< 5 eV), from the reflection of the incident ion flux and from ex reactions within the

boundary plasma. The bump on the last energy domain on Fig. 3 (b) is due to the fact that this

category concentrates all particles with energy higher than 1.5 keV. This corresponds to very

energetic neutrals that have experienced ex reactions in the core plasma. The data from Fig. 3

have been integrated into 3 energy categories and averaged over the panels surface, to be

compared in Table 1 with predictions given in [7] and [8] for a next step device like ITER

(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor). The estimates for Tore Supra give about

the same averaged heat flux and fall in the upper range of what is currently predicted for

ITER for the particle flux.

The calculated ex distribution can then be used to estimate the impurity source due to

sputtering of the vessel walls by the neutral flux. Using the data tabulated in [9] for physical

sputtering, an equivalent sputtering coefficient is computed by integrating over the ex energy

distribution. In particular, only neutrals with an energy above the threshold for physical

sputtering (50 eV in the case of deuterium on stainless steel) will participate to the impurity

generation. This yields a total impurity source of 8xlO19 part s"1 emitted from the vessel walls.

With simple hypotheses (emitted particles are iron atoms ; 1% of the source penetrates into

the main plasma while 99% are re-ionised in the SOL as deduced from an Eirene simulation ;

the confinement time of iron is the same as the one of deuterium, taken to be 200 ms ; the

distribution of iron in the main plasma is uniform), one can estimate that this would lead to an

iron concentration in the core plasma of <nFe
>/<ne> = 0.3 %o for a plasma volume averaged
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density <nc> = 2x101' m"3, corresponding to an additional AZctr = 0.2 on the effective charge

of the plasma. These heavy impurities will" also influence the radiative power losses.

Consequently, different ways of preventing the generation of heavy impurities by covering

the protection panels have been investigated.

4. Protection of the panels from the ex impact

In Tore Supra, different techniques, such as carbonisation or boronisation [10] [11], are

regularly performed in order to ensure a good conditioning of the machine (every 3-4 weeks).

They have been contemplated to shield the protection panels :

• Carbonisation (glow discharge with a gas mixture of He and 15% CD4) is used to cover

remote stainless steel surfaces with an amorphous carbon layer to prevent heavy impurity

generation by sputtering from the ex neutrals. The largest possible deposit is 1 |im thick.

• Boronisation (glow discharge with a gas mixture of He and 15% B2D6 ) is used for the

same purpose as carbonisation, but with the advantage of reducing the level of oxygen in

the machine, since the deposited boron layer acts as a getter. The largest possible deposit

is 1 \xm thick.

Another solution consists in covering the fraction of the protection panels located close to

the TPL, where the maximum ex flux is reached, with a plasma sprayed boron carbide (B4C)

coating. This technique has been used satisfactorily in Tore Supra to cover several plasma

facing components, as an alternative to brazing on objects with a complex geometry

submitted to moderate heat flux (around 1 MW/m2). The coating thickness is of the order of

150 urn.
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Table 2 gives the lifetime of these different coatings when exposed to the maximum

calculated ex flux (1021 m"2s"'). It also displays the equivalent physical sputtering coefficient

integrated over the ex energy distribution, and the corresponding threshold energy. The

lifetimes are calculated without taking into account redeposition1 nor sputtering by other

species than deuterium. According to the results, the carbonisation and boronisation layers

could survive a full power 1000 s discharge in the CIEL configuration. The conditioning

procedures would then have to be performed again for the next shot (a few hours of glow

discharges, to be done overnight for instance). However, the lifetime of the carbonisation

layer is probably overestimated as chemical sputtering is not included. Even though the

actively cooled protection panels will remain at a moderate surface temperature (around

150°C), chemical sputtering plays an important role for carbon even at room temperature for

low incident energy [12]. Taking this into account would increase the equivalent sputtering

coefficient to 2xlO"2 and reduce the lifetime of the layer down to 500 s. The B4C coating

could handle around 250 full power 1000 s discharges, which is more than what is foreseen in

a single operational campaign. The coating could then be refurbished by a new plasma spray

during the annual Tore Supra shutdown if needed.

The solution finally selected is boronisation, as a 1 urn deposited layer could survive a full

power 1000 s CIEL discharge. Moreover, it has proven to be a reliable conditioning

procedure, available without any further development on Tore Supra. Carbonisation is less

favored since the deposited layer is subject to chemical sputtering and does not getter oxygen.

The B4C coating could be a good candidate but requires further machining of the protection

1 Prompt redeposition from the sputtered impurities is not very likely as the plasma at the inner vessel is very
weak. Instead, one expects zones of net erosion and net redeposition, as already observed experimentally [2],
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panels. It should however be considered if going towards even longer or higher power

discharges.

5. Summary

Simulations of ex neutrals have been performed for Tore Supra in the CIEL configuration,

in order to study their impact on the stainless steel panels covering the inner vessel. Particle

flux up to 1021 m ' V and heat flux up to 80 kW m"2 can be reached on areas of the panels

located close to the TPL, where the main plasma interaction takes place. The heat flux is well

within the acceptable load for the panels, designed to sustain 0.3 MW/nr. However, the

particle flux could lead to significant erosion of the panels, and a possible contamination of

the central plasma by heavy impurities. Three solutions have been investigated to shield the

protection panels : boron carbide coating by means of plasma spray and two conditioning

procedures (carbonisation and boronisation). Boronisation has been selected as the best

candidate, as a 1 urn deposited boron layer could survive a full power 1000 s discharge

according to the simulations and as the procedure is readily available on Tore Supra.
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Tables

TORE SUPRA CIEL

0-100 eV

100eV-l keV

1 keV and higher

Total

Heat flux

102 0mV

3x10" m V

1.8xl019m"V

1.5xlO2om"V

0.02 MWm"2

ITER

5eV

100 eV

lkeV

Total

Heat flux

5xlOI8-5xlO19m-V1

10 l8-10 l9mV

10 l 8 mV

<10 2 0 mV

0.03 MWm"2

Table 1 : Prediction of averaged charge exchange particle and heat fluxes on the vessel walls
for ITER [7] and for Tore Supra in the CIEL configuration for different energy ranges

Threshold energy for physical sputtering (eV)

Equivalent physical sputtering coefficient

Coating thickness (|im)

Lifetime (s)

Carbonisation

30

0.0074 / 0.02*

1

1500/500*

Boronisation

20

0.0103

1

1200

B4C coating

20

0.0086

150

2.5 105

Table 2 : Predicted lifetime of different coating techniques. * : the second number given for
the carbonisation layer is calculated taking into account chemical sputtering.
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Figures
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Fig. 1 : View of Tore Supra in the CIEL configuration
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Fig. 2 : Spatial distribution of the neutrals impinging on the inner vessel protection panels
from the Eirene code simulation as a function of the poloidal angle, in terms of particle flux
(a) and power load (b). -90° corresponds to the TPL location.
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Fig. 3 : Energy distribution of the neutrals impinging on the inner vessel protection panels
from the Eirene code simulation for the low energy range 0-200 eV (a) and the high energy
range 200-1500 eV (b). Please note that the scale is different on both figures with a 10 eV
increment on (a) and 100 eV increment on (b), except for the last range in (b) which
corresponds to all energies larger than 1500 eV.
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HIGH HEAT FLUX BEHAVIOUR OF DAMAGED PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS

F. EscourbiacO), P. Chappuis(1>, J. Schlosser^, M. Merola(2>, I. Vastra(3>, M. Febvre(3>

(1) Association Euratom- CEA, DRFC, 13108, Saint Paul lez Durance.Cedex France
<2) EFDA Close Support Unit, Boltzmannstr. 2, D-85748 Garching, Germany
<3> FRAMATOME, Centre Technique, porte Magenta, 71200 Le Creusot

Abstract

A medium scale prototype of the ITER divertor vertical target, manufactured with calibrated internal bonding

defects is tested and studied via infrared characterisation, thermal fatigue testing and finite element analysis.

Tools of defect detection and behaviour of these latter along in-service lifetime are presented in this document.

1. INTRODUCTION

With industrial manufacturing of large numbers of high heat flux plasma facing components, the behaviour of

undetected internal bonding defects into the multi-layer structure (heat sink + underlying structure + armour) has

to be taken into account. These defects have a drastic effect on the performances of the component since they are

located on the heat flux path from plasma to the cooling channels, furthermore they may propagate along inner

interfaces during in-service lifetime.

One of the last step of the European R&D technology program on ITER high heat flux components was the

manufacturing and testing of a prototype identical to the Vertical Target Medium Scale divertor mock-up [1],

previously tested but with different calibrated defects between the armour and the heat sink (Vertical Target

Medium Scale with defects : VTMSdef).

This paper discusses thermographic examination and thermal fatigue testing of this prototype tentatively

correlated with finite elements analysis focusing on size defects detection and propagation during fatigue

cycling.

2. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

VTMSdef component respects the main points of ITER divertor design and consists of one medium scale unit for

overall dimensions of 450x25 mm (Fig.l). A straight part - lower fraction of the divertor - is armoured with

Carbon Fibre Carbon (CFC NB31, monoblock concept) whereas a bent part - upper fraction of the divertor -is

armoured with Tungsten (W, macrobrush concept). In the both cases, AMC® is used for OFHC joining with

armour. A DS-Cu alloy (Glidcop A125) tube is brazed with OFHC liner in monoblock technology and Glidcop
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heat sink is electron beam welded with OFHC liner in macrobrush technology. Pressurised water circulates all

along the component in the internal Glidcop tube equipped with a swirled insert in the straight part. Heat sinks

are integrated onto the steel back plate via a dove-tail mechanical attachment for CFC part and via a system of

welded lamellae for W part.

Fig. 1: VTMSdef component

A number of calibrated defects were artificially created at the AMC® or Glidcop/OFHC inner interfaces. Flat

ones were directly machined on the W macrobrush part of the prototype after end of manufacturing process and

circular ones were prepared during Glidcop/OFHC brazing cycle with the help of deliberate local lacks of braze.

Table 1 and Fig. 2 describe dimensions, locations and shapes of these latter.

Table 1: Calibrated defects description

Fig. 2: Calibrated defect locations and shapes (defects on AMC® in grey)

3. FATIGUE TESTING

3.1 Experimental procedure

Fatigue testing campaign was performed in the FE200 European facility situated in Le Creusot, France during

the end of the year 1999. This European facility dedicated to plasma facing components testing consists of an

electron beam gun equipped with a regulated pressurised water loop and a vacuum chamber in which an actively

cooled component can be mounted. During one shot, electron beam is accelerated, focused and deflected to

sweep a defined part of the component and thereby simulates heating from the plasma. An infrared camera, two

optical pyrometers and a number of thermocouples ensure monitoring of the shots. Main features of FE200

facility are extensively described in [2].

First step of the campaign was devoted to the infrared monitoring of the component under an incident heat flux

of 11 MW/m2. During such a screening, EB gun shots continuously on the sample, thermal steady-state is

reached after a ten of second and heterogeneous heat flux pattern observed is interpreted as an image of thermal

resistance from surface to cooling channel. For CFC part, heated surface during the shot 2243 was 92 mm x 31

mm, 5 tiles were visible on infrared pictures, and removed 23 kW during steady-state operation corresponding to

an incident heat flux of 11 MW/m2. For W part, heated surface during screening was 100 mm x 31 mm, 4 tiles

visible, and removed 22 kW on the water for an incident heat flux of 10 MW/m2. Heated surface was moved

during or between shots, in this way, a global thermal response of the sample was obtained.
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Second step of the campaign was a fatigue test: EB gun shots 10 seconds on the component (up to quasi thermal

steady-state) then 10 seconds on beam dump. This cycling sequence at 11 MW/m2 incident heat flux on the

component was repeated 500 times on CFC part and 500 times on W part. An intermediate screening was done

at this time, then additional 500 cycles at 11 MW/m2 on CFC and 15 MW/m2 part were performed in order to try

to accelerate defect propagation. This fatigue part was followed by a last step identical to initial and intermediate

ones but named final screening.

3.2 Results

Characterisation of the Tungsten part was not satisfactory mainly due to the emissivity variations from brushes

to brushes and to the dimensions of the brushes (7 mm x 7 mm). None of the calibrated defects was clearly

detected during screening, only a huge 70% vacancy EB welding bead between Glidcop and one brush observed

visually before the test. This brush was overheated and felt down during fatigue step after 500 cycles at 11

MW/m2 plus 400 cycles at 15 MW/m2. A view of 4 tiles (from 12 to 14) under a flux of 10 MW/m2 after fatigue

testing on FE200 is presented Fig.3 and confirms that surface temperature field is too homogeneous to clearly

indicate presence of defects.

Fig. 3 : Partial infrared view of W part during FE200 screening (10 MW/m2, T in °C)

On the other hand, even if because of experimental constrains (optical zoom not available) we could not be able

to produce an utilisable initial screening, defect detection on the CFC part was very clear. As it is pointed out on

Fig.4 and 5, calibrated defects are systematically detected on tiles with AMC® defects (tiles 3; 6; 7; 10 and 11)

whereas - at equal size - brazing or EB welding defects are not so clearly observed. Under an incident heat flux

of 11 MW/m2, range of CFC surface temperature varies from 1480°C to 1900°C after 500 cycles and from

1530°C to 2090°C after 1000 cycles when a theoretical maximum value for an healthy is expected to be 1640°C.

Fig.4 : Intermediate (upper pict.) and final FE200 screening (lower pict.), CFC Is' part, 11 MW/m2, Tin °C

Fig. 5 : Intermediate (upper pict.) and final FE200 screening (lower pict.), CFC 2nd part, 11 MW/m2, T in °C

Moreover, in agreement with previous studies on prototypical divertor mock-up [3], following qualitative

observations must be reported :

• the testing campaign has proven the good toughness of W macrobrush and CFC monoblock technology under

high heat fluxes even with presence of internal defects;

• FE200 testing permits a good defect detection on CFC monoblocks while tungsten macrobrushes

characterisation is more difficult;
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• with monoblock technology, brazing defects may not propagate while AMC® defects may slowly enlarge

during fatigue testing.

4. THERMOGRAPHIC EXAMINATIONS

Thermographic examinations were performed in Cadarache, France with SATIR experimental device. Aim of

this facility, mainly composed with a water circuit and an infrared camera is to detect plasma facing components

internal defects. Detection is based on the monitoring of the surface temperature during a transient. This latter,

created by means of hot and cold water flows in the cooling channel of the examined component, allows us to

detect local debonding via slower surface temperature response. The signal recorded with the camera is then

numerised and analysed by specific software .

For VTMSdef, each tile of Nl 1 or Tungsten (3x3 macrobrushes) was numerically divided in 3 zones : 2 lateral

ones and a central one upon cooling channel, theoretically colder. Two criteria were calculated per zone, first

one is based on surface temperature homogeneity (DTzone : higher value of the difference between maximum

and minimum temperature of the zone during the transient), second one is based on comparison with reference

zone (DTref : higher value of the difference between maximum temperature of the measured zone and a

reference zone during the transient). Note that for Tore Supra toroidal pumped limiter fingers -CFC Ni l EB

welded on CuCrZr heat sink with AMC® interlayer, flat tile technology, more than 600 components - control

quality acceptance criterion (Dtref) is fixed at 3°C, corresponding to detection of a 4 mm width stripe defect at

AMC® interface [4]. In case of VTMSdef infrared characterisation, comparative analysis was made between

tiles of the same element. With regards to W part, criteria analysis based on arbitrary criterion choice (2°C)

indicated only 3 zones in defect : upper parts of tiles 14 and 18 (11 x 6 mm2 defects ) and the huge non-

calibrated defect on the first row of brushes near CFC part with Dtref > 10°C. Rest of W brushes examination

gave DT < 2°C. By analogy with Tore Supra limiter fingers and focusing on CFC part, we propose a defect

characterisation per zone using following notations (cf. Table 2):

DO : if DTref (°C)< 3 and DTzone (°C)< 4 : zone is considered as an healthy one;

Dl : if 3 < DTref (°C°) < 6 and DTzone > 4 : small defect detected (Dl);

D2 : if DTref(°C) > 6 : larger defect detected (D2).

This rough classification allows 4/5 AMC® defects and 2/6 brazed ones to be detected. Moreover, a global

increasing of DT's is observed after fatigue testing but do not points out a specific propagation of AMC®
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defects. Such thermographic examination gives us a global idea of internal bonding quality of the component but

a comparison with healthy reference is necessary to improve the detection process.

Table 2 : Defect characterisation per zone (after high CFC part heat flux fatigue testing)

5. CALCULATIONS

Finite elements calculations were done using CASTEM2000 code to try to correlate size defects and temperature

maps observed on FE200. Orthotropy of CFC NB31, soft copper and Glidcop layers, thermalhydraulics of water

loop including swirl insert effect were taken in account [5]. Calculated effect of a 60° (-10 mm size) lateral

stripe AMC® defect on surface temperature map (Fig.6, curve T60°) corresponds to experimental observations

on tile 6 during intermediate screening (Fig.4, transversal profile from 1700°C to 1900°C). Evolution of such

profile on this tile after 1000 cycles is well simulated by an enlargement of this defect up to 78°circumferential -

i.e. 13.5 mm- (Fig.6, curve T78°). These sizes of calculated defects are systematically larger than expected ones,

a post testing destructive analysis campaign should bring a better understanding.

Fig.6 : Calculated transversal surface temperature profile of a CFC tile under ] 1 MW/m2

6. CONCLUSION

A medium scale prototype of the ITER divertor vertical target, manufactured with internal calibrated defects,

was infrared characterised before and after a mechanical fatigue testing. The component sustained well 1000

cycles at 10 MW/m2 even if AMC® defects may enlarge along fatigue testing while brazing ones do not

propagate. Both FE200 and SATIR facilities revealed clearly presence of these latter on CFC monoblock part but

not on Tungsten macrobrush part (mainly due to emissivity variations and dimensions of brushes). Moreover,

finite element analysis allowed perturbed surface temperature observed during high heat flux testing to be

correlated although size defects so calculated are not in agreement with initial ones.

Such a global set of tools (IR characterisation + FE200 testing + associated calculations) is now well developed

for CFC armoured components and applicable in the frame of industrial manufacturing, others developments are

to be planned with regard to tungsten armour.
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Figures captions

Fig. 1 : VTMSdef component

Fig.2 : Calibrated defect locations and shapes (defects on AMC® in grey)

Fig. 3 : Partial infrared view of W part during FE200 screening (10 MW/m2, T in °C)

Fig.4 : Intermediate (upper pict.) and final FE200 screening (lower pict.), CFC 1st part, 11 MW/m2, T in °C

Fig.5 : Intermediate (upper pict.) and final FE200 screening (lower pict.), CFC 2nd part, 11 MW/m2, T in °C

Fig.6 : Calculated transversal surface temperature profile of a CFC tile under 11 MW/m2

Tables

Region

W macrobrush part (1 tile = 23x23 mm2)

CFC macroblock part (1 tile = 23x18.5 mm2)

Interface

Glidcop/OFHC EB welded

AMC®

Glidcop/OFHC brazed

Dimensions of defects

3x11 ; 6x5; 6x11 ; 3x5 mm2

3 and 6 mm wide, 6 mm diam.

3 and 6 mm wide, 6 mm diam.

Table 1 : Calibrated defects description

Tile 11
Dl

Tile 10
Dl

m

Tile 9

Dl

Tile 8 Tile 7

D2
D2

Tile 6
D2
D2

Tile 5
Dl
D2

Tile 4
Dl

Tile 3

Dl
Dl

Tile 2

Dl
Dl

Tilel
Dl

Table 2 : Defect characterisation per zone (after high heat flux fatigue testing, CFC part)
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Abstract

Tore Supra is involved in flat tile carbon armoured PFC's (plasma facing components) since 1985. In 1997 a

third generation of components, based on original concept developed with Plansee Company, called AMC®

(active metal casting) has been launched. Since 1998, 660 elementary components for the TPL (toroidal pump

limiter) are in production. The route of the manufacture is rather complex and many controls were requested all

along the fabrication to insure a good reliability of the elements. One of the main controls is the final infrared

(IR) test allowing to determine the quality of the bonding between the CFC (carbon fibre composite) tiles and

the heat sink made of copper-chromium-zirconium alloy (CuCrZr). Although results for the first batch of

elements were as expected (less than 5% rejected at the final test), unexpected defects appeared with the

followings batches. Investigations on the fabrication processes underscored the importance of having a better

heat treatment of the pieces in copper alloy (CuCrZr) however this was not sufficient to completely explain the

observed defects.

1. Introduction

Tore Supra (TS) is a tokamak with a circular cross-section chamber and 18 superconducting toroidal coils (R

=2.3 m, a = 0.8m, B^ = 4.5 T, IP= 1.7 MA). Since 1997 a horizontal flat toroidal pump limiter located at the

bottom of the machine (Rj=2.22m, 1^=2.715m) and tangent to the plasma is under fabrication (Fig. 1). The

elementary component of the head of the limiter corresponds to the third generation of actively cooled and

carbon armoured Plasma facing components (PFC's) of Tore Supra.

Fig. 1 First sector of the TPL (48 elements when completed)

2. History of the PFC's at Tore Supra

The first generation of actively cooled PFC's was armoured with polycrystalline or pyrolytic graphite using

brazing (TiCuSil or TiCuNi alloy). A 0.5 mm thick interlayer of copper was intercalated as a compliant layer

and sometimes a thin Molybdenum layer was added against the graphite as a reinforcement. The inner first

wall (IFW) (8600 tiles 12m2 of graphite) was in operation from 1989 to 1999 (1 MW/m2 in steady state). Six

heads of vertical limiters were fabricated (9600 semicylindrical tiles on CuCrZr tubes) and two of them

supported 700 kW (on 0.4x0.4 m2) and 10 MW/m2 on the semi spherical caps of the leading edge. Many other

components were fabricated with this technology [1].
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The second generation was armoured with carbon fibre composite (CFC) brazed with a 2 mm thick copper

compliant layer which improved considerably the reliability of the components (1400 tiles in operation between

96 and 99 with no detachment of tiles) [2].

The third generation is based on a new concept developed by Plansee company in 1995 under a development

contract with CEA. The idea was to perform a high heat flux component with a hardened copper heat sink

avoiding "Glidcop" material which was found too little ductile and difficult to join to the stainless steel feeding

pipes. The concept was called active metal casting (AMC®): the surface of the CFC tile to join is laser treated,

to obtain micro holes, and then prepared with Titanium deposition, finally molten copper is cast onto the

surface as a 2 mm seal. This one is then electron beam (EB) welded to the heat sink [3]. This new concept was

carefully tested on reduced scale mock ups and scale one prototypes giving remarkable results [4][5]. A special

study of the bond between CFC and copper was also performed [6]

3. Design

The design of the TPL elementary component was made during the years 94 to 97. It is designed to sustain

peaked heat flux of the order of 10 MW/m2 at steady state [7]. The calculation of the heat flux deposition leads

to a typical "snake skin" aspect taking into account the self shadowing of the limiter on itself (Fig. 2) [8].

Fig. 2: computed power deposition on the limiter

4. Manufacture of the elementary component

The elementary component manufacture was launched in October 97: 600 standard elements were ordered with

in addition 48 elements for the neutraliser system and 8 special elements for traversing diagnostics [8]. The 2

first batches of elements were delivered in June and July 99 and the third one in February 2000.

The CuCrZr copper alloy for the heat sink is from "Le Bronze Industriel" (93176 Bagnolet, France) and the

CFC material for the tiles is the Nl 1 from SNECMA-SEP (33187 Le Haillan, Bordeaux, France). The chemical

composition of the CuCrZr is: Cr(0.9%), Zr(0.12%), O(22.10"l%), H(3.10^) and the prematerial mechanical

properties compared with those used for the design are given table 1.

Table 1: CuCrZr mechanical properties (RT / 400°C)

4.1 Non destructive and destructive controls

Experience of Tore Supra with the first generation of graphite armoured PFC's was brittle fracture of the tiles

leading to detachment during plasma operation or poor bond to the heat sink leading to high temperature of the

tile surface. In order to assess the reliability of the component it is necessary to have controls all along the

manufacture. A list of the non destructive (ND) controls and destructive (D) tests on samples for each

manufacture process concerning CFC armour is given table 2.

Table 2 : Main manufacture controls for CFC armour
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4.2 Final hardness measurements

The manufacture process of CuCrZr alloy is well known: solution annealing 1000°C/lh, water quenching, age

hardening 470°C/4h. During age hardening the thermal conductivity increases from about 170 to 320 W/m/K.

For this reason twice, after EB welding of AMC® tiles and after EB welding of the plugs closing the cooling

channels, a heat treatment 400°C/5h is done to restore as much as possible the CuCrZr characteristics. The

knowledge of CuCrZr heat treatment is reminded in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Heat treatment and Brinell hardness for CuCrZr [9]

For the 2 first lots it was observed a decrease of the hardness between prematerial and final element. This can

be explained either by a softening of the possibly cold worked prematerial or by an overheating of elements

during manufacture.

4.3 Final infrared test

The main reception test is the infrared thermography to control the interface quality between tiles and heat

sink. The SATIR test bed developed at CEA uses hot and cold water tanks to perform temperature transient of

the tile surface. The element to be tested is compared with a reference element: temperature delayed tiles are

considered to be faulted. Criterion adopted on SATIR is a 3°C maximum delay in relation to the reference

(DTref), corresponding to a 200°C difference of tile surface temperature, under 10MW/m2 [10]. This criteria

allows theoretically to detect a corner defect of 6x6 mm at CFC/Cu interface. The tolerances on the AMC®

tiles with the noise of the infrared measurements can lead to a delay of 1.5°C. Added to this, another delay can

be due to the channel position for which a tolerance of ±0.5 mm was accepted, but in that case a certain

continuity in the tiles delays is expected. To distinguish a defect of a bad recovery of the CuCrZr affected zone

by the EB welding, a second criterion on the homogeneity of the tile can be used (Dtzone) [10].

A synthetic result of SATIR tests for the 3 first batches is given Fig. 4. In fact already in the batch 2, 12

elements were found with bad tiles and eliminated before delivery. The batch 3 is divided in two parts (3R and

3) because some elements, coming from batch 1 and 2 were tile EB welded twice due to defects detected by

ultrasonic controls. This second weld appeared too hard for the AMC® tiles. The dramatic increase of faulted

tiles between batch 1 and 3 leads to many investigations and to intermediate SATIR tests for batches 4 and 5

before the completion of the pieces (before B4C coating under the element and before second heat treatment

400°C/5h) (Fig. 5). The batch 5 is also divided in two parts : 5A was made with the same tiles as previous

batches, whereas batch 5B used a CFC with higher density, witch do not seem improving.

Fig. 4: SATIR synthetic results for delivered batches 1, 2 and 3, in terms of DTref

Fig. 5: Pre-SATIR synthetic results for batches 4 and 5, in terms of DTref

Despite the simplicity and the noise in the SATIR test, a good consistency is found in the statistics of flat tile

delays (DTref) (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: SATIR statistics for flat tiles DTref
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5. Investigations and conclusion.

Many investigations were launched by Plansee company to understand the degradation from prototypes, batch 1

and other small elements for antenna protection which gave good results in the past. It was demonstrated : -1)

that EB weld of AMC® tile leads to high stresses at the CFC/Cu bond and that a second welding increases this

effect. -2) that the typical heat treatment 400°C for 5h, was actually 470°C for 3 to 4h at the periphery of the

batch and 470°C for 2h at the core; later computations have shown a beneficial effect as stresses relaxation for

the AMC® tiles. -3) that better strength of the AMC® bond is rather obtained with a higher porosity of the

CFC material, when a high density was searched. For the moment the work is focused on replacement of

faulted tiles which is quite promising now, after several attempts.

SATIR test bed has shown its capacity to test and re-test series of elements and has given consistent results

despite some improvements to be developed to increase the accuracy.

This manufacture shows that from prototypes to series many process parameters may have an influence on the

final quality.
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FIGURES CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 First sector of the TPL (48 elements when completed)

Fig. 2 Computed power deposition on the limiter

Fig. 3: Heat treatment and Brinell hardness for CuCrZr [9]

Fig. 4: SATIR synthetic results for delivered batches 1, 2 and 3, in terms of DTref

Fig. 5: Pre-SATIR synthetic results for batches 4 and 5, in terms of DTref

Fig. 6: SATIR statistics for flat tiles DTref

TABLES

Table 1

CuCrZr mechanical properties (RT / 400°C)

Ro2%(MPa) Rm(MPa)

Prematerial 280 / 250 400 / 330
Design 225/135 320/170

Table 2
Main manufacture controls for CFC armour

Process Test

AMC® ND : X-ray inspection
D : metallographic inspection

Tile EB welding ND: ultrasonic inspection
D: shear and quench tests
D : metallographic inspection
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Abstract

The present concept of Tore Supra vacuum vessel wall protection, by means of actively
cooled stainless steel cooling panels, will be improved in order to cope with the CEL project
requirements (radiated power of at least 10 MW yielding heat flux up to 0.3 MW/m2 for up
to 1000 s). Therefore new die formed stainless steel cooling panels have been developed and
their performance were compared with different design solutions. Results of 3-D thermal and
thermomechanical elastic stress analysis associated with fatigue estimates of the corrugated
vacuum vessel structure are presented. They take into account especially the effect of heat
deposition on the vessel wall due to radiating plasma power losses through an unavoidable
very small fraction of unprotected area remaining in the improved vessel covering.

1. Introduction

The Tore Supra (TS) plasma chamber, which represents a corrugated sandwich construction
similar to a cardboard structure with 3 mm thick stainless steel sheets, is not actively cooled.
A large part of the inner vessel wall is protected against radiating plasma power losses by
means of inflated stainless steel cooling panels [1]. Their function is to avoid prohibitive
structure constraints due to differential thermal expansion between inner and outer vacuum
vessel and to reduce the radiative heat transfer to the inner cryo-radiation shield surrounding
the superconducting magnet. However calorimetric measurements demonstrate that the
unprotected areas lead to a thermal leakage, from radiating plasma power losses to the inner
vessel wall, which determines the ultimate discharge duration on TS. In order to cope with
the CEL project requirements (radiated power of at least 10 MW for up to 1000 s), the
present concept of vacuum vessel protection will be improved [2]. With the exception of the
guard limiter and toroidal pump limiter locations, the entire torus, horizontal- and upper
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torus port areas will be protected by new actively cooled stainless steel wafer panels in order
to reduce the global "radiation transparency" of the vessel covering (i.e. area ratio between
vessel surface and cooling panels) to a value of < 2%. As non uniform radiation is expected,
a peaking factor of 3 has been conservatively taken to design the new panel structure,
yielding a design heat flux of 0.3 MW/m2.

2. Design of new cooling panels

The new TS vacuum vessel covering is composed of 108 stainless steel 316L cooling panels
representing 18 different geometries (Fig. 1). Near the torus port sections, the panel
assemblies have an overlapping arrangement allowing differential expansion with the
vacuum vessel. The cooling water supply is provided by hydraulical headers located near the
upper vertical torus ports. It should be mentioned that TS actively cooled in-vessel
components are supplied by a pressurized hot water cooling (baking) loop, which operates at
temperatures up to 230 °C and a pressure range around 4 MPa. Generally two adjacent panels
are connected hydraulically in series in order to satisfy the pressure drop requirements, which
are in the range of 0.4 MPa for an average cooling fluid velocity of about 2 m/s. Contrary to
the former spot welded and double embossed inflated stainless steel cooling panels, a double
embossed die formed solution has been preferred mainly due to the relatively strong
requirements of component accuracy (§4). The pillow high has been reduced from 12 mm to
8 mm in order to minimize the water flow rate. Pressure drop measurements in a die formed
panel structure equipped with hydraulical header tubes are in good agreement with numerical
simulations using the ECC3D code, which has been developed by the panel manufacturer
DATE. Besides the calculation of the velocity -and pressure profiles it allows to visualize
the coolant flow lines in such a panel geometry. Low cycle fatigue (LCF) tests at a pressure
excursion between 0 and 6 MPa at R.T. and burst pressure measurements have been
performed for different design solutions (DS) such as simple and double embossed die
formed and double embossed inflated test samples (Tab. 1). The wall thickness of the panels
was 2 x 2 mm and the welding "spot pattern" geometry 47 x 23.5 mm. The double die
formed solution DS2 (internal pillow of 4 mm high) shows 3300 pressure cycles before
rupture, which represents an acceptable number of pressurisation cycles of the TS cooling
(baking) loop for in-vessel components. The burst pressure of this design is reached around
18 MPa. The lowest performances are observed for the simple embossed die formed samples
and the highest for the double imbossed inflated panels.

3. Cooling panel performance
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A double embossed die formed prototype panel with an internal pillow of 4 mm high has
been heat flux tested in the e-beam facility FE200 at Framatome. Screening tests on an area
of 30 x 20 cm2 have been performed with nominal hydraulical parameters (v =2.5 m/s,
Tw =150 °C) up to 1.15 MW/m2, which is close to the calculated local critical heat flux limit
(Tong75) near the spot welding area. The panel has sustained 1000 cycles (10s on/ 10s off) at
0.8 MW/m2 (power density in water) without damage. A comparison with former test results
of a double imbossed inflated panel structure (internal pillow of 8 mm high) shows for the
die formed test panel, at the same heat flux, a higher spot welding temperature (Fig. 2). This
is mainly due to the fin effect of the die formed structure which is larger in diameter (13 mm)
than for the simple spot weldings (6 mm) of an inflated panel geometry.

Screening tests on the die formed prototype panel have also been performed at a reduced
coolant flow rate (e.g. v =1 m/s; Tw =150°C). Hereby the spot welding temperatures are
enhanced of roughly 15% (Tspot~380°C) for a heat flux value of 0.8 MW/m2.

2-D thermohydraulic calculations of the die formed spot welding structure under heat flux
and nominal hydraulical parameters have been performed with the Castem2000 code. The
thermal stresses have been evaluated from highest temperature differences in the spot
welding area. Fatigue life time estimations for crack initiation in weldings with the RCC-MR
code lead to about 10000 thermal cycles allowable for an absorbed heat flux of 0.8 MW/m2

(Fig. 3)

4. Thermomechanical analysis of the vacuum vessel

An unavoidable very small fraction of unprotected area remains in the improved vessel
coverage due to component tolerances and assembly reasons. It concerns mainly two toroidal
gaps of 10 mm width created by the hydraulical panel headers which are located near the
upper vertical torus ports. Detailed 3D thermal and thermomechanical elastic stress analysis
associated with fatigue estimates of the corrugated vacuum vessel structure, have been
performed for different plasma discharge scenarios using the finite element code
Castem2000 [3]. Due to symmetry a 30° sector of the inner/outer vessel assembly has been
meshed representing the exact welded lattice geometry around the torus port area (Fig. 4).
Basic loading cases have been considered, such as vessel -and component weights,
atmospheric pressure and torus baking conditions. The model has been validated from
calculated vessel deformations which were compared with measurements carried out on the
external vacuum vessel. The heat deposition on the inner vessel wall, due to the remaining
plasma radiation leak, lead to a local surface temperature increase of about 230 °C associated
with high thermal stresses for e.g. 10 MW of uniformly radiating plasma power loss during
1000 s (Fig. 5). Fatigue life time estimations for crack initiation in structure weldings have
been performed with the RCC-MR code. For the same plasma discharge parameters a fatigue
life time of roughly 200 thermal cycles allowable is estimated. In Fig. 6 are shown the iso-
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values of allowable fatigue cycles as a function of radiating plasma power loss and discharge
duration. The hatched area in the diagram concerns fatigue cycle values for vessel wall
temperatures above the creep limit for stainless steel, which has been not considered in this
analysis.

5. Conclusions

New designed actively cooled stainless steel waver panels, protecting the entire inner vessel
wall in order to minimize the thermal leak to the plasma chamber, can remove large amounts
of radiating plasma power losses. Prototype panels sustained during cycling tests heat fluxes
3 times higher than conservatively required. They make possible to couple the available input
power in a broad variety of radiating conditions. However the limiting factor for high
radiating plasma power losses during very long pulse operation is the fatigue life time of the
plasma chamber due to an unavoidable toroidal gap in the vessel covering, leading to a local
wall temperature increase associated with high thermal stresses.
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Fig. 1 Different cooling panel geometries during fabrication.

Fig. 2 Heat flux test comparison between double embossed die formed and double embossed
inflated cooling panels.

Fig. 3 Fatigue life time estimations for crack initiation in cooling panel weldings as a
function of incident heat flux.

Fig. 4 Mesh of a 30° sector of the Tore Supra inner/outer vessel assembly.

Fig. 5 Local temperature evolution of the plasma chamber wall underneath a toroidal gap (2
x 10 mm) in the vessel covering (10 MW radiating plasma power loss).

Fig. 6 Iso-values of allowable fatigue cycles (Nd) for crack initiation in vacuum vessel
weldings as a function of radiating plasma power loss and discharge length.

Tab. 1 Pillow high plastic deformation after 6 MPa pressure testing, LCF-tests at a pressure
excursion between 0 and 6 MPa at R.T. and burst pressure measurements for different
panel design solutions.
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DS1: simple embossed die formed (internal pillow of 4 mm high).

DS2: double embossed die formed (internal pillow of 4 mm high).

DS3: double embossed die formed (internal pillow of 8 mm high).

DS4: double embossed inflated (internal pillow of 8 mm high).
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pressure
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200

Tab.l M.Lipa
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Abstract :

Recent developments in fusion have led to reconsider the use of high-Z material as Plasma Facing Component

(PFC). Tungsten is presently a good candidate according to its high energy threshold for physical sputtering

and to its none sensitivity to chemical sputtering. We present here a new deposition process of Tungsten, based

on Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition (PACVD). This process has been used to deposit tungsten and

rhenium on several substrates. The analysis of the coating properties have shown good bonding strength on

graphite, stainless-steel and copper. As a result a design has been done to cover the plasma facing components

in Tore-Supra

1. Introduction

Plasma Facing Components (PFC) in fusion devices are exposed to large fluxes of energy and plasma particles.

Up to now, carbon based materials are widely used in current tokamak because of their low Z and excellent

thermo-mechanical properties. Such materials, however, are susceptible to erosion under plasma particles

bombardment by physical sputtering, Radiation Enhanced Sublimation (RES) and chemical sputtering

processes. These erosion mechanisms considerably reduce lifetime of internal components and increase

impurities in the core plasma. Moreover, in the case of a D+T reaction in a next step fusion device such as

ITER-FEAT, tritium retention in carbon redeposited layers may limit the operation of the machine for safety

reasons [1].

The plasma edge parameters, such as power flux and energy of the impinging particles to the wall, can be now

well controlled. As a result, high Z materials can be used as PFC. Tungsten (W) is considered as a good

candidate because of its high melting point, its high energy threshold for physical sputtering and it does not

suffer from chemical sputtering as carbon (C) does. Recently, ASDEX Upgrade has operated with tungsten
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divertor plates. This experience has demonstrated that for most of the discharges, the tungsten concentration in

the main plasma remained below 2.10'5 part/m3[2]. This value is below the maximum impurities concentration

tolerable in the ignited plasma. However, the main impurity is still carbon due to the interactions with the first

wall and other PFC made of graphite or carbon based materials. This experiment has also shown that the

tungsten tiles are quickly covered by redeposited carbon and so vanishing the benefit of using tungsten.

In order to test tungsten as a first wall material and to avoid contamination by redeposited carbon, we

investigated the possibility to use tungsten on all the PFC in Tore Supra. As it was not possible to remove PFC,

we investigated an in situ tungsten coating technique. Up to now, there are four methods, allowing to deposit

coating on substrate in situ, used commonly: plasma spray, evaporation, Plasma Vapor Deposition (PVD),

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD). But in a tokamak, none of these methods could be easily applied. The

process that we will present in this paper is called Plasma Assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition (PACVD).

This process is presently used in the microelectronics for the manufacture of the integrated circuits [3-5].

PACVD allowed to break down gas molecules under the effect of a plasma. Thus, contrary to CVD, the

working temperature of this process is very low (in the order of 80 °C).

Prior to in situ deposition in Tore Supra, development of tungsten coating on copper, stainless steel, graphite

and carbon fiber composite (CFC) has been performed in laboratory. In the first part of this paper, we will

describe the experimental set up, in the second we will present the characterisation of the deposited film and

then we will tackle the difficulties that we have encountered and the improvements required for future

application.

2. Experimental set up

The deposition of tungsten layers on different kind of substrates by PACVD has been performed in a

cylindrical stainless-steel vacuum vessel of about 0.1 m 3 , fig 1. The pressure limit, of the order of 10 ' Pa, is

obtained using a roots pump of 150 m3/h coupled to primary pump. A valve placed before the roots allows to

limit the pumped flux in order to control the pressure into the cell. The pressure is measured by a capacitance

gauge. The anode is implemented on the top of the vessel and is driven at a positive potential in range of 1 to 2

kV and is separated from the vessel by an insulating ring. The cathode is connected to the vacuum vessel and
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is at ground potential. The gases are introduced into the system through mass flow controllers. The substrates

are placed directly at the bottom of the vessel in order to receive ion bombardment during film growth [3], and

their temperature is measured by a thermocouple.

3. Experimental procedure and film characterisation

PACVD process aims to decompose and ionise molecules containing tungsten atoms, and we retained

tungsten-hexafluoride (WF6). The decomposition reaction, WF6 <-> W + 3F2 is not complete and the fluor

produced need to be neutralised to avoid the etching of the deposited film [4, 5]. In that way we added H2 to

react with F with the reaction : WF6 + 3H2 -» W + 6HF. Helium is also introduced during the discharge to

enhance the ion bombardment on the samples and to increase the adherence of the film [6-8].

The deposit speed is limited by the injected flux, and also at steady state by the pumped flux. As a result it is

necessary to work at high pressure and have a high pumping speed. Additionally, the decomposition of

hydrogen is the limiting process and therefore, the deposit speed of W is proportional to the square root of the

H2 pressure [9]. Consequently the pressure ratio H2/WF6 must be high, in the order of 10.

Experiments have been performed with a total pressure of 20 Pa. Tungsten films have been deposited on CFC,

graphite, stainless steel and copper. PACVD discharges started in a He-H2 gas mixture in order to perform

cleaning of the original surface on the samples. When WF6 is injected, the voltage and the current in the

discharges decrease due to the electronegative behaviour of fluorine gas. With a fueling rate of 12 seem (1

seem « 1.7 103 Pa m3 s') WF6, 250 seem of H2and 30 seem of He, we obtained a deposition rate in the order

of 0.5 nm/h. The films were deposited at temperature below 80 °C, since thermal tungsten CVD does not occur

at this temperature, all the deposition can be attributed to plasma process [3].

In order to characterize the coating, we performed several surface analysis : Electron Spectroscopy for

Chemical Analysis (ESCA), Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) and Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS)

to analyse the chemical composition of the deposited layer, Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) to measure the

amount of D2 trapped in the coating. Scratch tests have been performed to measure the adherence of the layer

on the different substrates. The thickness of the coating is deduced from weight measurements with a precision
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of 10 4g. Finally, we investigated the different methods allowing to remove, if necessary, the tungsten layer on

CFC material in order to recover the initial material properties.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Results

Since sputtering of W by hydrogen ions not expected at low ion energy (below threshold energy of 150 eV),

thin W layer are acceptable. A thickness of 1 urn has been retained as a minimum value in order to

accommodate the surface roughness of graphite. Tungsten coating with thickness of 1 to 2 \xm have been

successfully deposited on graphite, CFC, stainless-steel and copper.

In order to measure the bonding strength of the coating we have performed scratch test on a graphite sample

coated with 1.5 (am of tungsten. The wrenching force measured was equal to 24 MPa and it has been observed

that the breaking up took place within the graphite. This result can be compared with the tensile strength of the

graphite (34 MPa). Thus, the adherence of W on graphite seems to be very good. Nevertheless, experimental

observations during and after film growth, have shown that beyond 1.5 nm, tungsten peels off from the

substrates (graphite ,CFC, stainless-steel and copper). In order to increase the adhesion of the deposited film

(and thus to increase the thickness), we have added an under layer of rhenium (Re) and also incorporated Re

during the deposition process in order to form Re-W alloys. Indeed, it has been demonstrated that Re improve

the adherence of W by acting like a diffusion barrier and avoiding the formation of tungsten carbide [10,11].

The Re layer is deposited in the same way as for the W. We use the molecule ReF6 with the reaction : ReF6 +

3H2 -> Re + 3HF. Thanks to the Re it has been possible to deposit a film of a thickness up to 4 ^m on graphite

and on stainless-steel and we measured respectively a wrenching force of 7.8 MPa and 13.5 MPa.

Chemical composition of several W and W-Re coating have been analysed by ESCA, a typical spectrum for

Re-W alloy is shown on figure 2. The results show a high concentration of carbon (38.7%) and oxygen

(46.3%) at the surface. Re and W are detected with an atomic composition of respectively 4.5% and 7.1%.

Tungsten is mainly in the form of oxyde WO3 (95.6%) and the rhenium is composed of ReO2 (19%) and ReO3

(81%). After the abrasion of 1000 angstrom, C is totally eliminated but O is still present in high concentration
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(21.3%). The Fluorine is not detected (detection limit 0.1% at). Re is only on metallic shape and the W is at

the same time represented by W metallic (90.7%) and WO3 (9.3%). These results are summarise on table 1.

Complementary SIMS analysis profile has been done on the same sample. The analysis depth is higher that for

ESCA and the sensitivity depends strongly of the elements. The results show the following additional

information : the Re-W layer contains Oxygen and trace of Fluorine, the concentration of O is higher within

the under layer of Re that in the layer Re-W and there is no fluorine in the Re layer.

Whereas the deposition process was similar, ESCA measurements on Re-W alloys have shown, in some case, a

strong discrepancy on the Re/W ratio. In particular we obtained coating composed mainly with Re (43% ) and

O (46.5%) and only 0.3% of W

In the case of pure tungsten deposition, the main impurity was O (10%) and F (1.7%)

In order to measure the hydrogen which could be retained in the coating, we replace during the process,

hydrogen by deuterium to perform quantitative measurement by means of NRA and RBS. Deuterium contain

was very low 5.4 1015 D/cm2, for a tungsten coverage of 1.8 1019at/cm2 [11].

Following the tungsten experiment, it was expected that some component could be re-used in the next Tore

Supra campaign with the new CIEL components which could not suffer tungsten as PFC. We tested two

different methods of etching to remove the deposited layer from the substrate: polishing and sandblasting. The

results show that (table 2) W layer can be removed from CFC by both methods. Atomic percent of W is

founded lower that 0.05 after polishing and sandblasting.

4.2. Discussion

The coating performed by PACVD show an important oxygen contamination of about 10% in the W layer and

20% in the Re-W layer. This contamination is mainly due to high oxygen partial pressure during the process

induced by leaks in the vacuum vessel and injection line. In particular injection of Re has proven to be

connected with increase of O concentration. Moreover to the leaks, mass flow controllers used on the Re
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injection line was not appropriate to such gas. Large coating occurred in the capilars inducing a lack of

reproducibility in the injection rate. In the future experiments, coriolis mass flow controllers will be necessary.

Another severe limitation during the process come from the metallisation of the insulator ring. Due to the

electron bombardment the reactant molecules ReF6 or WF6 form radicals ReFx and WFy witch are deposited all

over the vacuum vessel and induce short circuit. Improvement in the design of the electrode is needed to

suppress such effects.

A study has been led to apply this process to cover the whole vacuum vessel the tokamak Tore Supra. The

vessel of TS has a surface of 100 m2 and we will propose to perform a tungsten coating of 1 nm. This means

the introduction into the torus of 1900 g of tungsten (6.1024 atoms). With a pressure of 0.1 mbar and a ratio

WFs/Hj equal to 3%, if we limit the deposition time to 40 hours this leads to a pump speed of 4500 m3/h. In

order to reach such pump speed, we need to modify the pump system. In that way, the first stage of the

pumping system would be composed by 2 roots pump in cascade (4000 m3/h) while a vane pump (2600 mVh)

would constitute the second stage. The fluoride acid produces during the reaction would be neutralised at the

exhaust of the primary pump by using hydroxide potassium (KOH) at a concentration of 350 g per liter.

5. Conclusion

The present results show that, thanks to PACVD process, we are able to deposit at low temperature (<80 °C)

tungsten with good adherence to graphite, cooper and stainless steel and with deposition rate of 0.5 )j.m/h.

According to the required thickness of the coating, it is not necessary to add Re, but Re-W alloy would allow

to increase the thickness and bonding strength of the coating. The trapping of hydrogen in the deposited layer

is very low, but concentration of oxygen is quite important. Nevertheless the oxygen contamination is

attributed to leaks in the experimental set up and thus, further experiments are required in order to improve the

process. We are confident that oxygen concentration could be strongly decrease and this process can be used to

provide large W or W-Re alloy coating on various substrates at moderate temperature. This is the only process

available to perform a full tungsten coverage in situ in a tokamak.
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Table captions

Table 1 : atomic composition in Re, Re-W coating measured by ESCA analysis.

Table 2 : atomic composition in % of w layer, original surface, after polishing, after sandblasting.

Graphite sample, Re-W/Re
coating

Surface

Abrasion 1000 Angstrom

C

38.7

-

0

46.3

21.3

N

3.4

-

Re

4.5

27.4

W

7.1

51.2

Table 1

Element in % atomic

Original surface

After polishing

After sandblasting

C

42.8

66.2

69.1

0

21.1

33.8

30.8

W

32.9

0

0

Table 2
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Figure captions

Figure 1 : schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus

Figure 2 : ESCA spectrum of a as-deposited film of Re, Re+W on graphite, abrasion 1000 Angstrom.
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Test of an extruder feed system on the Tore Supra centrifugal pellet injector
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Abstract: A deuterium ice extruder feed system has been developed by ORNL for adaptation to the existing ORNL Centrifugal Pellet
Injector installed on Tore Supra. A detailed assessment of this feed system coupled to the centrifugal launcher has been carried out in a
dedicated test bed at Cadarache, to complete and understand the first results obtained at ORNL and to improve them The results presented in
this paper are related to the study of the pellet trajectory from the deuterium ice cutting to the collection of the accelerated pellets in a guide
tube. The overall reliability of the injector has been shown to be very sensitive to deviations in the free flight part of the trajectory, before
capture by the rotating launcher.

1. Introduction
In order to control the density of the plasmas associated with the new CIEL configuration in Tore Supra, a pellet
injector able to fuel the plasma for long pulse discharges (100-1000 s) with a very high reliability (> 95 %) is
required. The three main parameters characterizing a pellet injector are the total number of pellets which can be
delivered per plasma pulse, the reliability (i.e. the ratio of the number of pellets entering the plasma to the
number of fired pellets), and the injection frequency. In the required range 150-600 m/s, the pellet velocity is not
really challenging, in particular in the High Field Side injection configuration for which the velocity is limited by
the guide tube necessary to convey the pellets in the inner part of the tokamak chamber. The initial feed system
of the injector installed on Tore Supra exhibited performances for these three parameters (respectively 100, 70%
and 5 Hz) that were not compatible with the new requirements for CIEL. The extruder technology allowed the
number of pellets (diam 1.6 mm) to be increased up to 1000 and the associated new punch mechanism was able
to work at frequencies up to 10 Hz. The reliability is certainly the parameter that requires the most important
effort. For the new design, as well as for the old, the reliability is mainly influenced by the issue of the pellet
capture by the rotating centrifuge after cutting. Therefore the tests have been concentrated on the study of the
pellet trajectory from cutting of the extruded ice ribbon to the end of the acceleration process and funneling to a
guide tube.

2. Experimental equipment
The new feed system is similar to the basic ORNL extruder design [1 and herein] but working with an angle of
15° relatively to the horizontal plane. As the extruder axis was installed normal to the centrifuge plane, it has
been necessary to extrude the ice around a 90° bend for proper alignment with the punch mechanism and
centrifuge. This was accomplished by addition, at the nozzle exit of the basic extruder, of a cooled copper block
in which a 90° curved channel guides the extruded ice. The tests have shown that this added block, located
outside the extruder cryostat, was the cause of a limitation in the duration of the extrusion process [2] that is not
discussed in this paper. The feed system has been adapted to the spin tank in place of the old feed system, based
on "in situ" deuterium condensation on a disk [3,4].

The centrifugal launcher [1,3,4] was the catenary centrifuge used on Tore Supra since 1990. It has been installed
with its spin tank, in which it rotates (60 Hz during the tests, corresponding to a pellet velocity of 500 m/s) on a
dedicated test bed in a cryogenics laboratory.

A schematic drawing showing the track entrance in the centrifuge and the puncher cutting the extruded ice is
presented on Fig.l. The exit port of the spin tank has been modified in order to be able to follow the trajectory of
the pellets after acceleration in the rotating arbor. The initial design was adapted to the collection of the pellets in
a guide tube just at the centrifuge exit. The port has been extended in the centrifuge plane and a new diagnostic
chamber has been installed as shown on Fig.2. The trajectories are determined from two spatially resolved light
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barriers. The first one is constituted by a laser diode (5mW) lighting a linear array of 18 optical fibers connected
to a fast electronics. The second one, located 40 cm away, is installed on a specific chamber equipped with two
large windows (<&120mm) and a laser diode (15 mW) lighting a linear array of 72 optical fibers. Trajectories
having an exit angle between —4.5° and 4.5° can be resolved. To limit the number of required channels on the
fast acquisition device (90 simultaneous channels would be necessary), a specific electronics has been developed
to encode and mix the signals. The pellet position at the centrifuge entrance was monitored with a CCD camera.

3. Experimental results
Due to small ice inhomogeneity and small irregularity in the cutter motion, the pellets after cutting have an
angular and temporal spread relatively to the rotating arbor, as shown on Fig.l. This spread is deduced from the
photographs obtained with the CCD camera viewing the track entrance. The position of the pellets for a typical
run is presented on Fig.3. Clearly the dispersion is important and, due to the relatively large distance between the
nozzle axis and the bottom of the track (22.5 mm), covers a zone larger than the acceptance zone in the track
(4mm radially and 11.7mm or 4° in the direction of rotation). This zone can be reached only by pellets whose
trajectories are inside a cone of half angle of 3°. The statistics from video recording shows an average percentage
of pellets in a good position to be captured by the centrifuge of 70%. This analysis highlights a first important
cause of reduction of the overall injector reliability since the design of the system does not allow to reduce the
free flight distance.

The second part of the study concerns the effect of the large spread observed at the arbor entrance on the
dispersion angle after acceleration. The light barrier diagnostic, described on Fig.2, allowed us to rebuild the
trajectories. Raw and calculated data issued from this diagnostic are presented on Fig.4 for a typical sequence of
102 pellets. On the first curve the position of the pellets at the second barrier is plotted versus the position at the
first one, which allows to control whether a pellet has a free trajectory (circles) or not (crosses). The angle
distribution can be deduced and is plotted on the upper-right curve. A gaussian fit, taking into account the true
limit of the diagnostic (-4.7° and 2.5°, indicated on the figure by the vertical lines) is also plotted. Knowing the
distance between the light barriers, the velocity distribution can be calculated and is also plotted on Fig.4. The
mean value of 506 m/s is consistent with the exact solution of the motion equation for the measured rotation
frequency of 59.8 Hz. The last curve shows the reconstructed trajectories with the 6 pathological pellets hitting
the spin tank and identified in the first curve. The fact that the angle distribution is not centered indicates
probably that the timing adjustment for the reference time corresponding to the arbor in position to receive
pellets, and therefore the position of the feed system relatively to the launcher, was not accurate enough.
The gaussian fit gives a standard deviation of 2° with a significant number of pellets exiting with an angle up to
± 4°. We will see in the next section that such angles are a second cause of limitation of the overall reliability.

4. Comparison with modelling
The accepted angular dispersion on Fig.l corresponds to a circle of radius 2mm for captured pellets. Since the
pellets slide on the track, assuming no friction, the position variation is equivalent to a phase variation of ±2° of
the centrifuge, corresponding to the angle at which the pellet will touch the bottom of the track. In the same way,
the maximum acceptable timing variation corresponds to an angle of ±2°; the total entrance phase dispersion is
thus ±4°. This entrance phase dispersion is conserved during the acceleration in the rotation arbor and thus
pellets exit with an angular dispersion of ±4°. The exact calculation is obtained by solving the Newton's law
equation describing the pellet motion in a rotating referential, knowing the shape of the track :

at at

with F = 77 f where ri is the friction coefficient for which an upper limit has been estimated from
fnclion I contact ' * *

measurements performed on the ASDEX-U pellet injector [5] : r\ < 1.3 103 . Therefore the friction term can be
neglected. The contact force is calculated allowing to estimate the pressure on the pellet during the acceleration :
considering a surface of contact corresponding to the surface of the median plane of a cylindrical pellet, a
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maximum value of 0.15 MPa is found for a rotation frequency of 60 Hz, which is about 30% of the pellet
breaking limit deduced from deuterium ice characteristics.
The experimental angle distribution found in the previous section is therefore consistent with the considerations
on the geometry. The acceleration in the centrifuge by itself is not expected to cause pellet breaking since the
margin deduced from deuterium elastic and plastic properties is quite large .

Finally these ice properties have been used in a model developed to calculate the maximum velocity that can be
tolerated by a pellet hitting a surface [6]. A maximum perpendicular speed of 20 m/s was found for an ice
temperature in the 6-14 K range, which corresponds to an angle of 2.3° for the velocity of 500 m/s of the
experiments. This limit is very close to the limit angle of 2.2° found experimentally by Combs et al. [1].
As a guide tube at the spin tank exit must be introduced to convey the pellets towards the plasma, only the
fraction of the angle distribution having an angle less than 2.3° will be collected without breaking. For the tested
configuration this fraction was 71% as shown on Fig.5.

Taking into account the fraction of pellets captured at the centrifuge entrance (70% from the CCD image), we
find finally a typical overall reliability of the injector of about 50%. This calculated value indeed corresponds to

the best performances achieved during both the present test at Cadarache and the initial tests at ORNL.

5. Conclusion

It has been shown that, due to the relatively large distance between the extrusion nozzle and the track entrance in
the centrifuge, space and time dispersion of the pellets after cutting leads to an important angular dispersion at
the exit after acceleration. The corresponding angle distribution has been measured, using a new diagnostic
based on multi-light barriers, and compared to the result of a model giving the breaking velocity limit for pellets
hitting a plate or a guide-tube : A significant part of the distribution (= 30%) is shown to exceed this limit. We
can thus conclude that an average overall reliability of = 50% would be the typical performance of the injector,
which indeed corresponds to the best performances achieved experimentally at Cadarache.

Thus the performances required for sustaining fuelling in Tore Supra can not be reached with the injector in its
present configuration. Nevertheless no experimental evidence of intrinsic pellet losses in the acceleration process
itself has been found, as the overall losses at the exit appear to be entirely justified by the observed mismatch at
the arbor entrance. Negligible acceleration losses means in turn that a highly reliable long pulse centrifugal
injector could be designed, provided that the initial pellet dispersion is reduced and/or the acceptance concept is
improved. At least for short sequences in the 100-pellet range, this is the case for the Asdex-U and JET injectors
with the stop-cylinder concept [7].
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 : Schematic drawing of the track entrance on the arbor rotating in a plane quasi perpendicular to the figure
plane
Fig.2: Modified exit port with the two light barriers

Fig.3 : Pellet distribution at the centrifuge entrance. A drawing of the arbor entrance is superimposed on the first
curve. The "+" and "x" symbols refer respectively to pellets seen as unbroken and broken on the CCD picture
and a circle indicates that the pellet has been seen on the pressure signal in a target tank after acceleration. When
a pellet was detected by the light barriers, a double circle is plotted. A statistics on the positions and on the
corresponding angle from the cutting location is given on the other curves
Fig.4 : Typical raw and calculated data from the light barriers diagnostic
Fig.5: Exit angle distribution and calculated angle limit
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INTERNAL INDUCTANCE IN TORE SUPRA.
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ABSTRACT

The Tore Supra tokamak is mainly devoted to the study of long-duration high-power

plasma discharges. Such discharges need an efficient real time control of the parameters,

especially the plasma position when RF heating systems are used.. A continuous evolution of

the plasma control is thus needed. Improvements were carried out i) for the poloidal

interpolation and the radial extrapolation of the magnetic measurements, ii) for the finding of

a better feedback matrix which convert the radial errors to voltage values to be applied to the

poloidal generators, iii) for a better solution of the reverse ill-posed problem of finding the

plasma parameters from the knowledge of its surface. The plasma edge localisation is now

controlled with an absolute precision better than one centimeter and controlled within a few

millimeters uncertainty for several tenths of seconds. Moreover, advanced tokamak scenarios

need a control of the current profile. Thus, a precise real time determination of safety factor,

poloidal beta, internal inductance, Shafranov shift as well as the on line computation of the

electron density and current density profiles are now available on Tore Supra. These

quantities compare well with results from batch calculations using an equilibrium code. To

fulfil the new requirements of plasma control for the CIEL project, a local control of the

plasma edge position and curvature is planned for the near future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Tore Supra plasma heating systems are mainly RF based. For such systems, the power

coupling to the plasma is strongly dependent on the edge plasma-antenna distance. A precise

knowledge and control of the plasma boundary is thus strongly needed for optimum coupling.

Moreover, for long discharge operation, a real time control is essential to maintain plasma

parameters at optimum values and to react to external events which can lead to a premature

shutdown of the discharge. Thus, the plasma control is in a continuous evolution. Recent

improvements take advantage of the new generation of microcomputers ( a 100 MHz

PowerPC CPU in a VME crate is used) to compute in real time the plasma localisation from

magnetic measurements, and also global plasma parameters (Shafranov shift, safety factor,

internal inductance...) as well as the electron density and current density profiles by including

the data from infrared interferometry and polarimetry in the real time control loop.

Moreover, with the renewal of the inner vessel (CIEL project [1]), the surface temperature

control of the toroidal pumped limiter during long-duration discharge operation requires

feedback control of the plasma curvature and contact localisation. Also, in order to provide

edge neutral particle and impurity pumping and hence control of the plasma density, the high

field side of the limiter leading edge is used as a pumping throat. Thus, the plasma-leading

edge distance must also be adjusted to optimise the particle flux exhaust. For all these

requirements, the surface plasma localisation must be known and controlled with a precision

better than few millimeters for several tenths of seconds.

2. PLASMA SHAPE AND POSITION CONTROL

The Tore Supra plasma control system uses 31 magnetic measurements located on the vacuum

vessel surface for the plasma shape and position control, i.e. 17 measurements Be
m of the

poloidal magnetic field (pick up coils), 13 differential measurements of the magnetic flux
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(saddle loops), and 1 toroidal flux loop (figure 1). In addition, 1 poloidal loop is used for the

plasma diamagnetic flux measurement. The pick up coils are located on a circular shaped

surface which is taken as the reference surface (major radius R,,, minor radius p0) for the

magnetic measurements. The toroidal flux v|/m at 14 poloidal angles is then extracted from a

combination of saddle and flux loops. The saddle and toroidal flux loops are geometrically

corrected for both their toroidal geometry and their position with respect to the reference

surface. From the flux raw data a Is1 order Taylor expansion is performed, the radial derivative

term §i|//5p being extracted from the pick up coil data.

2.1 Real time operation. The desired plasma boundary at the nth time step is defined by

5 parameters : the major radius Rp, the vertical position Zp, elongation s and triangularity x

terms, and the average minor radius a which is extracted from the last closed isoflux surface at

the (n-1)"1 time step :

R(co) = Rp + (a-s)*cos(co) + T*COS(2CO)

Z(co) = Zp + (a-E)*sin(co) - x*sin(2co)

Here, co is a parametric angle and the plasma parameters are time dependent quantities. The

calculation is performed for 64 co values. Then an angular interpolation gives reference

values pJ
ref of the desired plasma boundary along 16 regularly spaced radial directions (control

axis pJ, A6 = 22.5°) centred on the reference frame (figure 1). The new feature is the

introduction of a triangularity parameter which was not taken into account in the previous

version of the plasma control [2].
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2.2 Magnetic measurements on the control radii. The poloidal magnetic field \[/jand its

(rl V

gradient — are calculated along 16 radial control axis by interpolation and extrapolation

of the magnetic measurements.

Firstly the interpolation along the poloidal direction at constant p = p0 is performed using

spline functions. Using a matrix notation :

v|/i =MV|, ®\|/ 'n , and — = MB <g>[2ji(R0 + p0 cos9)B;n , the null index indicating

quantities on the reference surface, and V|/in and B™ being the magnetic measurements. Here,

MM, and MB matrices depend on geometric factors only and are calculated once.

Such a spline interpolation avoids spurious symmetries created by the previously used 6th

order Fourier expansion. The two interpolation techniques are compared in figure 2a, where

the poloidal contribution of the Be measurement at 9 = 125° is given. As expected, using the

new interpolation, its contribution vanishes for poloidal angle far from the measurement

angle, which was not the case with a Fourier expansion.

Secondly, a Taylor expansion along the control axis at constant G is performed from the

reference surface. The higher order derivative terms are deduced from the Grad-Shafranov

equation in vacuum A*v|/ = 0 which expressed in the used coordinate system as:

dp2 p(R0 +pcos8)

d\\i . .d\i/
—L + sin9 —-
dp dd p
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where : — = 27t(R0 + pcos9)B^,, and the terms — and — - j - are obtained by
dp v 59) 1 59 )

differentiating vi/i with respect to 9 : — = — <8> vi/'" and —-7- = — <8> v j / m .
1 5 9 ) 59 592 J 592 V

Successive derivations with respect to p lead to a hierarchy of derivative equations. For the

real time operation, a 2nd order expansion has been found to give results precise enough for the

plasma control. The successive 9 derivative of the M(|, and MB matrices exhibit unphysical

oscillations connected to their spline formulation which is not continuously derivative (figures

2b,2c,2d). This can be avoided by using the Fourier expansion weighted by a normal

distribution (figure 2d).

2.3 Isoflux method and plasma boundary. The plasma shape is identified through the isoflux

method. The plasma boundary is given by the last closed isoflux surface. Using the magnetic

measurements and the Taylor expansion, the flux is calculated at the 16 points where the

control axes intersect the first wall. This first wall is determined by the position of the

movable limiters and of the inner first wall after a geometric correction to take into account

the toroidal ripple effect. The largest flux point is then considered as the contact point of the

plasma to the first wall and the corresponding flux is the plasma flux v|/plasma.

Finally, the radial distance between the desired and the actual plasma boundaries, measured

along the control axis, is obtained by:

Ap i = ~T P 'Ta , where \\i. and (5\y / Sp): are quantities calculated at the values
{d\\i/dp)i

p = paskof the desired plasma localisation. A feedback control matrix F converts the 16
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dPj = Apj - Apj into 8 voltages to be delivered by the generators of the poloidal system. A

simple proportional-integral controller is used with global weighting factors G and I:

f 1G x dp + I x I Spdt . Here dp rather than Ap quantities are used to be insensitive to

the contact point. Several forms for the F matrix have been tried. We found that the following

expression gives the best results:

with 9j the poloidal angle of the coil i and V; a coil dependant

factor.

Figure 3 shows an example of the plasma position control using these new algorithms. An

instantaneous increase of the plasma major radius is requested, and the measured plasma

position is shown using the old control system (TS#20964), and the new (TS#26922) for 2

values of the proportional gain G (I is set to 0 for each case).

An optimisation of the command chain of the poloidal generators has also been carried out in

order to reduce as much as possible the delay in the feedback loop. Thus the feedback gain G

has been increased by a factor 1.6 without inducing plasma instabilities.

2.4 Plasma parameters, a variational method has been developed to solve the ill-posed

problem of the plasma shape and position determination from the knowledge of its surface

localisation. The plasma surface is defined by the 16 p^ values. From the Fourier

decomposition of ps(9) we found that the moments associated to the constant, cosco, cos2oo,

cos3co and sinco terms can, to first order, be related to the plasma parameters ap, AR = Rp-R0, -

£, x and Zp respectively. Thus the moments are developed as a serie of the plasma parameter
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powers, around the zero value. The multivariable series are limited to the 7"' total order (sum

of the variable exponents of a given term). For each moment, 73 terms are considered (from

the simplest ones involving one variable only, to the most complex AR3.Zp
2.e.T term), leading

to a 5*73 matrix. Only 118 terms over the 365 matrix elements are non zero.

To solve this multivariable non-linear system, we take advantage of the real time

environment. An iterative procedure has been developed: one convergence step is performed

at each time step of the control loop. A convergence is reached after 3 steps, i.e. 12ms,

(figure 4). The quality of the result has been tested by randomly selecting parameters in the

range AR = ±0.5m, ap = ±0.15m, and Zp,s,x = ±0.1m. The average precision is found to be

±lmm, i lmm, ±2mm, ±3mm, ±5mm for AR, Zp, ap, E and T respectively. Thus, this method is

more general and much more precise than the previously used multi layer perceptron neural

network method [3].

3. EQUILIBRIUM PARAMETERS

The overall equations and algorithms are described in reference [2]: i) the safety factor is

determined in real time from the 16 (ch\i/dp)- quantities, ii) the magnetic energy P and

internal inductance tK are calculated from the Shafranov integrals SI and S2, and from the

measurement of the toroidal plasma flux, assuming an isotropic distribution of the plasma

magnetic energy. Subsequent improvements relate to a better precision for the SI and S2

Shafranov integrals by reducing the poloidal angle integration step. Integrations are performed

on the reference surface. The Shafranov parameter P + £ x /2 on the reference surface is thus

deduced. The p + £x /2 parameter, with £t = £x - £a, is obtained on the plasma boundary after

an annular correction for the external inductance la which depends on the plasma position Rp

and minor radius ap,
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4R;
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where A = P + — is the Shafranov parameter and 5 = Rp - Ro.

We have found that this procedure is as precise as a direct evaluation of SI, S2 and I- on the

plasma boundary as done in the equilibrium code IDENT-D. Figure 5 compares the internal

inductance obtained in real time or after the discharge with the value deduced from the

IDENT-D code, during a very fast plasma current variation. A real time control of the current

profile thus becomes possible. Initial experiments have been successfully completed, using

feedback on the LHCD power or wave parallel index to control the internal inductance [4].

For a modern plasma control, the magnetic measurements are no longer sufficient. Data from

other diagnostics are needed. Using the information taken from infrared interferometry and

polarimetry, a real time determination of the electron density and the current density profiles

have thus been achieved taking advantage of the circular poloidal shape of the Tore Supra

plasmas [5].

4. FUTURE PROSPECTS

The new TORE SUPRA plasma control system provides an accurate and flexible control of

the plasma shape and position under a wide variety of physical conditions. Nevertheless, the

arrival of the CIEL project requests new improvements in order to control at the same time i)

the particle flux exhaust through the toroidal limiter leading edge, ii) the surface temperature

of the new limiter to avoid overheatings, iii) the external localisation of the plasma boundary
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for constant RF coupling conditions. The boundary will no longer be controlled using global

parameter references such as Rp, Zp... but will be locally adjusted to fulfil both external

constraints. Local parameters such as the plasma-leading edge distance, the major radius of

the contact point of the limiter, the plasma-RF antenna distance, or the plasma curvature in

front of the RF launchers will preferentially be used as reference parameters to be controlled.

Measurements from infrared cameras connected to the toroidal limiter surface temperature

will be added to the magnetic measurements in order to safety operate and control the plasma.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 : Poloidal section of Tore Supra showing the magnetic probe positions (diamond =

pick up coils, circle = flux loops), the reference surface (dotted line circle), the inner first wall

including the 3 movable limiters (full line), and the 16 radii used as control axis (dashed line).

Figure 2 : Poloidal weighting of a pick up measurement located at 0mes = 125°. Interpolation

using a 6th order Fourier expansion (dotted line), a 5th polynomial spline (dashed line), a

Fourier expansion weighted by a normal distribution centred at 0mes (full line), a) poloidal

weighting, b) 1st derivative, c) 2nd derivative, d) 3rd derivative.

Figure 3 : Comparison between the calculated plasma position and the reference value (full

line) for the old feedback control system (mixed line), and the new using a proportional gain

factor G = 2.1 (dotted line), and G = 3.0 (dashed line).

Figure 4 : Relative variation of the plasma parameters as a function of the step number, using

an iterative procedure to solve the ill-posed problem of the plasma parameter derivation from

the knowledge of the isoflux surface localisation.

Figure 5 : Comparison between the real time calculated internal inductance (dashed line), the

off line analysis (dotted line), and the result from the equilibrium code 1DENT-D (circle) for a

discharge where strong plasma current variations were applied.
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MATERIAL ACTIVATION OBSERVATION
ON THE TORE SUPRA TOKAMAK

G. Martin. A. le Luyer and F. Saint-Laurent
Association Euratom-CEA

CEA-Cadarache, B.P N°l, 13108 SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE, FRANCE

ABSTRACT

Radioactive isotopes are produced in Tokamaks that use deuterium plasmas. Although only produced in
small quantities, their study is of major interest, first for the safe operation of these devices, and second to forecast
of what can be expected in larger future machines. Analysis performed on the Tore-Supra Tokamak has shown that
three main processes are involved in the production of these radioactive elements:

i) the capture of the neutrons produced by the plasma. Most of these captures occur after the slowing down of the
neutrons, through (n,y) reactions, but also through fast (n,p) reactions;
ii) photo-nuclear reactions caused by the bremstrahlung from high energy electrons (10 to 50 MeV), mainly

produced during major disruptions;

iii) nuclear reaction between fast hydrogen ions and boron atoms on the surface of the first wall components. This
proton-boron fusion reaction produces the radio-nuclide Be7.

On intermediate size machines such as Tore-Supra, the observed activities and dose rates are too low to
justify any remote handling operation, compared with the larger D-T devices, JET or ITER. Nonetheless, they are
high enough to require precise monitoring including control of material and records, and might ultimately be one of
the limitations of the Tokamak operation, especially when hot deuterium plasmas are produced for very long
duration, as planned on Tore-Supra. Several thresholds can be defined in the neutron production, e.g. for the limit
between hands-on and remote maintenance, which is found around 1020 neutrons per year, or 100 MJ of D-D fusion
energy.

1) ACTIVATION BY NEUTRON CAPTURES

The first source of activation is the capture of
the 2.45 MeV neutrons produced by the plasma
through D(d,n)He3 fusion reactions. The main capture
process is the M£(n,y)M£+1 reaction, which is greatly
enhanced at low neutron energies (down to a few eV
or less). The slowing-down occurs through collisions
with the Tokamak materials. Other reactions, like
M ^ n ^ M 1 ^ , or M£ (n,a)M'£;2

3, requires more
energy from the neutron (with quite often a threshold
energy), and are far less common with the 2.45 MeV
neutrons from DD fusion than with the 14 MeV
neutrons from DT fusion. Only two of them have been
observed on Tore Supra: Fe54(n,p)Mn54 and
Ni58(n,p)Co58.

A simple 0D model was used to estimate the
level of activity produced in steel by (n,y) neutron
capture. All the neutrons are assumed to be captured

by the various nuclei, proportionally to their number
and their reaction cross section taken from [1], as
presented on table 1. It can be seen that 75% of the
neutron captures produce stable isotopes (46% for
Fe57 alone), and 17% produce isotopes with either
very short or very long periods, which will not
constrain the device operation. Only 8% of the
neutrons will give a noticeable radioactivity in the
steel, with the 6 radio-isotopes Cr51, Fe55, Fe59, Co60,
Ni63 and Mo", in addition to Mn54 and Co58

mentioned earlier.
All these isotopes have been produced during

the 10 years of operation of Tore Supra, their activity
level increasing during plasma operation, and
decreasing during the shut-down periods. To calculate
their actual activity at a given time To, one has to
integrate the number of neutrons produced during all
the 20000+ past shots, pondered by the exponential
decrease of the radioactivity with each isotope half
life TVi. This integral gives an equivalent neutron
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number from a single shot performed at To, plotted on
figure 1 at the time To of the last shot from the 1998
experimental campaign. The deduced activities are
plotted on figure 2, with their extrapolated cooling
down after this last day of operation. All the neutrons
are assumed to be captured in a total amount of 250
tons of steel, to be in agreement with the
measurements performed on a sample from Tore
Supra inner vessel (table 1). The level are around or
slightly above the limits for very low radioactive
wastes, which are between 10 and 100 Bq/kg for these
isotopes. Evacuation as non radioactive material may
be possible after a few years of cooling down.

Isotope

C12

c1 3

Cr50

Cr52

Cr53

Cr54

Mn55

Fe54

Fe56

Fe57

Fe58

Co59

Ni58

Ni60

Ni61

Ni62

Ni64

Mo92

Mo94

Mo95

Mo96

Mo97

Mo98

Mo100

%

4.45

.050

0.81

15.6

1.77

0.44

1.58

3.82

60.3

1.44

0.20

.032

5.01

1.96

.086

0.27

.070

0.30

0.18

0.32

0.33

0.19

0.49

0.19

I(b)

.002

.002

10.9

0.48

12.6

0.18

13.6

1.57

1.82

1.91

1.36

59.1

3.44

2.39

1.86

10.4

1.33

0.53

0.56

74.4

15.6

10.4

4.74

2.77

Capt./N

.004

.000

3.67

3.14

9.27

.033

8.96

2.50

45.8

1.15

0.12

0.79

7.18

1.94

.066

1.19

.039

.065

.042

9.85

2.17

0.82

0.96

0.22

T'/2

Stable

5750 yr

27.7 d

Stable

Stable

3.5 mn

2.58 hr

2.73 yr

Stable

Stable

44.5 d

5.27 yr

*105yr

Stable

Stable

100 yr

2.52 hr

3500 yr

Stable

Stable

Stable

Stable

2.75 d

14.6 mn

Bq/N

1.1 10"08

2.0 10"'°

2.1 10"'°

3.3 10""

2.6 10"'2

2.8 10"08

Measured

1.1 10"08

2.0 10"'°

2.9 10""

3.2 10"08

Table I: Neutron captures by the stainless steel (316L)

components (% = percentage of isotope in steel (316L) /

E = capture cross section)

The spatial distribution of the radioactivity is
characterised by a good toroidal homogeneity, and a
strong radial gradient: more than an order of

magnitude through the toroidal coils cryostat, and a
further order of magnitude at the torus hall wall.

More exotic isotopes have also been observed
on Tore Supra, produced in non-steel materials:
mainly AgUOm from silver used in brazing alloys and
Ta182 from tantalum used for strengthening the wires
in titanium pumps. However, neither isotope plays a
major role in the management of the radioactivity.

1 0 1 7

Equiva l en t N e u t r o n s [ 1 9 9 8 / 1 2 / 0 4 @ 1 8 : 0 0 ]

D a y W e e k M o n t h Year

Figure I: Equivalent instantaneous neutron production versus

radioisotopes half-lives.

1000

10

Day Week Month Year

Figure 2: Radioactive cooling of the Tore Supra stainless

steel after the 1998 shut-down

2) ACTIVATION CAUSED BY RUNAWAY
ELECTRONS

On Tore Supra, and other large Tokamaks,
very high energy electrons are accelerated during
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disruptions, up to energies in the 20 to 50 MeV range
[2]. When these electrons impinge on the first wall,
they radiate hard X-rays, with photon energy above
photo-nuclear thresholds for reactions like
M^X.pjM1*;}, M*(X,n)M'^' or M^X.npjM'*:,2.
Although the total number of produced nuclides is
lower than in the previous process (by a factor 10 to
100), they are concentrated in very localised spots on
the equatorial plane of the inner belt limiter. An
analysis of the radioactivity performed along this line,
plotted in figure 4, shows strong variations with the
toroidal position, either due to the magnetic ripple (1
mm), and to a slight radial misalignment of the limiter
relative to the field line (± 1.5 mm). Specific activities
can reach locally more than 100.000 Bq/kg.

A large number of isotopes, listed in table 2,
have been identified. Additional measurements with
bismuth samples [2] indicate a mean energy of 20 to
25 MeV for the electrons, with a maximum energy
larger than 50 MeV.

Isotope

Be7

v 4 8

Cr51

Mn54

Co56

Ni56

Co5 7

Ni5 7

N b 9 h n

Nb 9 2 m

Nb 9 5

Mo 9 9

Ag 1 0 5

Reaction

C12 (X,na)

Cr50 (X,np)

Cr52 (X.n)

Mn55 (X,p)

Fe56 (X,np)

Ni58 (X.np)

Ni58 (X.2n)

Ni58 (X,p)

Ni58 (X,n)

Mo92 (X,p)

Mo94 (Xnp)

Mo96 (X.p)

Mo100 (X,n)

Ag107 (X2n)

Ag107 (Xn)

I (MeV)

26.3

21.0

12.0

11.1
20.4

19.6

22.5

8.17

12.2

8.34

17.5

9.29

8.29

17.5

9.62

TA

53.3 d

15.9d

27.7 d

312. d

77.7 d

6.10d

272. d

1.50d

62.0 d

10.1 d

36.0 d

2.75 d

41.3d

8.50 d

Activity

5.4 MBq

21kBq

27 MBq

3.2 MBq

380 kBq

6.8 kBq

8.2 MBq

3.5 kBq

4.4 MBq

27 kBq

740 kBq

230 kBq

120 kBq

750 kBq

Table 2 : Runaway induced radioactivity in the main limiter

(Z = X-ray threshold energy for the reaction)

3) ACTIVATION OF BORON CARBIDE
LAYERS BY FAST PROTONS

Boron is used in Tore Supra to cover the first
wall elements, in contact or very close to the plasma.
Either thick boron carbide layers (200 urn) or thin
deposition with B2D6 glow discharges (< 0,1 urn) are

used. When high energy protons, as those accelerated
to hundreds of keV by ion cyclotron waves (ICRH),
are lost on these boronated layers, a nuclear reaction
occurs, with the production of a radioactive nuclide:
B10(p,a)Be7 (the twin reaction with boron 11,
Bn(p,a)2a is the famous proton-boron fusion
reaction). The cross section is plotted on figure 4,
along with the probability for one proton stopped in a
thick B4C layer to undergo such a reaction. Surface
activities up to 5000 Bq/cm2 have been observed,
where high fluxes of protons are lost on such B4C
coating, e.g. on the Faraday screen of ICRH antennas.
However, the mean values encountered in the vessel
are only a few Bq/cm2.

I r o n O i r c c l i o n

Figure 3: Radioactivity along the toroidal belt limiter.

Reaction Probability in Thick B4C (x

0 200 400 600 800 keV

Figure 4: Proton-boron fusion cross-section and Reaction

probability for fast protons stopped in a thickBjC layer.
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The measured level of Be7 activity induced by
protons lost in the magnetic ripple wells [3], indicates
a typical proton temperature around 160 keV, in good
agreement with direct calorimetric measurements of
proton current and power losses.

4) IN-VESSEL DOSE RATES DURING
MAINTENANCE

Except very close to the few hot spots related
to runaway electron activation or Be7, dose rates in the
vessel are mainly related to the "neutron capture"
activation. Dose rates on the vacuum vessel axis are
plotted in figure 5, for the same time period as the
activities from figure 2. It can be seen that the relative
contribution from the various isotopes are quite
different between the two plots. For example, C r '
which was the main isotope in Bq/kg, only plays a
very marginal role in nGy/h. This come from the very
low y power emitted by its disintegration (32 keV),
especially compared to Co60 (2500 keV). The y photon
energies also play a role, due to the decrease of the
self shielding from the steel with the increase in
energy.

The dose rates are dominated by the two
cobalt isotopes (Co58 during the first months, and Co60

afterward), with a lower contribution from Mn54 and
Ag11Om. One of the most striking feature is the high
contribution of the impurities: Co59, as the origin of
Co60, is an unwanted impurity associated with nickel
in the steel at a level of a few hundreds of ppm. To
limit its constraint on in vessel access, the steels used
to built Tore Supra have been chosen with a reduced
cobalt content (320 ppm instead of the usual 2000
ppm).

As the dose rate observed at the beginning of
the 1998 shut-down (« 200 nGy/h) was only five
times the natural ambient mean dose rate (« 40
nGy/h), the induced constraints for access into the
vessel were light. However, the neutron production of
Tore Supra can reach much higher values than the 2
1017 produced in the last 10 years, and the related dose
rates could rise substantially higher in the future. Two
threshold can be defined which will influence these
dose rates:

i) a strong constraint will occur if the maximum legal
dose for workers is integrated into a few hundreds
hours (i.e. during one typical maintenance campaign).
This level, estimated around 50 uGy/h wiljjae reached
for 3.1O18 neutrons/month with Co58, or 10** integrated

neutrons with Co (with the 320 ppm cobalt
concentration in the steel).
ii) remote handling will be required for values

typically 20 to 50 times higher, especially for the Co60

activation, as the 5.27 years period is too long to allow
sufficient cooling before access into the vessel.

00
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-4 Natur;
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. . . . .
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i i \
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Figure 5: Dose rate in the Tore Supra vacuum vessel after

the 1998 shut-down

This value around 1020 neutrons/year, or 100
MJ/year of DD fusion, can be considered as an
approximate threshold for the requirement of remote
handling on a steel based fusion device. For
comparison, JET plasmas have produced around 2.5
1020 14 MeV neutrons in a few weeks (i.e. 700 MJ of
DT fusion). The induced activation, mainly Co58 due
to the higher neutron energy and the higher nickel
content of the inconel® vessel, imposes a full remote
handling of all in vessel operations.
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ABSTRACT

The Tore Supra Cryoplant is a vital and integral
part of the experiment. It operates fully
automatically and has been built for maximum
specific operation for a tokamak. It includes over
ten operating modes in order to save energy
outside of plasmas operations.

The present control system "Architecture 7" is
based on distributed INTEL 8086
microprocessors. It includes over 1300 digital
and 950 analogue input/output (I/O) cards. It has
given excellent service for 10 years but
difficulties of faultfinding, replacement of
components and ageing circuit boards have
degraded now the reliability of the cryosystem.
Consequences of failures, faults and
malfunctions might vary between some
experimental hours lost to damage of some plant
components. Cost maintenance and growing
difficulties dictated an upgrade.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tore Supra was built by the Euratom-CEA
association and established at the Cadarache
Nuclear Research Centre in Provence, south-
eastern region of France.
It is a medium-size tokamak (major radius of
2.250 m, plasma radius of 0.800 m) designed to
study long-duration pulses (a thousand seconds
is our next goal).
Its constant toroidal magnetic field operation of
4.5 T at the plasma axis (9 T peak field on the
conductor) required the use of 18 high field NbTi
alloy superconducting toroidal magnets.

Twelve years of operation have shown the CEA
took the bold and successful decision to operate
with large quantities of pressurised superfluid
helium (over 4000 litres of Hell at 1.8 K. and
1.25 bar). A proven success throughout the world
showing that the technology can be used on an

industrial scale. [1] The CERN LHC and ITER
projects followed our recommendations and are
deeply based on our technology.

2. THE CRYOGENIC SYSTEM

The compressors and warm pumps are located at
70 m from the cold box and connected by
underground pipe runs.
The refrigerator was built in close collaboration
with Air Liquide. Its cold power is distributed to
three cryostats, so-called "cryogenic satellites"
located in the torus hall 7-10 m to the coils. Each
of these feeds six coils and is connected to the
refrigerator by a horizontal cryogenic line.

The cold box includes an 80 K-helium stage (10
to 30kW) to cool the 20 tons coil shields (7)
using turbine Tl, a liquid nitrogen bath or both.
Three further levels of expansion are obtained

R.Garbił - The Tore Supra Cryoplant Control System Upgrade
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with turbines T2, T3 and a reciprocating machine
T4 (! kW at 4.5 K) which produces liquid
helium (LHe) then stored in a 20 m3 storage
tank. Before the final expansion, supercritical
gas cooled in the thermal ballast (6) by the 4K
cold sources (4) is used to cool the 120 tons 18
thick casings (5).

The Hell refrigerating power (300 W at 1.8 K)
for the 45 tons NbTi alloy conductor is obtained
by a pumping system comprising in series two
cold compressors, suction at 13 mbar, 4.4 K,
discharge at 80 mbar. 15 K and two oil ring
pumps, discharging at atmospheric pressure.
The total amount in normal operation is of
15,000 to 20,000 1 of LHe at 4.4 K and 5,000 1 of
Hell with 4,000 1 (at T = 1.8 K and 1.25 bar) in
the winding.

3. THE TOROIDAL MAGNET [2]

18 coils, each of them consists of an assembly of
a double pancake separated by insulating studs.
A thin walled enclosure is filled with Hell for the
NbTi conductor and the stainless steel thick
casing giving the assembly its mechanical
rigidity is cooled by supercritical He at 4K. It
also shields the superconductor against induced
eddy currents.

Conductor (NbTi, Cu, CuNi) 1 SK

1.8 K operating mode from 8 am to 9 pm for
plasma experiments.
2.1 K idle mode every week night. Part of
the pumping system is stopped. The winding
temperature is maintained at 2.IK. Return to
nominal conditions is reached within 1 hour.
4.5 K or 4.5 K LHe idle mode other the
weekend. The all pumping system is
stopped. The winding temperature goes up
to 4.5 K. Nominal conditions are reached
within 8 hours.
Monday is maintenance day. Normal
operation is reached within 6 hours.
80 K idle or 80 K LHe idle mode are used
for stoppage periods of more than a week
without the toroidal magnet. Only the 80 K
shield refrigeration is maintained. Nominal
conditions are reached within 2 to 7 days
depending on the duration of these modes.

The cooldown from warm takes:
seven days to bring the 20 tons thermal
shields and the 165 tons of the magnet at
80K,
seven days to bring the coils temperature
from 80 K to 4.5 K,
one day to bring the superconducting
winding at 1.8 K.

The warm-up takes one day to bring the magnet
to 80 K and eight days to bring the assembly up
to 300K.

5. CONTROL SYSTEM TOPOLOGY

- 1 - I
_, Thin cssing

Poiyimide alumina chocks

taick casxg

4. OPERATING SCHEDULE

For energy saving purpose, the Tore Supra
operating schedule has led us to create over 10
automatic operating modes depending on plasma
operations. They correspond to the stoppage of
part of the refrigerating units. The nominal
operating schedule at 1.8K using 1.1 MW is only
maintained when the magnet is in use. [3]

A typical week of operation is from Tuesday to
Friday:

Central elements are Programmable Logical
Controllers (PLC) from Schneider
Telemecanique (TPMX 87455 with a 386 CPU,
220KB of RAM) including PID processing and
over 100 function blocs (OFB): arithmetic, data
transform, bit operations and diagnostic tools.
All the plant's instrumentation control devices
(1,300 digital, 950 analogue I/O including 300
control and on/off valves, 300 transmitters for
pressures, temperatures, flows and levels) are
now driven by the PLCs.
Ail previous operating schedule and backup
systems have been integrated in the new control
system.
A distributed PLC topology is a key element for
a reliable system. One PLC in the compressor
house, three in the cryogenic hall (coldbox. LHe-
LN2 and 80K backup systems) and three in the
Torus Hall (one for each cryogenic satellite)
have been implemented.
Standard ICEC1131 programming language
(sequential function chart (SFC), ladder diagram
(LD) and structured text (ST)) is generated from

R Garbil - The Tore Supra Cryoplant Control System Upgrade
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a dedicated PC workstation connected to the
PLC via an Ethernet TCP-IP network protocol
(10 Mbit/s). The latest OS2 operating system and
X-TEL/PL7-3 programming software package
have been installed on this workstation. [4]

The TORE SUPRA

Cryoplant Control Svstao U

j TORE S'JPRA Contro! System Eiheratt network, 10 Mbit':

Main Control Room j

Opt(i) ; FT? netwof*. J 5MVI*JS.

Q e ~ •• h,-

SCAB A Supervisor/ Coc^

FIPIO is a high-speed serial link protocol
implementing the WorldFIP network protocol
with X-TEL field communication system. Data
rates of 2.5 Mbit/s via twisted shielded pair
copper cable and 5 Mbit/s via optical fibres are
achieved. The cable system consists of a trunk
cable with drop cables connected by tap boxes
and connecting each node. Deterministic
operation is provided at all times, even in
abnormal conditions, managing cyclic input and
output data exchanges, I/O base parameter
assignment (at start-up and in operation) and
processing diagnostic information.

I HUNG j — • ! :UC«K i »J l%!f •

The layout of the programme is dictated by the
operation of the plant, during transients (cool-
down, warm-up, between two operating modes)
or in a stable state (80K, 4K, 2k idle modes). 9
stable and 27 transient states have been defined.

Our general operation sequential functional chart
(SFC) states and controls these operating modes.
It also shows the only logical path that can be
followed during operations.
In each mode, a set of systems (80 K shields,
turbines, cold compressors etc..) is enabled or
disabled. A total of 37 have been defined: 6 in
the compressor house (first compressor stage,
second compressor stage, high pressure
compressors, oil ring pumps 1 and 2 and oil
removal systems), 19 for the coidbox, 4 for each
satellite. Each system is made of several
functions.
For instance, 4 have been defined for the 80 K
shields: pressurisation, cooldown from 300 to 80
K, normal operation and operation when the
Torus is baked. The general operation chart
requests the 80 K shields and enables the
associated macro step. Depending on the plant
status, we will start the cooldown of the shields
with Turbine 1. LN2 Bath or both. When the
sequence is completed, we will go in 80 K
operation.

10 frnrt*

[DMCONFEC I PMMFEC j DMCTREC } DMETUVEO

R
.fMCONTEC I /DMMFEC j T>MCDtEC I /DMETVVSC

Frtuurtnrton
t t

i. 300 to 120 K
cth*«uckn«fai£t)

Transitions are always written in Ladder logic.
Programming of interlocks, alarms, processing of
the I/O and OFBs (PIDs, temperature fitting
curves) are written in subroutines.

A cryoplant failure chart has been defined. The
predefined MSIT function block is always
monitoring the operation of the plant and
executes a controlled sequential shutdown if a
power supplies, compressed air, water systems
outage or any sub-system on the plant would
occur. The execution of macros is stopped, a
reset and re-initialisation of the sub-systems is
carried out where necessary.

This analysis from the top of a multitask
environment (compressors, turbines. cold
compressors, expansion engines etc..) using
macros allows a logical overview of the
programme. Subsystems' operation can be
displayed on a limited number of pages and even
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on a single one. A macro step is most of the time
associated with 3 lower levels in order to
describe elementary operations (up to 64 were
allowed). The macro activated is executed
following the SFC rules. A macro step can call
other macro steps.

The PLC multitask environment gives a general
method in writing the programme. Additional
rules have been implemented for any software
implementation on the Tore Supra control
system (LHCD, water cooling systems e t c . ) .
Each function (dialogue, communication, control
etc..) is implemented using three tasks (MAST,
AUXO and AUX1) comprising sub-routines and
executed at different pre-defined scan times.

MAST is the core task of the application
allowing the activation or not of the other
tasks or subroutines. It is executed in less
than 100 ms: reading of the inputs, presets,
subroutines, interlocks, execution of the
programme and writing of the outputs are
performed.
AUXO is mainly used for processing,
execution of comparison function blocs, PID
control, and simulation of the programme
before online commissioning.
AUX1 is the communication task between
PLCs but also dialog with the cryoplant
Panorama supervisory system.

The latest industrial standard 32 Bit software
PANORAMA plant supervisory system
(comprising 4 PCs running Windows NT4
workstation operating system) is used. [5] The
system provides real-time and history data to the
plant operators presented in the form of mimics,
actual and historical trends and alarms.

An advanced user-friendly operator interface is
also developed to integrate our 10 years of
experience. Online help is being implemented to
improve diagnosis of any potential problem on
the plant. Procedures, an everyday logbook and
checklist will be computerised to facilitate
operators diagnostics and to keep an electronic
trace of the plant events.

The cryoplant network is separated from the
main Tore Supra office network for security
reasons, creating its own domain. [6] The server
is used for files sharing, backups and replication
on local PC's of configuration files and storage
of shared software. The server is also the only
machine which can be accessed from outside the
main control room by special users to use shared
files and programmes.

6. BACKUP SYSTEMS

Mechanical stress has to be limited during
transients or after a plant stoppage. Therefore,
the DeltaTmax between any two location of the
magnet and the shields should be lower than
40K. The low thermal conductivity of the
insulating blocks also requires a cooling and
warming up speed lower than 2K an hour.

In the event of a supply failure (water,
compressed air, power supplies), all the
necessary 80K backup systems have to keep the
plant running or be powered in less than 2 hours.
[7] If the refrigerator cold box would fail
(blockage due to impurities after long operating
periods, vacuum system failure), an auxiliary
80K cold box can be started in less than an hour
to take other. Additional Kabelmetal cryogenic
lines were installed.

De-carbonated water system can be swapped to
the mains. A standby compressed air compressor
will run. A third mobile compressor can be
connected. The 15 kV backup supply and
another 380V/1600kVA transformer can be used
as backup.
The controlled circuits (relays, instrumentation
and valves) and the control system have a one-
hour battery backup supply. An auxiliary PLC
(80 K backup PLC) has been set up with its own
redundant power supply.

7. CONCLUSION

The Tore Supra cryoplant control system will be
operated 24 hours per day and 7 days a week. Its
control system allows a maximum operational
flexibility and will show its complete reliability
during the next operations. This upgrade is a
heavy task but the full benefit of our operating
experience, the integration of standard and
industrial solutions, will make it a great success.
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Abstract
The Central Solenoid and Toroidal Field coils of ITER are designed with cable-in-conduit NbiSn superconducting conductors jacketed with
Incoloy 908. This material, developed to limit the critical current degradation of the Nb3Sn strands, shows excellent mechanical properties at
4 K. particularly under cycling . Nevertheless, it is a crack prone material when heat treated in the presence of oxygen, which requires careful
control of the atmosphere during manufacture. A programme of extensive mechanicaJ testing of samples and manufacture of a pancake with
Incoloy conductor jacket was carried out in Europe. The origin of cracks in the Incoloy jacket after heat treatment was investigated.

Introduction
The design of the Central Solenoid (CS) and
Toroidal Field (TF) coils of the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [1]
relies on the use of cable-in-conduit Nb3Sn
superconducting conductors. These conductors are
made of a circular cable inserted in a jacket
providing helium tightness, stiffness and strength
for the conductor. A nickel base alloy, designated
as Incoloy 908, was developed as a jacket material
in order to limit the critical current degradation of
the Nb,Sn strands [2]. This material was selected
for both the CS conductor (thick square shaped
jacket) and for the TF conductor (thin circular
shaped jacket). Parallel to the manufacturing of the
Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC) [3], designed
with a stainless steel jacketed conductor, a
complementary development programme was
started in Europe to use Incoloy 908 as a jacket
material. This programme included mechanical
characterisation of the material at low temperatures,
manufacture of a pancake using a dummy incoloy
jacketed conductor and manufacture and test of a
Toroidal Field Full-Size Joint Sample (TF-FSJS).

Material design
Incoloy 908 is a y' precipitation strengthened nickel
base alloy (Table 1). The critical current of Nb3Sn
strands is well-known to be strongly dependent on
the axial strain applied to the strand [4], This axial
strain is substantially affected from the differential
thermal contraction occurring between jacket and
strand during cooling down from the heat treatment

Table 1 : Incoioy 908 chemical composition

Element
7e weisht

Fe
40.7

Ni
49

Cr
3.98

Nb
2.92

Ti
1.74

Element
''/< wcicht

Al
0.93

N
0.002

Mn
0.041

C
0.01

Co
<0.1

Sample EM CL2 (36 strands) & B=13T . T=4.5K

-0,80% -0,60% -0.40% -0,20% 0.00% 0.20% 0,40% 0.60% 0,80%

Relative strain : c = A L / L

Fig. 1 : Critical current of NbjSn strands

temperature to the cryogenic operational
temperature. Whereas 316LN stainless steel thermal
contraction from 923 K down to 4 K is in the order
of 1.6 %, that of Incoloy 908 is only 1.19f. a value
closer to the 0.19/ contraction of Nb^Sn. which
results in a lower residual strain at 4 K .
corresponding to a higher critical curreni in the
Nb3Sn strands(Fig. 1)[5|.

Mechanical testing
The characterisation programme of Incoloy 908
performed in Europe included tensile tests in order
to determine elastic and tensile properties at room
and low temperature, and fracture mechanical tests
to determine fracture toughness and crack growth
rate. The elastic properties are summarised in Table
2 and tensile properties in Table 3. Fracture
mechanical • measurements were performed on
samples which had undergone heat treatments
representative of the coil manufacture (annealing at
980°C, lh and reaction at 650°C. 2(K)h at vacuum).

Table 2 : Elastic properties of aged Incoloy 908

Temperature
Young's
modulus

295 K
171 GPa

76
174

K
GPa

4
177

K
GPa
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Fig. 2 : Fatigue crack growth rate of aged Incoloy
908 and 316LN jacket materials at load ratios
R = 0.1 and R = 0.4.

Table 3 : Tensile
Temperature
V S (MPa)
UTS (MPa)
Uniform
elongation
Reduction of
area

properties
295 K
1110
1302
22%

38%

of aged Incoloy
76 K
1170
1 580
23 %•

40%

908
4K
1216
1694
~>~><y(

28%

YS : Yield strength, UTS : Ultimate tensile strength

Fracture toughness measurements are shown in
Table 4 and a comparison with 316LN steel is
given lor crack growth rate in Fig. 2. It can be
observed that the crack growth rate of incoloy
samples is much lower than that of 316LN at
relatively low variation of stress intensity range
i~20 MPavm). whereas the difference is smaller for
hiiiher variations (-40 MPa\'m).

1
T
K

ibtc 4
empci
i, (Ml-

: Fracture toughness of
alure
a \ m)

295 K
196

incolov
I

! [

908
4

185-
K
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Incoloy pancake
The TFMC conductor was jacketed with a thin
i 1.(•> mm thick) 316LN stainless steel jacket,
whereas the reference design of the ITER TF coils
was made with a thin (1 mm thick) incoloy jacket.
To qualify incoloy 908 for the manufacture of these
coils, it was decided to build in Europe a pancake
using an incoloy jacketed conductor. The aim of
[his manufacture was limited to the qualification of
(he Wind-React-and-Transfer process. which
allowed the use of a dummy conductor since no
testing of the conductor properties was planned.
The conductor (Fig. 3) used a TF cable,
mamilaciured in Japan by Showa with copper
strands, and an Incoloy 908 jacket, made of tubes
provided from United states by Inco Alloys and
assembled hv orbital welding in Russia.

Fig. 3 : Incoloy pancake conductor

The pulling through of (he cable inside the jacket
and the compaction vvas performed by VNIIKP I6j.
The main characteristics of ilie conductor arc
summarised in Table 5.

Table 5 : Incoloy pancake conductor characteristics
Strand
Cable
Inner spiral
Subcable wrapping
Cable wrapping
Jacket
Conductor

Copper. 0.81 mm 0
iONO strands. 37.4 mm 0
V)4 SS. M.1) mm \ ! 1.9 mm
Inconel oOO. 0.1 mm thick
304 SS. 0.025 mm thick
Incoloy 908. I mm iliick
39.4 mm 0

The manufacture of the pancake was performed by
AGAN / Ansaldo (Genoa. ltal\). using the same
tools as used for the manufacture of the TFMC
pancakes. The mam difficulty in this manufacture
comes from the necessity to cope wiih the Stress-
Accelerated-Grain-Boumlary-Oxidation i SAGBO)
phenomenon [7j. Since ihc oven used tor heat
treatment was using arsion ai atmospheric pressure,
shot peening was applied to the whole outer surface
of" the conductor jacket, and argon with very low
oxygen content (<{).! ppmi was circulated inside
the conductor. Nevertheless. despite these
precautionary measures, alter heat treatment cracks
were discovered in the jacket (Fig. 4). and large
propagation occurred during transfer (Fig. 5) . .

Fig. 4 : Cracks in the lncolo\ pancake after heat
treatment
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Fig. 5 : Cracks in the Incoloy pancake after transfer

TF-FSJS
Parallel to the manufacture of the incoloy pancake,
the TF-FSJS was manufactured by Ansaldo and
tested at CRPP (Villigen, Switzerland). This sample
used a superconducting conductor, built with the
same cable as that used in the TFMC and jacketed
by Europa Metalli (Fornaci di Barga, Italy) with an
Incoloy 908 jacket, made with tubes provided by
Inco Alloys and assembled by orbital welding by
liumpa Metalli. Tubes used for both the Incoloy
pancake and the TF-FSJS had the same geometry
and came from the same manufacturing process.
The joint of the TF-FSJS was made according to
(lie (win-box concept, with incoloy / copper
icinvmuUm boxes [8]. After heat treatment of the
leys of the sample, a longitudinal kink very similar
to that found on the Incoloy pancake, was
discovered, and later on. leaks occurred during
testing leading to premature end of the tests.

Investigation of crack origin
Cnuk initiation and propagation
To understand the origin of the cracks which
occurred in both the incoloy pancake and the TF-
I-'SJS. a complementary programme of
investigations was set up by the European Home
Team (EUHT). Micrographic examinations of the
Incoloy cracked part identified a crack propagation
from the inner bore of the jacket, in the heat
affected zone of (he longitudinal weld of the jacket
<Fis:. Cil. The origin of the crack could be clearly
identified as an initial defect in the longitudinal
weld of the jacket showing

Longitudinal weld

crack

Jacket inner bore : R = 38.4 mm
I• iir. Ci: Crack propagation in incoloy jacket

Fig. 7 rTransgranular cracking morphology

Fig. 8 : Intereranular oxidation cracking from jacket
inner bore
transgranular morphology iFig. 7). On il»c conirnry.
inter granular morpholtiuy indicates thai the iiack
propagation was duo to oxidation combined with
tensile stresses arising <HI jackei inner bore during
heat treatment (SAGBO) d i g Xi.

Origin of oxidation
After (he results of the meuillographic examination
had shown that crack propagation wets due io
oxidation, some further investigations were
performed to try to undersiund the possible origin
of this oxidation. As ihe argon (lowing through the
conductor during heal ircaiment had a very low
oxygen content « O.I ppmi. according to the
experience in United .States and Japan, no SACJHO
phenomenon should haw occurrod. An unexpected
outgasing of oxv'gcn or w\uer coming from the
conductor itself was then considered.

Investigation ojwtiwr mn^tisinii
The records of water content during heat treatnierii
indicated a peak of ivater during ramping tip to
650sC. so a se; ol water outgasin^ (CMS w;>.s
performed at CEA Cadaiadie : a ihernitidesciipnoti
experiment, under vacuum, of a sample of "IT
conductor (65 mit: long! :md the meaMiieniem oi
the water content of the ;irgon How ciivtiiaiin^:
inside a piece ol Tl; conducidf during a heal
treatment. The tests were carried out in a hi'jh



vacuum vessel (background pressure ~ 10° Pa,
oxygen content ~ 10%) inserted in an oven. The
partial pressures of the desorbing species were
recorded using a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
For the second experiment, a piece of conductor
(250 mm long) was equipped with stainless steel
end caps and pipes and connected to an argon N60
(<().! ppm O2) circulation loop. A SHAW H20
analyser and a second quadrupole mass
spectrometer (using a differential pumping) both
connected to the argon loop measured the water
content of the argon flow.

Desorption of conductor sample
The desorption spectrum of water from the incoloy
jacketed conductor (Fig. 9) exhibits one large peak
in the 450°C-650°C temperature range. The peak
temperature corresponds to the end of the
temperature ramp-up. The desorption of water at so
high temperature is unusual. Since experiments
carried out without samples showed that the water
desorption from the stainless steel vessel alone is
negligibly small compared with that recorded
during the conductor sample test in the same
temperature range, we can exclude the hypothesis
of a temperature activated diffusion phenomenon of
water from the vessel wall. Nevertheless, this does
not allow us to determine the exact origin of the
water production: cable or Incoloy jacket itself.

Time (h)

Figure 9: Desorption of water from TF conductor

Argon circulation test
The gas composition in the argon loop, checked
before the beginning of the heating (Table 6),
shows an unexpectedly relatively high level of
impurities. During the ramping from 450 up to
65()CC. the water partial pressure was found to be
roughly equal to the one recorded at room
temperature and showed a perfect correlation with
that of argon, indicating that the water partial
pressure only depends on the argon ilux in the loop
and could correspond to the background water level
of the argon piping, not baked up before the
experiment. No specific contribution from the
conductor could be detected in the sensitivity range
of the mass spectrometer, due to the high residual
impurity content. On the other hand, the water

analyser indicated a slight increase of the water
content at the beginning of the ramping up. which
could hardly be considered as significant.

Table 6: Estimation of the gas composition of the
outlet argon flow at room temperature

Ar

90%

CO+N-,
69c

H--
1.5%

H-,0
0.89f

o,
0.7%

CO,

0.2%

Conclusion
Incoloy 908 used for the NbiSn conductor jacket
provides reduced critical current degradation of
strands and exhibits better resistance to crack
growth propagation at 4K than stainless steel. Its
sensitivity to cracking at high temperature puts
stringent requirements on the Nb?Sn reaction heat
treatment. The origin of cracks observed in the
Incoloy pancake and TF-FSJS is a combination of
an initial welding defect and oxidation during heat
treatment. Investigation ol the origin of this
oxidation indicates water outgasing coming from
the conductor itself. If a thin incoloy jacket is to be
used, then this phenomenon will require better
understanding and the establishment of
conservative avoidance measures.
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Abstract
The ITER Toroidal Field Model Coil uses a \b3Sn superconducting conductor, which will be operated up to SO k.A The TFMC busbars are
the first superconducting cabie-in-conduit conductors designed for operation at 80 kA using NbTi superconducting material The busbar
system is split into two parts, one linked to the coil, the other to the current leads Three different joining systems have been developed for
connecting the busbars to the coil, to the current leads and between each other The desisn is described and the performed R&D is reported

Introduction
The Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC) is one of
the seven Large Projects carried out during the
Engineering Design Activities (EDA) phase of the
International Thermonuclear Reactor (ITER)
project [1], This superconducting coil is built by
the European Home team (EUHT) [2] and will be
tested at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (Germany)
[3]. It uses a Nb;Sn superconducting conductor.
which will be operated up to 80 kA [4]. The busbar
system connects the current leads of the TOSKA
facility, inside which the TFMC will be tested, to
the two terminals of the coil.

Conductor
Design
Calculation of the magnetic field which will occur
aiong the path from the current leads to the coil
terminals showed that the maximum background
induction on the busbars during operation of the
TFMC will not exceed 2.5 T. The maximum local
induction taking into account the self field of the
conductor will therefore reach 3.61 T. This
relatively low .field value made attractive the use of
NbTi material for the conductor strands instead of
NbjSh (Fig. 1). In order to limit the development
work, the same conductor design as that of the
Stainless-Steel Full-Size-Joint-Sample < SS-FSJS i
[5] was used, replacing the Nb.Sn strand by a NbTi
strand of the same diameter (Fia. 2).

4 . 0 0 -

S .30 •

•i 00 -

2.00 - t&mcerature Ta rg i n

• i

oaer-aiing temiperature '

M a g n e t i c i n d u c t i o n

fig. 1 : Nbii critical temperature (close to current
sharing temperature)

NbTi
filament
bundles

CuNi
barrier

J3.81 mm

Fig. 2 : Busbar strand cross-section

The conductor is a cable-in-conduit with circular
cable and central channel (Fig. 3). The strand
specifications are shown in Table 1 and the
conductor characteristics in Table 2. Contrarily to
the TFMC Nb^Sn strands, the busbar NbTi strands
are not chrome plated, but they include a copper-
nickel internal barrier which will limit the AC losses
during operation. The cable is a multi-stage twisted
cable, made of six subcables. wrapped with
stainless steel ribbon and shaped as petals to form a
circular cable around an inner spiral providing a
central channel. The cable is surrounded by a thin
stainless steel ribbon and jacketed with a stainless
steel jacket with square outer cross-section.

Table 1 : TFMC busbar strand specifications
Diameter
Cu non Cu ratio
9000 filaments
RRR
CuNi barrier
Critical current ( a 4.2 K. 5T)

Table 2 : TFMC busbar conductor
Cable confiauration
Number of strands
Cable diameter
Inner spiral
Local void fraction

3 x 4 x 4 x
1152
38.7 mm

0.
{-
4.
>

>

81 mm
-2.5]

5 um Z
120
10 urn
400 A

characteristics
4

12mm ioZ)
37 %

x6

x 10 mm iiZ)
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NbTi cable-

316LN ss jacket

(Busbar 2 Current lead joints

yAifc^-"".3s.7

Inner spiral
.10-12

51

Fig. 3 : Busbar conductor cross-section

Manufacture
A total length of 5" km of NbTi strand was
produced by Yacuumschmelze (Hanau. German})
and delivered to Europa Metalli (Fomaci di Barga.
Italy). who manufactured out of it 45 m of cable,
which was then delivered to Ansaldo (Genoa. Italy)
Here the cable was pulled through the square steel
profile with a circular hole (jacket). The jacket
consists of extruded steel sections joined by
transverse orbital welding with filling welding at the
corners. Finally the jacket was compacted on the
cable by rollers.

Characterisation
The strand characterisation on a sample showed a
coppernon copper ratio of 2.41. a Residual
Resistivity Ratio (2T3 K 10 Ki of 144 and a
critical current ( a 5t. 4.2 K) of 442 A. all values
fining well within specifications.

Busbars layout
The layout of the TFMC busbar system is shown in
Fig. 4. As the 80 kA current leads of the TOSKA
facility are installed outside the main vessel of the
cryostat. it was impossible to design the busbars in a
single length. The only solution was thus to split
each busbar in two lengths : one connected to the
coil (busbar 1) and one connected to the current
leads (busbar 2). with an intermediate joint to be
assembled once the TFMC is installed inside the
cryostat. The busbars will be supported by a set of
clamps, some of them fixed to the TFMC and others
to the cryostat. The electrical ground insulation.
using dry mica tape impregnated with room
temperature curing resin, is able to withstand the
maximum voitage (5 kY) which will arise during
operation between coil terminals and ground.

Joints
Due to the arrangement of the busbar system in two
pans, three joints are necessary to connect each coil
terminal to its current lead. In order to limit as much
as possible the required R&D. it was decided to
derive the design of the busbar joints from that of
the SS-FSJS and to perform development only for
the proposed modifications.

Busbar 1
TFMC joints

Fig. 4 : Layout of the TFMC Busbars

Therefore the joints are all of the overlap type based
on the twin-box concept [61. Each terminal has a
specific geometrical design, but the manufacturing
procedure is the same for all of them. In contrast,
each joint assembly is specific to the joint location,
due to local environmental requirements.

Terminals
One of the major operating features of a joint is the
achieved resistance at low temperature. Very good
results were obtained on the three Nb;Sn FSJS
manufactured in Europe [7]. showing resistances
around 2 nQ at 4K. A key point to reach a low
resistance is the way the contact between cable and
copper sole is achieved. In the case of these
samples, the low resistance was obtained on one
hand by removal of cable and subcable wrappings
and of the chromium coating from the Nb?Sn
strands and on the other hand by precompression of
the cable to the copper sole. In the case ofNb;Sn
strands, the use of any soldering between cable and
copper sole is forbidden due to the reaction heat
treatment at 650°C to produce NbjSn. whereas it is
possible for NbTi cable, since no heat treatment
occurs. It was then decided to investigate which
solutions could be applied to achieve low resistance
between NbTi strands and copper sole and to make
a comparison between them by measuring the actual
resistance at low- temperature on small samples. For
the cable strands, three possibilities were
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considered : bare strands, silver coating or tin-lead
soldering. For the copper sole, four possibilities
were considered : bare copper, silver coating, tin-
lead soldering or indium coating. Nevertheless,
soldering requires pickling of the copper sole and of
cable strands, which implies washing after
soldering. This cleaning was considered as difficult
to perform, since it has to occur when the joint box
is already closed This would require to flow water
or alcohol inside the whole conductor length and
couid lead to pollute it with acid residuals. The
results of tests performed on strands, including
simulation of soldering heat treatment, show that the
lowest resistance is obtained with silver coating of
both strands and copper sole (Table 3). However.
the retained solution was to perform silver coating
of the cable strands and indium coating of the
copper sole to make use of the softness of indium
for achieving imprints of the strands into the surface
of the copper sole. The manufacturing procedure
follows the same steps as that of the SS-FSJS
terminals but includes, instead of chromium
removal, silver coating by electrolytic deposition
followed by washing of the cable end and indium
coating of the copper sole by melting indium wire
before the insertion of the cable into the box.

Table 3 : Resistance between strand and copper sole
Strand Copper sole R(nO) ' R(nO)~
Ag coated In coated [225-280] [220-340]
Ag coated Ag coated [P0-195] [140-150]
bare Ag coated 5~0 2H)

before soldering HT ~ after soldering HT

Coil Busbar 1 joint
As busbars 1 will not be removed from the coil after
assembly, the coil busbar 1 joint design relies on
tin-lead soldering (Fig. 5). widen will provide a low-
copper sole to copper sole electrical resistance. The
procedure is thus similar to that used for the
soldering of the SS-FSJS lower joint or the TFMC
inner joints : Pb60Sn40 solder is inserted in
between the copper soles of the twin boxes, which
are then heated up to 200=C to melt the solder.

PbSn solder

TFMC
terminal

Busbar 1
terminal

\
Copper wedge

Busbar 1
termin Indium

wires

usbar 2
terminal

Fis. 5 : TFMC Busbars 1 joints

Fig. 6 : Busbar 1 Busbar 2 joints

Clamps are then installed around the terminals to
keep the interface plane under compression. In fact
it was found necessary to insert an intermediate
piece of copper (-10 mm thick) between the copper
soles, shaped to allow correct fitting of coil to
busbar terminals. Consequently, this piece has to be
soldered on both faces, as performed for the lower
joint of the SS-FSJS.

Busbar 1 Busbar 2 joint
For the joint linking together the two parts of the
busbar system, tin-lead soldering was not
considered suitable, firstly because it requires
access into the cryostat. and secondly because of the
requirement of having a dismountable joint to allow
removal of the TFMC. in particular between single
tests and tests with the LCT Coil. Therefore, it was
decided to rely on a solution similar to that used in
the CSMC experiment [8] . using indium pressed
between terminals. A set of indium wires, inserted
in between the terminals, are squeezed by a system
of clamps and tightening bolts (Fig. 6). The target
resistance for such a joint of less than 4 nQ is
reached if a pressure of 5.5 MPa is applied on the
whole surface of the interface plane. The pressure
relaxation of indium wires versus time due to
creeping will be investigated with a mock-up using
a joint terminal and different bolt materials.

Busbar 2 current lead joint
Similarly to the busbar I busbar 2 joints, the joints
between the busbar 2 and the current lead must be
designed as clamped joints for alignment during
assembly. Once again, indium pressed between
terminals was the selected solution, but in this case
indium foils are inserted in between the copper
soles (Fig. ~). This technology was previously used
at FZK. which avoided the need of any new
development. The goal of achieving low resistance
for this joint (~ 2 nfi) calls for a relatively high
average pressure (-20 MPa) on the interface plane,
according to former measurements on similar
assemblies. The design of the clamping system was
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Busbar 2
terminal

Indium Current lead
terminal

Fig. ": Busbar 2 current lead joint

optimized so as to homogenize as much as possible
the achieved pressure on indium [9j.

Manufacture
The busbars 1 (Fig. 8) and 2 (Fig. 9) were
manufactured by AGAN Alstom (Belfort. France),
according to the above design and procedures.
Assembh' of busbars 1 with the TFMC was
scheduled for August 2000 and busbars 2 were
delivered to FZK to prepare the assembh' with the
current leads. The joint between busbars type 1 and
type 2 will be completed after installation of the
TFMC inside the cryostat.

Conclusion
The TFMC busbars are the first NbTi cable-in-
conduit superconducting conductors designed to
operate up to 80 LA. Although their overall design
is derived from that of the Nb;Sn conductors used
for the SS-FSJS and the TFMC. specific
developments were required to adapt the joining
techniques to the use of NbTi material. The
manufacture of the busbars is now completed and
assembh" with coil and current leads prepared.
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Abstract - Large fusion magnets call for high current conductors (up to 60kA). This has been achieved by the cable-in-conduit conductor

concept. New solutions had to be found to connect coil sub elements (pancakes or layers) made with these conductors. The difficulty of

designing such joints is related to the need of combining several demanding boundary conditions : a large number of strands (around

1000), a low resistance at high current (1 to 2 nQ), low losses in pulsed field operation, Nb,Sn heat treatment at 650°C, helium tightness

control, limited available space. A conceptual design was developed by CEA, based on the connection of two terminations built in two

separate twin boxes and clamped together, according to the lap-joint concept. These boxes are machined out of a composite (jacket

material/copper) plate, manufactured by explosive bonding and the electrical connection is achieved by tin-lead soldering the facing

copper soles. The resistance of the explosive bond was characterised for two types of jacket material (stainless steel 316LN and

Incoloy 908) by mechanical tests performed at low temperature on samples. A test program carried out at CEA/Cadarache allowed

validation of the joint concept on subsize samples. The technology was then transferred to industry in the framework of the manufacture of

the ITER Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC). In addition, three full size joint samples (FSJS), relevant to different jacket materials and

joining techniques, were manufactured by industry and tested in the SULTAN facility at CRPP/Villigen. The results of the tests of all these

samples confirmed the performances of the joint design. The paper reports on the results of the tests performed to characterise the

explosive bond, describes the transfer of technology to industry, the problems encountered and their solutions, and last presents some

typical experimental results.

Introduction
Within the framework of NET contracts, CEA was
in charge of designing the EU proposal of joints for
the ITER coils. The retained solution was a lap
joint using the twin box concept associated with the
explosive bonding technique for joint box
manufacture [1]. Development tests were carried
out in laboratory for mechanical qualification of
copper-steel and copper-Incoloy explosively
bonded materials. Parametric studies on sub-size
joint samples were also performed by CEA for
electrical qualification and optimisation of the
design [2].

The design application was performed within the
ITER Toroidal Field Model Coil manufacture in
industry [3]. In addition, three full size prototype
samples (FSJS) were designed and fabricated in
industry under technical monitoring by CEA [4].
Two samples (SS-FSJS and TFMC-FSJS) are
representative of the inner and outer joints of the
TFMC using steel as conductor jacket material. The
last sample (TF-FSJS) is representative of the
original ITER-FDR TF coils using Incoloy as
conductor jacket material. Complementary R&D
was carried out in industry on full size samples for

adapting the laboratory developments to real

industrial constraints. The three FSJS's were then

tested in the dedicated European test facility

SULTAN (CRPP-Villigen, CH).

Conceptual design
The guidelines for the design of the joint [1] were
the following: to reach a low resistance with
acceptable AC losses, to keep as close as possible
to the cable geometry in the joint region, to avoid
any handling of the terminations after the reaction
heat treatment, to allow tightness tests of each
pancake (or layer) independently before the final
winding assembly, and last but not least to be easily
transferred to industry.

Cover
Conductor

Cable

Copper sole

Steel box

Helium inlet (or outlet)

Fig. 1: Twin box
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These specifications led to the twin box concept in
which each termination is manufactured using a
solid copper-steel or copper-Incoloy box made by
explosive bonding (Fig. 1). Note that the joint
boxes are machined in a pre-bent plate in order to
allow the weld between the conductor jacket and
the box at one end. The original sequence of
fabrication was the following (Fig. 2):

removal of the jacket and of the cable
wrapping along one cable twist pitch length at
the conductor end

removal of the subcable wrappings only on the
area to be in contact with the copper sole
removal of the chrome coating of the strands
on the contact area (using sand blasting)
cut of strand ends to avoid tin leaks during heat
treatment (cut with pinching)
insertion of prepared conductor end inside the
box welded onto the conductor jacket
compaction of the cable by pressing the cover
closure of the box by welding the cover
without removing the pressure
heat treatment of the Nb3Sn conductor with its
terminations kept under pressure
final assembly of the joint by insertion of PbSn
solder between the copper faces of the two
boxes to be connected

fixture of the joint position by an external
clamping.

This concept allows the manufacture of
terminations at both ends of each length to be
completed and vacuum tested before heat
treatment.

Mechanical characterisation of the bimetallic
assembly

One of the main technological characteristics of the
joint design is the use of explosively bonded
materials produced by the Nobelclad society. This
bimetallic assembly used for the joint box
manufacture was produced using 60 mm thick AISI
316L or Incoloy 908 plates as base material bonded
by the explosive technique against a 16 mm thick
CuCl copper plate. A mechanical test program was
carried out to explore the mechanical capabilities of
these explosive bonds. These tests were performed
taking into account the mechanical and thermal
stresses which will be applied on real joint boxes
during the coil manufacturing sequence as well as

Slcel

Coppei

Tin-lead
solder

Explosion/|j
weld

Linkage plate
Steel clamp

u] - Cable

S\
i f l J^ twin boxes

Fig 2 : Joint assembly cross section

during joint operation.

First, tensile and shear samples, machined in an
explosively bonded plate were tested until
breakdown, at 300K and at 4K, before and after a
heat treatment at 650°C under vacuum to simulate
the Nb,Sn reaction heat treatment. The mechanical
ultimate stress of the copper-steel as well as of the
copper-Incoloy bimetallic assembly was found
equal to that of copper and the breakdown indeed
occurred every time in the copper material.
A second mechanical characterisation was
undertaken on mock-ups of full size joint boxes
machined in both copper-steel and copper-Incoloy
materials. These mock-ups reproduce the main
geometrical specificity of the joint box such as the
pre-bent part, a straight part and the inner hole for
cable insertion. Initial geometrical checks as well as
helium tightness tests were performed on every
mock-up. The mock-ups were then heat treated at
650°C for about 100 hours under vacuum to
simulate the Nb3Sn reaction heat treatment, before
being subject to several thermal shocks by
immersion in a LN2 bath and warming up to 300K.
New geometrical checks and helium tightness tests
were then performed. No leak was detected on all
copper-steel and copper-Incoloy mock-ups. No
deformation was recorded on copper-steel mock-
ups while a general bending towards the copper
sole with a radius of about 20 m due to the thermal
differential contraction between copper and Incoloy
was recorded on the copper-Incoloy mock-ups.

Technology transfer to industry

The application of the joint design described above,
and developed in the laboratory, including the final
full size validation of this concept, was passed to
industry in the framework of the ITER TFMC
manufacture program. This work was performed
under a contract between EFDA and the AGAN
consortium (Noell, Accel, Ansaldo, Alstom).
The TFMC winding pack is formed by the
assembly of five double pancakes. Five inner joints
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and four outer joints linking the pancakes were
manufactured on the basis of our conceptual design.
The inner joints assembly were made as foreseen in
the conceptual design by tin-lead soft soldering
while the outer joint assembly was made by a
specific method developed by Alstom, to take into
account possible positioning errors between double
pancakes to be connected, by using a set of copper
pins inserted in between the two joint boxes and
electron beam welded. A description of this joint is
given in [3].

As a complementary program to this coil
manufacture, three full size joint samples were
manufactured and tested for joint qualification into
the dedicated European test facility at CRPP
(Villigen-CH). The SS-FSJS is relevant to the inner
joints with soft soldering assembly while the
TFMC-FSJS is relevant to the outer joints of the
TFMC with EB welded copper pins assembly. The
third joint sample called the TF-FSJS is relevant to
the original ITER-FDR TF joints with soft
soldering assembly but using Incoloy material for
both conductor jacket and joint boxes, instead of
steel.

Complementary R&D in industry

Due to the scaling of the joint from the scaled
version (developed in laboratory) to the full size,
and taking into account the industrial constraints,
some complementary R&D was needed to apply the
joint concept to an industrial manufacture. The
adjustments of the initial design can be summarised
as follows :

• The compaction tests of the cable into the joint
box on full size mock-ups showed that the
compaction force needed to reach the final
cable void fraction (25%) was higher than the
first estimation (up to 200 tons for a
termination) and led to a buckling of the
central spiral. Hence a thick central tube (6
mm i,d. and 12 mm o.d.) was inserted in place
of the spiral in the compacted region.

• The chrome removal on the strands in contact
with the copper sole was performed in
laboratory by sand blasting. Due to the
difficulty to clean the residual sand in the
conductor, the chrome removal operation was
modified and performed by mechanical
brushing of the strand surfaces.

• The closure of the strands extremity to avoid
any tin leak during the heat was performed by
nickel plating of the strand ends on the full size
conductors due to the high number of strands
which have to be cut to the same length.

• The TFMC outer joints assembly was
performed by a set of copper pins inserted in
between the two terminations to be connected
and welded by Electron Beam instead of the
soft soldering assembly foreseen in the initial
joint design. This solution was developed by
Alstom to take into account the misalignment
errors during the stacking of the double
pancakes and to limit strain in the free
conductor lengths and insulation during joint
soldering. Mechanical and welding tests were
performed in industry to assess this solution.

Problems encountered

During the joint manufacture in industry, some
problems were encountered which required some
repairs or adjustments of the manufacturing
sequence, they concern :

• Termination deformation : a general bending
of the terminations was discovered after heat
treatment and dismantling from the heat
treatment tooling. This bending towards the
cover with an average radius of about 20 m
was due to residual stresses from the TIG weld
of the cover on the box. Hence the SS-FSJS
assembly was subsequently performed by
using an adapted tapered copper wedge soft
soldered between the copper soles [4]. This
deformation was anticipated on the TFMC-
FSJS by an initial opposite inclination of the
terminations before the heat treatment, while
no compensation was needed on the TF-FSJS
because of counter bending (same radius but
in the opposite direction) due to the thermal
contraction of the copper-Incoloy box. This
problem was solved in the TFMC joints using
the flexibility of the conductor between the
radial plate exit and the joint.

• Cracks on bimetallic explosive bond
assembly : some cracks were detected at the
copper-steel interface in the TFMC
terminations. These cracks were checked to
have a limited depth (< 2 mm) and have not
affected the termination tightness. The main
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origin of these defects was the helium pipe
weld at the termination end which was too
close to the interface. Some defects, also
detected on one termination, were probably
due to a base bimetallic piece not being taken
from a sound area (i.e. too close to the plate
edge). In future, a specific quality assurance
procedure will have to be developed to avoid
this risk.

• Electron Beam penetration: during the EB
weld tests on mock-ups, it was discovered that
the weld did not have a full penetration over
all the width of the termination sole. This
phenomenon combined with the reduction of
the connected length due to the use of copper
pins was shown to reduce the connected area
from 96% measured by X-ray control on a soft
soldered assembly (SS-FSJS) to 37% on the
EB welded pins assembly.

Performances
The three joint samples were tested in the SULTAN
test facility (CRPP, Villigen). Mainly DC tests were
performed with transport current up to 100 kA
under magnetic field up to 11 T. The joint DC
resistances for the three samples, measured by
voltage drop and confirmed by calorimetric
measurement, are plotted in Fig. 3 as functions of
maximum magnetic field (i.e. applied field + self
field).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Maximum magnetic field (T)

Fig. 3 : Joint DC resistance

The results obtained on both SS-FSJS and TF-FSJS
are well in line with those expected for ITER joints
from tests on subsize joints, taking into account the
number of superconducting strands in the cable
(720 in the TF-FSJS against 1152 in the SS-FSJS)
[5]. Only the TFMC-FSJS joint resistance appears
too high (compared to the TF-FSJS), although
remaining low enough for its use in the TFMC.
This result, which has been confirmed on a sub-size
joint, has been attributed to a degradation of the

contact between the strands and the copper sole
during the EB process, combined with a reduction
of the intersole welded surface.

Conclusion
Using laboratory developments on sub-size samples
and copper-steel and copper-Incoloy explosive
bond technique qualification, a joint design for
large Nb,Sn superconducting conductors was
developed. This joint design was applied as
developed for the manufacture of the TFMC inner
joints while a specific adaptation to the coil
assembly constraint was required for the outer
joints.

In addition, three full size joint samples
representative of both the TFMC inner and outer
joints and of the original ITER-FDR Toroidal Field
coils (using Incoloy as reference material for the
conductor jacket) were manufactured.
Complementary developments were carried out by
the involved industries for adapting the conceptual
design to industrial constraints and for scaling up to
full size. The excellent results obtained for the
joint DC resistance have confirmed the validity of
the CEA twin-box concept for the ITER TF coils,
using copper-steel or copper-Incoloy explosion
bonded joint box.
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Abstract

In preparation to the next phase in the experimental activity of Tore Supra, the CIEL project [1], the internal

configuration of the tokamak will be strongly modified. The main modifications will be due to the

implementation of a new toroidal pumped water cooled limiter at the bottom of the machine's vacuum vessel,

and by a new water-cooled inner wall. Moreover, the long plasma duration (<1000 s) and the strong expected

plasma radiation (up to 25 MW) impose the design of new thermally resistant in-vessel components, as the

radiated power density will reach 0.01 MW/m2 on the flanges and 0.3 MW/m2 on plasma facing components.

In this context, the interferopolarimeter diagnostic will need a substantial enhancement; Existing channels will

be modified and five new reflected chords will be added to improve the spatial resolution. Prototypes of required

in-vessel components have been designed and tested to stand plasma radiation during long pulses.

1 Introduction

A sub-millimetre interferopolarimeter diagnostic has been routinely used on Tore Supra for more than 10 years.

The configuration is a double vertical crossing of the plasma with one chord up to a box of separation fixed on

the upper horizontal limbs of the tokamak transformer's iron magnetic circuit, and five equally spaced chords,

going down through the plasma [2]. For each chord, two beams of different wavelengths (119 and 195 u.m) are

superposed along the crossing of the plasma, then separated towards three detectors, one specific for the 119 |j.m

beam and the others for the two perpendicular polarisations of the 195 |j.m beam. Phase and amplitude

measurements allow diagnosing line density and current [3].
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The CIEL project has two implications for the diagnostic; first, the new limiter is blocking the vertical chords in

their present layout. Secondly, all the new in-vessel components must be compatible with long pulse and strong

radiation.

The diagnostic is used to determine electron density and current profiles, as well as real time gas injection

control, and is planned to be used for current control. As it is essential for plasma operations, it has been decided

as a priority to re-arrange the existing chords and to use new windows, which will be able to sustain the heavier

thermal load during long pulses.

Moreover, five new chords with mirrors on the in-vessel inner wall are planned to be installed to improve the

analysis of density and current profiles. The diagnostic's in-vessel components have now been built and

laboratory tests have been completed.

2 Modification of the crossing channels.

Without suitable local gaps inserted in its otherwise quasi-continuous toroidal structure, the new CIEL actively

cooled toroidal limiter would intercept all the low field side of the lower vertical ports. On figure 1, one can see

the designed re-arrangement of the six vertical chords inside the vessel. Only three slightly oblique downward

chords and the upward one can be implemented on the high field side of the tokamak. Nevertheless, a special

sector of the limiter has been built with two narrower tiles, in order that two additional chords can go through a

25X150 mm slot left between them. These two channels will explore the very centre of the plasma and are

crucial for measuring the Shafranov shift and the central safety factor.

The modifications of the chords have led to the design of new mirror supporting structures located below and

above the Tokamak vessel. They will be stiffer than the former ones to reduce the occasional falls and

oscillations of the amplitudes of the signals induced by the vibrations of the magnetic limbs during pulses.

New windows have been designed. On figure 2, one can see the upper flange with its six windows. The 195 p.m

beam's diameter reaches 65 mm on the windows. As the chords are very close to one another, screws cannot be

used to tighten the quartz plates, as the needed clamps would be too large. The plates will be welded on steel by

gold bonding techniques instead.

To reduce the solid angle of direct exposure to the radiating plasma, the windows are moved away from the

flange by tubes. Thermomechanical calculations have been made to determine their size; the density power for

25 MW total radiation, which is O.3MW/m2 in front of the plasma, is reduced to 0.006MW/m2 on the flange, due

to the 1 m height of the port. A 10-cm long tube, 8 cm in diameter, decreases the density power down to 0.004
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MW/m2 on the quartz. In this configuration, temperature varies from 100 °C to 140 °C during a 1000-s pulse and

the mechanical safety factor is still 6 from the break limit.

Infrared heating tests will be made to simulate the LTV radiation of plasmas. As the UV absorption takes place

only on the surface of the quartz, the inner side of the quartz plate will be blackened to absorb infrared radiation

in the same way. Heating cycles will test the robustness of the window.

3 New reflected channels.

The modified crossing channels cannot explore some parts of the profile of the plasma (figure 3) for two reasons.

First, the limiter intercepts vertical probing of the plasma from p = 0.1 to p - 0.3, where p is the normalised

minor radius. Secondly, due to the super-conducting magnets coils, the vertical ports are too narrow to allow

probing the external part of the core plasma

This is why we plan to add five additional chords. They will access the vessel through a horizontal port and will

be mirrored back by copper retro-reflectors located on the in-vessel inner wall.

Figure 4 shows the layout of the reflected beams to complete the crossing channels. Though the horizontal ports

are larger than the vertical ones, the very edge of the plasma is not accessible to the reflected beams either (see

figure 3). For good current profile reconstruction, magnetic measurement will have to be taken into account in

the calculations.

Special care has been taken with the inner wall mirrors because of CIEL radiation specifications, which oblige to

actively cool, directly or indirectly, all the plasma facing components. The principle of corner cube retro-

reflection has been chosen because, with this solution, the alignment of the reflected beam is not very sensitive to

the motion of the vessel during the tokamak pulse. Furthermore there is no need to align perfectly the mirror to a

precise angle.

The mounting of each mirror has been welded on a special inner-wall steel panel, which is sandwich-made and

actively cooled at 150° C. Holes have been cut inside it and intermediate Nickel rings have been welded by TIG

on it to assure water-tightness. The mirror mountings (figure 5a) are in a Cu-Cr-Zr alloy and are welded to the

rings by electron beam. Precision of the positioning of the mounting is of the order of one millimetre. Each

mirror is screwed onto the mounting. To increase thermal contact, Papyex is inserted between the mounting and

the mirror. The faces of the mirror (figure 5b) are made in the same alloy by electroerosion and then manually

polished.
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Thermomechanical calculations in cylindrical approximation have been made to determine whether the cooling

of each mirror assembly is sufficient. As the mirror is 25 mm away from the last magnetic surface, the density of

radiation is very high; O.3MW/m2 for a total radiation of 25 MW. Results are shown on figure 6, for three points

on the mirror: A 300-s plasma is simulated. Temperature is stationary after 100 s. The highest temperature

reached is 550 °C. The mirrors faces are not the worst exposed parts and their highest reached temperature is

somewhat lower (450 °C). Because of copper good conductivity, the mirrors heating is homogeneous enough not

to deform their faces by dilatation,.

4 Laboratory tests

A laboratory test bench has been equipped to tests the new optical components of the reflected chords (figure 7).

The source used is a DCN laser at 195 ^m and the detectors are pyroelectric. The needed semi-reflective plate

which separates incident and reflected beams is a 25 nm Kapton film inclined at 55°, in order to optimize the

product of the reflection transmission coefficients. .

Prototypes of copper retro-reflectors have been compared to a plane mirror, used as reference. The diameter of

the beam on the mirror was 9 mm, which is approximately the diameter of the planned 119 Jim beam diameter

for the new chords. A reflection coefficient of 91% has been measured for the best prototype. The highest

reflection efficiency seems directly correlated to the sharpness of the intersections between faces. As the

curvature radius of the corner-cube edges increases, signal is rapidly lost because the effective surface useful for

reflection decreases.

Checks have been made that indeed the polarisation of the reflected beam remains as linear with a retro-reflector

as with a plane mirror.

The calibration plate to simulate the plasma induced Faraday rotation will be a half wavelength quartz plate

which cannot be located between the retro-reflector and the Kapton film, because the rotation of the incident

beam would be cancelled by the rotation of the reflected beam. Therefore it will be installed after the film. This

implies that the experimental values of calibration will be corrected by the theoretical transmission and reflection

coefficients of the film. Calculations show that errors on the Faraday rotation measurement can be induced by

errors of polarisation of the incident beam and by errors on the film alignment (figure 8). As this phenomenon is

drastically reduced when the angle of inclination is decreased, for the new channels the inclination of the film

will be 7.5°
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4 Prospects

The crossing channels will be assembled at the beginning of the year 2001. Reflected chords will follow after, in

order to have a complete profile diagnostic operational forJiigh-radiation, long-duration plasma.

[1] CIEL Project, Application for Preferential Support, EUR-FU(96) CCFP 69/8.3

[2]J.L Bruneau and C. Gil ,Submillimetric interferometry of Tore Supra plasma,14th International Conference on

Infrared and Millimeter Waves - Wuzburg.RFA 1989

[3] E. Joffrin, P. Defrasne, C. Gil, D. Lapeyre, Polarimetry on Tore Supra, EUR-CEA-FC-1553 - Aout 1995
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Figure captions :

Fig 1: Layout of the crossing channels in the vessel

Fig 2: Upper flange of the vertical port with the windows of the crossing channels

Fig 3: Radii of the flux surface tangent to the channel cords

Fig 4: Layout of the reflected chords

Fig 5 a: Mounting of a retroreflector

b: Retroreflector mirror

Fig 6: Temperature evolution of a retroreflector

a : maximum, b: on the faces, c: on the mounting

Fig 7 Laboratory test bench for the reflected channel

Fig 8: Calculated errors on faraday measurement

a: with an unwanted incident beam rotation of 1°

b: with an unwanted error on the film inclination of 1°
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Figure 7
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Abstract:

A new magnetic diagnostic being installed in Tore Supra. It has been designed to be compatible with

the CIEL project [1] (French acronym of Composants Internes Et Limiteur) requirements. It consists of a set of

415 dedicated magnetic captors which, are pick-up coils or flux loops. All the system is placed in the tokamak

vacuum vessel at low pressure, high temperature, and is exposed to plasma radiation. The magnetic field is

determined by joining an analog integrator to each captor. This electronic card has been developed for long

pulse operation up to 1000s. Finally the data are acquired by a system using the VME standard. This magnetic

diagnostic is commissioned for the mid-2001 with the first plasma of the CIEL project.

1 Introduction

The main mission of Tore Supra in the frame of the European program is the study of high perform-

ance discharges over long time duration. This mission will be pursued with the CIEL project that will allow the

extraction of 25 MW of input power over 1000 second discharges. To reach these objectives, Tore Supra is

shutdown till July 2001 to upgrade the in-vessel components and install the toroidal pump limiter (TPL). Be-

cause of potentially high heat fluxes on the limiter, precisely controlling the shape and the position of the

plasma is a priority. On the other hand, plasma performance, plasma energy content and MHD activity are other

issues of major importance. Therefore, a new magnetic diagnostic has been designed to achieve these measure-

ments. It consists of a set of 415 dedicated captors located in the vacuum vessel. Each of them have been espe-

cially defined to sustain strong technical constraints such as deep vacuum of 10'6 Pa, high temperature of about

220 °C due to the backing of inner components or to the plasma radiation and the geometry of the tokamak

inner-vessel.

In this paper, we describe the new magnetic diagnostic installed in Tore Supra for the CIEL project.

The section II is dedicated to the description of the local magnetic field and flux measurement systems. Mainly,

we describe the location, the number of the pick-up coil captors and the position of the flux loop around the



tokamak. We discuss about the improvement of the diagnostic measurement by comparing its status before the

CIEL project with the new set-up. The section III describes the electronic associated to the captors. This is

mainly integrator systems [2] that have been developed especially to be compatible with long pulse discharges

up to 1000s. In the section IV we depict the acquisition systems used for the magnetic diagnostic. Finally, in

section V we conclude considering the diagnostics contribution to the CIEL physics program.

2 Captors description

The information given by the magnetic diagnostic are of different kind : plasma geometry, plasma en-

ergy content and MHD activity. Therefore the captors and have been designed and located in the tokamak vac-

uum vessel to achieve such measurements.

2.1 Measurement of the plasma position

The measurements of the plasma position and the plasma shape are deduced from the determination of

the normal magnetic field vector B± and the vertical flux. These measurements are done by a set of pick-up

coils which measure the radial (Radial Field Coil) and poloidal (Poloidal Field Coil) magnetic field and by

toroidal flux loops (TFL). The original feature of this set-up comes from the use of pick-up coils instead of

saddle loops to measure locally the radial electric field.

On Tore Supra, the plasma position control is achieved by 9 non equally spaced poloidal coils [3].

Taking into account the location of these coils, the number and the location of the field captors in the vacuum

vessel has been defined in order to get enough information to be able to act on one positioning coil. The coils

measuring the radial and poloidal magnetic field are put alternatively every 6.5° on a circle in a poloidal plane.

An empty space is left at the bottom of the vacuum vessel because the TPL structure shields the plasma mag-

netic field (Fig. 1, 2). Hence, 2 types of poloidal array have been designed: one consists of 25 PFC and 26 RFC,

on the other one the PFC and the RFC have been swapped so it is complementary with 26 PFC and 25 RFC.

Three standard arrays are installed at the toroidal positions cp=10°, 130°, 250° and three complementary arrays

are mounted at <p=70°, 190°, 310°. Combining the data from an array and its complementary array, 51 radial

field measurements and 51 poloidal field measurements will be used to define the plasma shape and position.

Until now these quantities were measured by 17 pick-up coils separated by 22° to define the poloidal field and

17 saddle loops which defined the radial fluxes.

In order to complete these data, 6 TFL will be mounted around the plasma at positions 9=35°, 57°,

143°, 217°, 303° and 325°. Each time two flux loops are mounted to forewarn from any loop damage. The vac-
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uum vessel thermal extension due to the temperature is also taken into account by leaving regularly 5 mm of

extra length of cable.

Comparing the ancient state of the diagnostic with the new one, the number of field and flux measure-

ments used to define the plasma shape and position has been increased from 36 to 108. This will allow the

plasma shaping and positioning in the vacuum chamber with a precision of 1 mm instead of 5 mm [4].

2.2 Measurement of the plasma performance

The plasma performance is mainly described by the pdia parameter (ratio of the average kinetic pres-

sure to the magnetic poloidal pressure at the edge), the plasma energy content (wdia) or the confinement time

(xdia). These quantities are calculated by combining the Shafranov parameters defined from the normal mag-

netic field measurements and the variation of the toroidal flux [5]. These variations are measured from the dif-

ference between 2 concentric loops of different radius.

For the CIEL project, the loops are located in a poloidal plane. Their radius are respectively 918 mm

and 894 mm (Fig. 3). In order to get a bigger output voltage, each loop is made with 2 turns of wire around the

poloidal plane. Once again, an extra length of cable is added to prevent the loops from any damage induced by

the tokamak thermal extension. The originality of this set-up is that the toroidal flux measurements are com-

pleted by a set of 8 pick-up coils, which are associated to each pair of loop. These coils measure locally the

toroidal magnetic field and they define the toroidal flux independently from the thermal expansion of the vac-

uum vessel. Therefore, they will be used to compensate the flux loops measurements from any variation of their

surface due to the deformation of the vessel. The coils are equally spaced every 45° in the poloidal plane. Four

pair of diamagnetic loops and four sets of 8 coils will be installed into the tokamak.

2.3- Measurement of the plasma MHD activity

The frequency of the main MHD modes in Tore Supra is of the order of several kilohertz. Until now

there were not dedicated coils for the MHD measurement in Tore Supra. We used coils devoted to the poloidal

field measurement and saddle loops. For the CIEL project, the study of these perturbations, will be made by

specifically designed pick-up coils measuring poloidal magnetic field perturbations. A special care was taken

for their location in the vacuum vessel because their cut-off frequency must be as high as possible to allow the

study of high frequency modes. The coils are positioned just behind the carbon tiles of the first wall so that,

their cut-off frequency at 3 dB is about 10 kHz comparing to the coils described previously which are shielded

by the tiles and also by 4 mm of stainless steel and have a cut-off frequency lower than 1 kHz. The toroidal and
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poloidal modes are measured by 2 sets of 23 coils located in a polo'idal plane with a pitch angle of 7.5° from

9=83° to 9=248° and 10 coils positioned at 9=180° at toroidal angle <p=10°, 50°, 70°, 110°, 130°, 190°, 230°,

250°, 290° and 310°. All the coils are located on the high field side of the vacuum vessel in such a way that the

distance between the coils and the plasma is minimum giving the maximum of signal. This arrangement allow

the study of poloidal modes up to m=20 and toroidal modes up to n=6.

3 Electronic systems: 1000s integrators

The voltage delivered by a coil put in a fluctuating magnetic field is proportional to the derivative of

this field. So the value of the field surrounding the captor is determine by integrating the output voltage given

by the captor:

B(t)= \V(t)ISdt

Where B(t) is the magnetic field surrounding the captor, V(t) is the voltage delivered by the coil and S is the

surface of the coil.

On Tore Supra, each flux loops and coils measurement are associated with an integrator system. A new

voltage integrator [2] has been developed especially for long time period integration of 1000s to be compatible

with the plasma duration required by the CIEL project. The drift voltage of the system is a parameter of prior

importance, and finally an analog method was retained for its performance, simplicity and low cost. About 150

new integrators have to be operated when the tokamak operation will restart. The integrator system consists of 2

matched integrator circuits which are linked together by a differential amplifier. In order to prevent the system

from any drift voltage due to an offset on an integrator circuit or due to a parasitic current, a feedback output

voltage is applied to the input of each integrator circuit.

The quality of an integrator card is defined by 2 parameters. The first one is the drift voltage of the

circuit. While the input ports of the integrator are short-circuited, the output voltage is recorded over a period of

1000s (Fig. 4). The drift voltage is of the order of 5 mV for an integration period of 1000s. We can compare to

the previous version of the circuit that had a drift of up to 5 mV over a period of 30s. The second parameter is

the integrator linearity. A constant voltage is applied on the input ports of the integrator, the output voltage

increases typically from 0V to 10V and we measure the difference between this output voltage and the theoreti-

cal linear response of the circuit (Fig 4). The defaults are also of the order of mV that is low enough to control

with a precision of 1 mm during long pulses.
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4 Acquisition system.

The acquisition consists of 2 systems using a VME standard. The first one is used for real-time calcu-

lation and plasma control during the plasma discharges. It computes the data coming from the magnetic captors

via the electronic cards and records only the processed data such as the plasma geometry, position and current.

This system will acquire 140 channels at low sampling rate (1kHz) and 55 channels at the sampling rate of

100 kHz. The second acquisition set-up will record only row data. These data will be processed after each shot

by a Matlab® program that computes the main parameters of the discharge such as the plasma position and

geometry, but also the plasma performance ([3dia, wdia, idia, ...) and the level of MHD. This second system

will acquire 150 channel at low frequency (1 kHz) and 28 channels used for the plasma MHD activity at the

frequency of 100 kHz. The low frequency acquisition is performed by ICV120 cards driven by a ICV101. The

input signal range is ±10V and the resolution of the numeric converter is set to 12 bits because the sampling

frequency must be at least 1 kHz. The high sampling rate acquisition consists of the association of an ICV101

card and ICV128 cards. This set-up gives a resolution of 16 bits with a signal input range of ±10V. The VME

standard has been already used on the Tore Supra acquisition system for several year but the originality comes

from the resolution of 16 bits and the number of channel to record at high and also at low sampling rate. The

acquisition system of the diagnostic will be ready for operation in October 2000 for a campaign of test meas-

urements.

5 Conclusion

The new magnetic diagnostic is commissioned for the mid-2001. It will contribute to the plasma feed-

back control allowing a plasma positioning and shaping with a precision of 1 mm. Furthermore it will partici-

pate to the physics programme of the CIEL project, mainly the studies of improved confinement and plasma

stability, and the non-inductive current generation physics. The technology employed for the diagnostic

achievement (captors, integrators system an acquisition) is robust and safe and it can be extrapolated to other

tokamak.
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Figure caption :

Figure 1: Location of the poloidal arrays of coils measuring the local magnetic field inside the vacuum vessel

of Tore Supra. The first wall structure is also shown as well as the TPL set-up.

Figure 2: Location of the Radial Field Coils (RFC) and the Poloidal Field Coils (PFC) in a wheel and the posi-

tion of the Toroidal Flux loops (TFL). The Toroidal Pump Limiter (TPL) is also shown.

Figure 3: Schematic view of the diamagnetic measurement system. The solid line are the flux loop and the grey

square are the diamagnetic pick-up coils.

Figure 4: Drift voltage and linearity of the integrator N12 at T=22°C.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS OF THE TORE SUPRA
ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Y.Buravand. S.Balme, B.Guillerminet, T.Hutter, J.Y.Pascal, B.Rothan

Association CEA-EURATOM - CEN Cadarache DRFC-STEP
BP n° 1 - 13108 Saint Paul Lez Durance Cedex FRANCE

ABSTRACT:

In order to support the heat-load of a continuous high power plasma, the upgrade of the first
wall of the TORE SUPRA tokamak is now in progress and the first pulses are expected by July
2001. The TORE SUPRA acquisition system, originally conceived for long pulse data acquisition
and processing, needs some improvements to meet new requirements such as fast and continuous
data access, real time data processing where possible, more efficient post-pulse data processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

The TORE SUPRA data acquisition
system was originally designed to provide
continuous data acquisition and processing
for a pulse duration of about 60 seconds and
an amount of data about 15 Megabytes per

shot. A sophisticated acquisition, storage and
retrieval data system, based on commercial
products (Ingres™ relational data base
system, RTWorks™ for supervision) is used
to meet the requirements of physicists and
experimentalists (Figure 1).

Data STORAGE & DISTRIBUTION Data ACQUISITION

Supervision
RTServer INTEL/Multibus

VME/LynxOS

Data PROCESSING f

Unix computers

Fast Ethernet TCP/IP

Tokamak

Micros, servers and workstations clients

Figure 1
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Three main functions are carried out by the
data acquisition system :
1) Acquisition of raw data coming from

about 30 diagnostics which are
INTEL/Multibus II™ or VME/Lynx
OS™ type. During a pulse, all data are
collected by a specialised process and are
only stored onto the RAID stack at the
end of the pulse.

2) Data storage and distribution. All the
data since the beginning of the Tore
Supra operation are stored on data
servers and are on line via a client/server
software for further analysis.

3) Data processing : carried out
systematically at the end of each pulse
by specialised programs written in
Matlab™ and Fortran languages.

In the near future, the pulse maximum
duration should be more than ten minutes so
new developments are required. These new
developments are based on the simple
concept that acquisition, transfer, storage,
access, and processing should all be done in
quasi-real time during the pulse, to minimise
all work after the pulse. The main limitations
of the present computing system for long
pulse operation have now been identified:

no continuous acquisition between pulses
(e.g. for cool down and pressure trends),
availability of data only after the end of
pulse,
poor access to very large individual
signal data,
very little signal processing during the
pulse.

2. DATA ACQUISITION
IMPROVMENTS

In order to meet the new acquisition data
requirements we are now studying and
implementing the following improvements :

a prototype of a new continuous data
acquisition system, in operation 24h a

day. Based on the VME/Lynx OS
platform, this system will be used for
slow rate acquisition data. Associated
supervision, storage and retrieval data
software are also planned,
All diagnostics which need some
feedback or real time processing will be
moved to VME/Lynx OS platform with
at least two processors (Power PC),

- Integration into the data acquisition
software of a shell that permits the user
to write easily either real time feedback
or processing programs,
Utilisation of a single absolute time
reference to allow correlation between all
kinds of data. The beginning of a shot
will be dated with the same reference
time used by the new continuous
acquisition system,

- Realisation of a new VME timing card in
order to support at least 1000 seconds
with an accuracy of 1 us.

Apart from the new infrared Video
Diagnostic, the data flow is expected to be
similar to present data rates, including the
existing optimisation facilities of event
detection, global triggering and fast data
window strategies.

3. DATA STORAGE AND
DISTRIBUTION IMPROVMENTS

The study of the data acquisition
system has the major required
development is in the domain of data
storage and access software. Hence we
are currently working the following
points :

- Continuous data storage and access of all
kinds of data during the pulses, using
standard shared memory mechanisms
available under the Compaq Tru64™
Unix platforms. A specialised process is
used to collected all types of data in
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order to produce one file per signal (we
have about 800 unique signals names).
When needed, these files are
concatenated to make one file per
diagnostic or treatment and per shot. The
continuous data will be stored one file
per signal and per day. At any time,
clients can access data transparently
either by reading the signal file, even if it
is not fully filled, or by reading the
concatenated file.
Local storage in caches on our different
servers. Some statistics on frequency,
amount and type of data required by
users have been carried out. They show
that the most frequently accessed data are
those of the last shot and then those less
than one week old. So we plan to
dimension these caches for containing
1/2 weeks of data and only fill them
automatically with every completed
pulse,
Minor modifications of the stored data
format in order to produce an auto
description file and reduce the requests to
the data base. These modifications will
also permit exportation of the data
towards a more standard format for
analysis with commercial products (e g :
Excel™, ..),
For long pulses the size of individual
signals could be substantially greater
than local computer memory, so the new
access routines will encourage access to
small windows of data rather than to the
complete signal. These routines can also
compress the data before sending them to
the clients,
The future installation of a new
diagnostic (infrared data acquisition) and
enhancements of some other ones will
produce Gigabytes of data. Thus high
capacity data storage and a high
bandwidth network will be necessary.
We hope to upgrade quickly our Fast
Ethernet backbone network to Gigabit
Ethernet.

4.

To keep all the data on-line, we have to
increase the data storage space. New disk
arrays stacks will be installed with
perhaps the use of a dedicated storage
network (SAN) to increase data storage
and access performances.

DATA PROCESSING
IMPROVMENTS

In order to reduce post-pulse processing
and to have real time treated data :

many post-pulse data processing
programs are being re-written in the C
language and moved to real time
processing, computed by a second CPU
of the VME/Lynx OS™ data acquisition
systems,

- If necessary after the pulse, the real time
computed data can be reprocessed, with
both original and retreated data stored.
By use of a generic data name, only the
best data version is sent to the client,

- In fact, for a shot, the same treatment can
be carried out up to 10 times. Each
version is identified by a number and
comments and can be accessed by any
clients,
Global and heavy processing programs
which cannot carried out in real time will
be moved to a time slice processing
method with the use of one or more
computers (processors),

- Upgrade of the Digital/Compaq 2100™
servers towards Digital/Compaq ES40™
with the new Alpha RISC processors
EV6x is in progress.

Future upgrades under study are :
How to use PC clusters for time slice
processing,
We have now hundreds of office PC; to
use this potential computational power
we are studying the possibility of using
Scilab (a freeware Matlab™ clone by
INRIA) for numerical computations
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5. CONCLUSION REFERENCES

These enhancements, planned for the Tore-
Supra restart in mid-2001, will not only meet
the new requirements defined by the long
pulse program, but will also add significant
benefits of speed, flexibility and real-time
information for all users. Figure 2 shows the
TS data acquisition system which will be on
line by July 2001.

"TORE SUPRA DATA ANALYSIS
FACILITIES"
Y.Buravand & al.
XVII th SOFT, Rome 1992.

"The TORE SUPRA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM: Towards the steady-state"
B.Guillerminet & al.
XlXth SOFT, Lisbon 1996.
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A HIGH SPEED FIBRE COMMUNICATION LINK

FOR MEASUREMENT & I/O ( M&IO-Net)

P, Spuig, B. Couturier
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CEA/Cadarache, 13108 SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE, France

Summary

A new concept of analogical and digital signal transportation, " M&IO-Net ", mainly dedicated to the

computer measure acquisition has been developed at Tore Supra to simplify infrastructures of wiring and to

guarantee the measure and the transportation of signals in the best possible conditions. The structure of the

system M&IO-Net leans on high speed optical fiber link. Protocols of communication are very simple and allow

the easy development of a large range of acquisition cards. Two generations of this system coexist. The first is

specifically dedicated for acquisition of data . The second, more rapid and structured in a network ring,

possesses read and write capacities, interesting for the acquisition of data but also for the local acquisition unit

piloting and the copy of signals between distant sites.

1. INTRODUCTION

M&IO-Net is a communication link designed for needs of the Tore Supra acquisition system but that can

have other utilizations.

The standard data acquisition system of Tore Supra is structured in Acquisition Unit (U.A.) dedicated to

each diagnosis system[l]. Each acquisition unit requires some tens to some hundreds of channels as well as

sampling cadences being able to reach 250 ksps (kilo samples per second). According to the size of installations

and the structure of diagnosis, distances between sensors of the diagnosis and their Acquisition Unit reach

generally several tens of meters, perhaps some hundred .

2. SITUATION

In this context, the centralization of measures to an acquisition unit imposes a heavy and complex cabling

infrastructure. Measurement channels are generally constituted of coaxial cables or shielded twisted pair,

associated with signal conversion modules to adapted formats for transportation to long distances
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(voltage/current and current/voltage, for example). Finally in Acquisition Units, adaptations of connection

between acquisition card and connector blocks often generate complex cabling. In the environment of Tore

Supra, perturbations and electromagnetic risks induced by the tokamak proximity impose the utilization of

galvanic isolation modules for each measurement channel. On Tore Supra, a great number of analogical channels

are isolated by isolation amplifiers containing converters built with numerical components and digital channels

use, in most cases, opto-isolators or relay to insure the isolation function. In some cases, we find an isolation

module at each extremity of the measurement channel. In both cases, analogical and numerical, we observe that

the precision and the bandwidth of signals are limited by the hardware and can be increased only on condition

that we change the structure of the measurement channel.

3. THE CONCEPT M&IO-Net

M&IO-Net is a new concept of measurement network intended to increase the precision and the quality of

measures and to simplify to the maximum the infrastructure of the Acquisition Unit cabling . Basic principles are

following :

The analog to digital convertion is made as close as possible to the sensor, which improves the quality of the

measurement. The conversion can be made in 12 or 16 bits, perhaps more, according to the precision required by

the diagnosis.

The digital value transportation is insured by a high speed optical fiber link that allows the transportation on

long distance, electromagnetic noise immunity, the necessary galvanic isolation on Tore Supra and the signal

integrity conservation. Each distant site is connected to the network by an optical fiber pair. The utilization of the

optical fiber reduces the cabling in acquisition units to the connection of two optical fibers on an acquisition card

in place of intermediate connector blocks and associated adaptations of connection.

To be transported on this medium, numerical values representing measures have to be multiplexed. The

multiplexing of several tens of channel on an single medium without important time loss is now possible by the

actual facility to use high speed optical link, up to 300 Mbps (Mega bits per second) in the current version of

M&IO-Net and up to 1.25 Gbps (Giga bits per second) in a future version.

Finally, the numerical value transported by the system M&IO-Net is directly acquired by the U.A. in its

numerical form.

4. M&IO-NET FIRST GENERATION

The first generation of M&IO-Net high speed network (also known as « TaxiNet » because of used

components) is based on a point to point network structure, with read only capability, specifically dedicated to

analogical and digital acquisitions and whose main characteristics are following :
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Network speed : 144 to 175 Mbps.

Medium : 62,5/125 or 50/125 optical fiber, with ST connectors.

Distance : up to 2,5 km with a 62,5/125 fiber (1 km with 50/125).

Address range: 256 channels (256 words of 16 bits) read only.

Total transportation time : \,2\is + 5ns/m of fiber.

Acquisition bus : Very Simple Protocol Bus (VSPBus), Flat ribbon mezzanine bus with 40 points HE 10 type

connectors.

Main components : AMD TaxiChip™ transmitter/receiver and HP HFBR 1116T/2116T ATM compliant

(ATM Forum UNI SONET OC-3) for the optical link.

As shown in the figure 1, the M&IO-Net system of first generation is closely linked to the ADAS ICVlOl

acquisition card [2]. The ICVlOl is a powerful digital acquisition card, commonly used in the standard data

acquisition system on Tore Supra, that possesses two 512 Kbyte acquisition buffers operating in flip-flop and a

great number of operating modes. The ICVlOl card uses the VME P2 user bus to communicate with analogical

and/or digital acquisition cards. In the case of the use of the M&IO-Net network, cards TSE009 and TSE010

insure the gateway function between the digital read protocol VME P2 user ADAS and the specific Tore Supra

bus VSPBus. In the first generation architecture, it is necessary to use a pair of cards TSE009/TSE010 for each

distant site.

Figure 1—»

The VSPBus allows to connect several analogical or digital signal acquisition cards. The great simplicity of

the VSPBus allows the easy development of acquisition card. Several cards using this architecture are already

been designed and used.

4.1 Application to bolometric measurements

A M&IO-Net network of first generation was installed on the bolometric camera acquisition unit (DBOLO)

during the operation campaign of the year 1999. As shown in the figure 2, the installation is made of a ICVlOl

card that drive three links with three 16 channels bolometric cameras and one link with temperature

measurements resulting from an other diagnosis (DCALOR).

Figure 2 — »

For this application, an acquisition card : 16 multiplexed input channels, -10V/+10V, 16bits, lOps has been

designed. Main features of this application are :

About sixty channels, 48 bolometric measurement channels and a dozen of temperature measurements.

- Use of the card TSEO13 16 multiplexed channels, AD Converter :-10V/+10V 16 bits
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Total conversion time (us) :

transport time + conversion time = 1.2 + 10 + (0.005xL)

(L : fiber length in meter)

Sampling time: 8ms.

4.2 Miscellaneous development

For the operating campaign of Tore Supra in the year 2001, two acquisition cards are in design : a 32 digital

inputs acquisition card ( 2 words of 16 bits) and a interface card for a 128 counting channels crate.

Today, AMD TaxiChip™component is no longer available and therefore new development will be made

only in exceptional cases with the first generation architecture.

5. M&IO-Net SECOND GENERATION

The second generation of M&IO-Net network comprises following important evolutions :

Ring topology that allows simplification of the infrastructure.

Increase of the data speed up to 300Mbps.

New implementation of the VSPBus version 2 that allows to use read and write functions on cards

connected to the VSPBus2 .

Capability to create autonomous rings for analogical signal transportation.

The new features of M&IO-Net rings are :

Network speed : 150 to 300 Mbps.

Medium : 62,5/125 or 50/125 optical fiber, with SC or ST connectors.

Distance : up to 2 km with a 62,5/125 fiber (1 km with 50/125).

Address range : 256 channels (256 words of 16 bits) in read mode and 256 channels in write mode.

Transportation time between 2 nodes : 400 ns + 5ns/m of fiber.

Acquisition bus : Very Simple Protocol Bus version2 (VSPBus2), flat ribbon mezzanine bus with 50 points

SCSI2 type connectors.

Main components: Cypress® HOTLINK™transmitter and receiver, ATM and Fiber channel compliant and

HP®/agilent® HFBR 52xx/53xx series ATM to GigaBit Ethernet compliant for the optical transport.

5-1 Basic principle

The figure 3 show how a M&IO-Net acquisition ring is organized to operate in association with a ICVlOl

card. A "master" card TSE051 insures the interface between the ADAS VME P2 bus of the ICVlOl card and the

rest of the ring. In this architecture, only one card in the acquisition unit is sufficient to drive several distant sites.

Each distant site is made around a VSPBus2.
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Figure 3 — »

In this configuration (in association with the ICV101), the ring is used in read only mode. To make an

acquisition cycle, the TSE051 card that drives the bus sends a request with the channel address to the ring. The

message is propagated from node to node. When a node receives the request, two cases appear : If the address is

known by one card on the VSPBus2, the card TSE052 makes the read cycle before propagating the message with

an acknowledge flag indicating that the channel has been read. If the address is not known on the VSPBus2, the

TSE052 card propagate the message as quickly as possible. When the message returns to the master card

TSE051 the read cycle of the next channel can begin.

5. 2 Typical application

For operating campaign 2001 of Tore Supra it is envisaged to install a second generation M&IO-Net ring for

the measurements of temperatures, pressures and flows of the DCALOR Acquisition Unit. In this application,

electronic conditioning modules of sensors which are installed on cooling circuits all around the machine are

centralized in three distinct sites. Each site regroups about fifty conditioners. The topology is similar to that

present on the figure 3. Characteristics of this application are :

3 sites, about 50 channels by site.

Distances between nodes : 10 to 50 m.

- Use of 3 to 4 card TSE055 16 multiplexed input channels -10V/+10V 16 bits 10^s by VSPBus2.

Sampling time : about 8ms during plasma phases and Is out of plasma phases.

5-3 Other application : transportation of signals

An original application of the M&IO-Net network is the configuration in autonomous ring for transportation

of signals. As shown in figures 4, the ring is constituted by a " master "node using a TSE053 card and several

"standard " nodes using TSE052 cards. The TSEO53 card insures same functions that the TSE052 card towards

VSPBus2 and insures, in addition, the management of the ring.

Figure 4 — »

In an autonomous ring, a same address designates a read channel (analogical to digital) on one ring node and

one or more write channels (digital to analogical) on different nodes. The TSE053 master card knows the range

of addresses to manage. For each channel address, it generates a read cycle. If a node of the ring replies to the

read cycle, then it generates a write cycle with the value of the obtained measure and the same channel address.

If no node replies to the read cycle, the master card begins the following cycle. If the message is lost in the ring,

the master card possesses a time out function allowing to go to the following cycle after a time determined by

users. Features obtained with an autonomous ring are :
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Addresses range :

256 read channels (only one input channel corresponds to one address),

256 addresses for write channels (several output channels can have the same address)

Propagation time between nodes : 350 ns (at 300 Mbps)

Complete cycle time (read + write +propagation, for a 2 nodes ring):

2 x 0.35 (is + time of conversion (read cycle) + 2 x 0.35 |as (write cycle)

Maximum frequency (without time of conversion): 700 kHz

Several installations of Tore Supra need to transport digital or analogical signals on distances reaching to

several hundred meters. Autonomous M&IO-Net rings will be installed for the operating campaign of year 2001.

6. NEAR FUTURE

The development of a M&IO-Net VME card is an important project at Tore Supra that will allow software

applications to exploit all features given by M&IO-Net network.

7. CONCLUSION

To further increase performances of the M&IO-Net network, it should be possible to increase the flow of data

in the ring up to lGbps for a reasonable cost. But a first way in which we hope to obtain progress is to increase

the performance of the input, outpii. and analog-to-digital conversion modules, particularly in terms of speed of

conversion and to work on mechanisms of isochronous measurements, in masked time and synchronized whith

the timing system of Tore Supra [3],
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INDICATIONS FOR FIGURES. LEGENDS AND DIMENSIONS

FIGURE I
Legend:
M&IO-Net, 1st generation, point to point structure.
Expected dimensions after reduction : about 7.6 x 9 cm
File : Figurel.doc ,
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FIGURE 2:
Legend :
M&IO-Net, application to bolometric measurement.
Expected dimensions after reduction : about 7.6 x 9 cm
File : Figure2.doc
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INDICATIONS FOR FIGURES. LEGENDS AND DIMENSIONS

FIGURE 3:
Legend :

>ndM&IO-Net, 2 generation, ring structure
Expected dimensions after reduction : about 7.6 x 9 cm
File: Figure3.doc
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Up to 2000 m
200 to 300 Mbps

2nd DISTANT SITE
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FIGURE 4:
Legend:
M&IO-Net, application to transport of signals.
Expected dimensions after reduction : about 7.6 x 9 cm
File: Figure4.doc
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REMOTE PARTICIPATION AT JET FROM DRFC
CADARACHE

J.How, A.Maas, J-M Tfaeis, Y.Buravand, X.Litaudon

Association Euratom-CEA, Departement de Recherches sur la Fusion Controlee,
CEA/Cadarache, F-13108 SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE, France

The DRFC at the CEA/Cadarache has participated in the EFDA-JET Programme via the Task Agreement for
Profile Control Studies in 1999 and via the EFDA-JET agreement in 2000. Several physicists have been
seconded to Culham to work JET and many others have participated in the program "at distance ". This task has
necessitated careful consideration of working methods, often with "ad-hoc " remote working solutions, but has
led to a clear identification of the technical needs for Remote Participation (RP) for the new European Fusion
Development Agreement (EFDA). We have contributed substantial input into the working groups evaluating the
technical needs ofRP.

Introduction

The DRFC at Cadarache has been one of the most
active Association Laboratories participating in the
EFDA-JET Programme via the Task Agreement for
Profile Control Studies in 1999 (1) and via the
EFDA-JET contract in 2000. Several physicists
have been been seconded at Culham to work on
JET and many others have participated in the
program "at distance". Currently there are
approximately 50 of the 160 DRFC scientific staff
with log-in access rights to the JET Computer
systems. This task has necessitated careful
consideration of working methods, often with "ad-
hoc" remote working solutions, but has led to a
clear identification of the technical needs for
Remote Participation (RP) for the new European
Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA). We have
contributed substantially to the working groups
evaluating the technical needs of RP. We emphasise
here that this has been done in close collaboration
with the support teams at JET, without whom such
work would not have been possible (2, 3, 4, 5).

The two main uses in the Fusion Community of
remote computer techniques are the analysis of
fusion data banks around the world, and the
participation in active experimental programmes.
The former can be achieved by classic techniques
of remote access and file transfer, while the latter
entails a much higher degree of organisation. It
should be emphasised that the aim is not to have
remote control of a machine, nor is it to run an
entire physics session remotely. Such speculation is
damaging to the image of our project in that it leads
to a natural fear of security measures as well as the
worry that decentralisation will leave only the
"slaves" at JET! The working methods are, and will
continue to be, that teams are formed to investigate
different aspects of the JET facility, and that at any
given period one or two of the team staff are
physically at JET with a back-up spread amongst

the Associations, such that maximum use is made
of the limited resources. This approach has proved
extremely beneficial.

This RP development work has evolved following
necessity. Both Cadarache and JET have had for
many years, for specific tasks, limited, controlled
computer access from the outside for data analysis,
either by "named" computer log-in through the
firewalls, or by controlled modem access. The
difficulty now is that the task range is much
enlarged, the use more sophisticated and
demanding, and the required computer access is
generic rather than specific.

This paper outlines the further developments and
experience gained for "Remote Participation" in the
JET programme from Cadarache. The paper is
divided into the following sub-topics.

• RCA - Remote Computer Access
• RDA - Remote Data Access
• Network Considerations
• Facilities for staff detached to JET.
• Communications

RCA - Remote Computer Access

Running a computer terminal across a network has
always been a delicate operation, with many
protocols and utilities available on the market. The
system at JET has evolved from existing utilities
rather than specifically looking for the best solution
for Remote Participation, and is based on the
Microsoft "thin-terminal server" with efficient
Wide-Area-Network connection across the web
using Citrix™-ICA protocol. Our experience at
Cadarache was that this mode of communication
was both flexible and efficient (in-spite of the
Cadarache saturated network to Marseilles and the
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outside world). For security reasons, the one-time
log-in password generator "SecurlD™, as used for
the JET IBM external access, was adapted by the
JET team to also regulate the Citrix connections.

This system has many advantages
• High efficiency on network resources (only

screen changes are sent)
• Transparency of user profile both on and off

the Jet site
• All data remains secure and available on the

JET site.
In addition it gives access to all the JET systems:
• JET Intranet Access
• JET Email access
• Gateways to the main JET Computer systems

(Solaris, JAC, IBM)
• All JET control room screens (read_only)
• Access to JET Documentation
• Access to JET and local shared disk drives.
The net effect is that, while logged in to JET at
Cadarache, you can easily lose track of the fact that
you are in the south of France until you look out of
the window and see that the sky is blue and the
olive trees are shimmering, instead of the grey
misty cold, and unreal green colour of the
Oxfordshire landscape.

RDA - Remote Data Access - Transfer of Data.

In parallel to the remote computer access, JET staff
have developed an interface to the IBM-stored data
available via a WEB/HTTP access code that can be
built into local data analysis programmes (2). This
interface has been incorporated into the main
DRFC MATLAB™ plotting and analysis package
and now wide use is made of it for analysing JET
data. The technique involves transfer of data across
the network rather than the RCA analysis where the
data remains at JET. There are strong pros and cons
to using this data access method.
On the positive side the DRFC physicists like to
analyse JET data using the same facility
(MATLAB) as they use for analysing Tore Supra
data. They have many local codes that run under
Matlab, and they are used to manipulating output
graphs for presentation. Hence it is completely
understandable that this data route is popular.

On the negative side firstly the technique is heavy
on network resources and the network is already
slow and heavily loaded (see below). Some of the
DRFC physicists transfer 50-100Mbytes per day
from JET and have to put the transfers on during
the night. Secondly the JET collaborators are
starting to appear at the top of the lists of local
DRFC disk storage, and resources are limited at
Cadarache. Thirdly JET has adopted the natural

policy that all published data should be
reproducible at JET in the future and validated on-
site, so data treatment routines eventually have to
be transferred back to the JET system. The
maintenance also of this RDA facility is not simple.
Many libraries have to be compiled to interpret the
web data into Matlab, and the Digital/Unix system
at DRFC has many differences with the
Solaris/Unix of JET. At each new operating system
release, the time-consuming process must be
repeated, and new bugs always appear.

These pros and cons will need to be discussed and
analysed by the users in order to attribute the
necessary limited resources in the appropriate areas.
Within this discussion comes also the proposals
about whether mirror sites for JET data should be
established, and how to maintain such sites.

NETWORK ASPECTS

Regular monitoring of the European Fusion traffic
soon shows up that Cadarache is one of the worst
sites for data rates. The CEA Cadarache traffic goes
via a 2Mb/s telecom fibre to Marseilles before
joining the French National Research Network
"Renater". Transmission during the night (6pm to
7am) is limited by the theoretical band pass, and
can hence achieve I Mbyte of transfer in 6 seconds.
However during the day the line is heavily saturated
and typical rates are 3 minutes for 1 Mbyte. In some
respects this has been an advantage in our RP tests
since we are dealing with a "worst case" from the
beginning, and many of the manifestations might
have been masked by a better line.
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Figure 1 Network "ping" echo time, averaged over 24
hours, over the 16 router steps from Cadarache to JET.
Step 2 to 3 is the Cadarache Marseilles telecom line.

Figure 1 shows a 24 hour average "ping" trace from
Cadarache to JET, with the average return-trip ping
time for each of the 16 steps. Figure 2 shows three
time line traces over 12 hours. The first time line
trace is the Marseilles router at the end of the
Cadarache-Marseilles line, and shows clearly that
the line saturation occurs here. The second trace is
the transfer in Marseilles to the Renater Network,
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and shows that this server is running at a 20% error
rate during the day, probably as a result of the
saturation on the previous step. And the third trace
shows the round trip ping to JET. In general there is
a 2 to 3 msec per router, so the 14 routers between
Cadarache and JET have a minimum "best" round
trip time of 40ms, but a typical daily round trip time
of 200ms. This is obviously very penalising for the
whole of the CEA Cadarache (5000 staff), and the
CEA has undertaken to install a new 34Mb/s line
via Grenoble this year. The problems will disappear
until the next point becomes saturated.

7:00a

Figure 2: Three time line ping traces over 12 hours, a)
DRFC-Marseilles (R3T2); (b) DRFC-Marseilles (Renater)
(the additional vertical lines indicate the error rate); (c)
the round tripping to JET

On the plus side the internal DRFC network is very
good, with lOOMb/s hubs in all buildings, and
machines connected by lOMb/s Ethernet.
We list here some of the effects apparent form the
line slowness:
• Virtually impossible to work with RDA during

the day. Those that use this method transfer
their data during the night.

• Surprisingly small effects on the RCA-Citrix
connections: some slowness of character echo,
failure of "double-clicks", jumpiness of the
real-time plasma traces (actually jumpy even in
Jet offices), occasional disconnection (indicates
a transmission hole of >1 minute- further
investigation is underway). In general this
experience has validated the Citrix solution.

• Difficulties with Video-Conferencing (see
section below); but workable even at this slow
speed.

Facilities for staff detached to JET.

Over the past two years the DRFC has had many
staff detached to JET for short and long periods.
Following the recommendation of the ad-hoc
"Villard 1998" working group who stated that
"Personnel who are temporarily working in another
Fusion Laboratory should have full remote log-in
capabilities to their computing facility at their home
laboratory", the DRFC has studied the technical
possibilities, and the security implications to the
CEA. The four main RP requests are :
• Short term staff want to read their email

without forwarding it to JET. For long term
staff the "forward" option is usually sufficient.

• Staff would like access to their DRFC Unix
disk space with file transfer facilities

• Staff would like to be able to run Matlab and
other codes on the DRFC computers from a
distance

• Staff want access to the internal DRFC Web.

These requests were very difficult to fulfil at
Cadarache since the DRFC has no control over the
CEA-Cadarache Firewall. Both FTP file transfer
and Telnet Unix-logon were possible to establish
(with some difficulties), which allows off site email
read, and limited computer use, but not
transparency in the terms of the Villard Committee.
We tried to extend the Telnet access to full X-
Windows access but this failed due to fire-wail
politics.
The most desirable solution, log-on via a DRFC
Citrix server, also proved difficult. The CEA were
not prepared to open the Citrix port to all external
access, even with the proposed addition of a
SecurlD verification, as used at JET. Such access is
the most desirable since it can be used by staff on
mission or on-call. However the CEA has allowed
specific communication to a named DRFC Citrix
server only from JET - ie IP number controlled.
These tests are continuing and are proving, as
hoped, very effective. However it still remains to be
adopted and formalised by the CEA.

Communications - Video-Conference, Dialogue,
Meeting Rooms.

To participate in the JET programme from
Cadarache, the first necessity was dialogue centred
around discussion papers. Surprisingly the most
primitive, low resource, solution of a telephone and
a fax machine proved very effective, together with
documents previously transmitted by email
attachment, and several meetings were run on this
basis. This was enhanced by a conference table-top
telephone with multi-directional microphones, a
loud-speaker and echo suppression electronics. This
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solution is still in wide use, and extended Europe-
wide by booking muli-user conference telephone
calls; expensive but cost effective when compared
with mission costs. Telephone communications are
aiso still widely used from the JET Control Room
for session participation. In addition, Cadarache, in
common with several other fusion sites, has several
semi-commercial equipped video-conference
rooms. These are both expensive, and some
kilometres away from the DRFC and have not been
used.

However the DRFC has, in parallel, collaborated in
the evaluation of cost effective freeware solutions,
with current emphasis on the VRVS Video
Conference tool (6) from CERN and VNC Screen
sharing utility (7). We are aiso evaluating several
"Instant Message Chat Screens" such as ICQ™,
Yahoo™ Messenger, MSM™, AOL™,
Netmeeting™, etc. This work considers the ease of
use, the quality of the transmission, the security
implications and the network bandwidth
requirements, and is ongoing.

We have embodied our ideas for communication
into a pilot communications area, the "Remote
Participation Area", located on the mezzanine of
the Tore-Supra Control Room. We recommend this
as the model for similar areas in other laboratories.
This space is equipped with :

• Conference telephone
• Fax machine
• Two X-Terminals with Citrix clients for data

analysis by RCA or RDA
• One PC with Camera for Video Conference
• One PC equipped with VNC for screen sharing

(pulse schedule preparation, JET plotting and
analysis, and presentation packages such as
power-point)

• A wall projector screen to project information
• A Documentation Cupboard with files and

paper copies of most relevant documentation

We would further recommend some fixed overhead
displays imaging the JET Control Room overhead
displays that are presently being streamed onto the
network via VNC, and perhaps the addition of a
scanner and printer if not available close by..

Conclusions

Cadarache has recognised the necessity of Remote
Participation in the JET programme and the
challenge for the future of widespread European
Fusion Participation with the twin aims to eliminate
the constraints of working at distance and of
creating a single close coupled European Fusion

Programme. The groundwork done at Cadarache
over the previous 18months, in collaboration with
the JET teams has established a comfortable
position and defined clear development
requirements for the future.

Network

• Xlenninal

Projector""""""

Fig. 3 Remote Participation Area at DRFC Cadarache
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ABSTRACT

The 20 K Cryo-Mechanical Pump (CMP) was built in Grenoble in 1996 and bench tested at

Tore-Supra in 1998. Cold gas pumping concept, based on principle that gas density varies

inversely with temperature, increases the mass flow rate treated by a given size pump when

used at low temperature.

Tests at several pumped gas temperatures (25 to 80K) and pressure (10"' to 10"4 Pa) were

undertaken.

Thermomolecular phenomenon in pumping duct with thermal gradient was studied.

Numerical and experimental data are presented and show that despite this effect, pumping

system efficiency is increased when it is entirely cooled down.

The CIEL project (Toroidal Pumped Limiter) on "Tore Supra" requires a pumping speed of

0.5 Pa.m3/s per pumping port. A new 80 K prototype study has been undertaken in

collaboration with the vacuum industry to obtain a better cost efficiency on a 10 standard

CMP series. This prototype should be ready and tested on "Tore Supra" at the end of 2001.

Derniere impression le 02/10/00 11:38
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1 INTRODUCTION

New tokamak designs will require the development of large tritium compatible high

vacuum pumps. In large tokamaks, such as ITER, the plasma exhaust containing D2, T2,

and He must be pumped out in the burn and dwell regime (permanent regime after

ignition).

Cold gas pumping principle could be an interesting solution to minimize the pumping

system scale-up and tritium inventory. Effect of the thermomolecular phenomenon is now

analysed and taken into account for a pumping system design.

This paper provides the technical description of the 20 K CMP prototype based on cold gas

pumping principle. Experimental results of this prototype are presented and analysed.

A brief description of the 80 K CMP project preliminary design undertaken in collaboration

with a vacuum industry company is given below.

This pump could be used for future pumped limiters or divertors of next tokamak

generation, where the particles control needs high pumping speeds.

2 COLD GAS PUMPING CHARACTERISTICS

2.3. Low temperature pump characteristics

The main results obtained from previous calculations and experimental set-up[1]>[21 are the

following :

(i) For the TMP (Turbo Molecular Pump), working at low temperature is

particularly useful because the mass flow rate and the pressure ratio are both increasing.

The proportionality between flow rate and gas density is verified in the range of 0.1 to 5 Pa

pump inlet pressure.

Derniere impression le 02/10/00 11:38
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(ii) At low temperature the TMP is working in a transition regime where the

thermal losses due to friction are higher than at room temperature for the same working

pressure. They have to be taken into account for the design of the rotor blades.

(iii) For the MDP (Molecular Drag Pump) the compression ratio (x) depends on

both temperature and inlet pressure. In the viscous range (5 Pa), the compression ratio is

proportional to the gas dynamic viscosity^decreases with the temperature (x~ T °6). The

molecular stage temperature can be used as a parameter to optimize the outlet pressure.

2.4. Thermomolecular phenomenon

This phenomenon appears in pumping duct with a thermal gradient. Calculations and

experimental measurements were done to describe this phenomenon[3^. In molecular

regime the interactions between molecules and walls are predominant. The balance,

between the difference of molecule quantity of movement (v) and the gas density variation

(p) between cold and hot part of the tube, creates a pressure drop in the pumping duct

(Figure 1). This pressure drop should be added to the hydraulic pressure drop. In the

viscous regime this effect is neglected and the pressure drop in the duct is mainly due to the

hydraulic one.

Despite this effect, the flow rate treated by a cold pumping system is greater than by

standard one for a given size.

3 20 K CMP PROTOTYPE DESCRIPTION AND RESUL TS

3.1. Mechanical structure

The rotating speed was set at 21000 rpm to limit the mechanical stresses due to the

centrifugal forces. The spindle hybrid bearing is made of a cryogenic passive magnetic

bearing and dumper and a conventional ball bearing pair at room temperature.

Derniere impression le 02/10/00 11:38
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To prevent differential expansion between the shaft and the pump body, both are made of

titanium alloy. Titanium also reduces the axial thermal flux from ambient to the pumping

stages. For the MDP and TMP stages, aluminium alloys were used to reduce radial thermal

gradient (Figure.2).

3.2. Pumping System

To reach the required pumping speed, four turbomolecular stages and one molecular stage

are needed (Figure 3 and 4). This design permits a pressure ratio of 103 (50 for TMP and 20

for MDP). The axial and radial clearance between the stator and rotor are respectively 4

mm and 1.5 mm. The axial gap was defined to reduce thermal losses

The MDP stage is a disc type pump (Seigbahn type) with geometric parameters

summarized as follows :

Number of channels = 22

Rotor diameter = 180 mm to 120 mm

Inlet cross section = 18 mm x 6 mm

Outlet cross section = 10 mm x 0.5 mm

Developed length = 168 mm

Gap rotor /stator = 0.2 mm

3.3. Cooling System

For 20 K operation the cooling system is composed of:

(i) A liquid N2 circuit used to cool down the MDP stage and the thermal shields

at 80 K.

(ii) A closed hydrogen loop used to cool down the TMP stage. The cold source is

a Gifford-Mc Mahon (GM) refrigerator with a cooling power of 35 W at 20 K.

Derniere impression le 02/10/00 11:38
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For other temperature experiments the H2 closed loop is replaceAby a forced circulation of

either liquid He or N2.

3.4. Experimental results

The prototype was tested at three temperatures (7K, 20K, 80K). The main remarks are :

(i) The pumping speeds measured above the TMP blades are in the temperature

ratio shown in figure 5.

(ii) Due to the thermal conductivity decrease of the pump body aluminium alloy,

the pumped gas temperature stays the same whenever the pump body is at 7K or at 20K.

A simplified model was worked out to estimate the heat losses due to friction torques in the

TMP and in the MDP [4l The power dissipated in the MDP stage is evaluated at 20 to 30 W

depending on the inlet pressure (10'2 to 10"1 Pa).

From the deceleration curve (rotating speed vs time) at ultimate low pressure (10"6 Pa), we

can deduce the heat losses due to the ball bearing torque and the Eddy current torque in the

passive magnetic bearing (25 W). The radiation and conduction thermal losses sum up to

10 W. This heat balance is summarized in table 1, for different rotation frequencies and for

an inlet pressure of 10"' Pa. The model shows a good agreement between the different

measurements and the overall evaluation made with the driving power of the motor.

3.5. Remote controlled test bench results

Spindle cooling is done by thermal exchange via the TMP stage exhaust gas. At ultimate

low pressure, the pressure (P2) between TMP and MDP stages is to low to provide an

efficient thermal exchange (Figure 2). On Cadarache test bench, the use of a controlled

exhaust valve to regulate the pressure P2, allows reaching an ultimate pressure of 10"4 Pa

(Pi) with a steady state temperature regime. This result confirms the possible use of the

pump as main vacuum pumps for a tokamak vessel.

Derniere impression Ie 02/10/00 11:38
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3.6. Alcatel ATP 1500 M test under magnetic field

A standard Alcatel ATP 1500 M has been tested in the location under Tore Supra machine

where the 20 K or 80 K CMP should finally be. The pump was submitted to a 50 mT

stationary and to a 1 mT/s transient magnetic field. The 5 axes active magnetic bearing of

the pump was not affected by the field and position sensor signals remain stable during

pulses with or without disruption. No speed variations were detected.

4 80 K CMP PROJECT

Results from 20 K CMP prototype were promising for this new pumping concept. However

production and running cost of such a pump annihilate a part of the benefit. Therefor, the

design of a CMP running at 80 K has been undertaken (Figure 6). The main characteristics

of the prototype are the followings :

(i) The all pump is cooled down at 80 K in a liquid N2 bath.

(ii) Five molecular stages and one viscous stage (Holweck type) would be

optimized for 80 K operation and should give a flow rate of 5 to 6 m3/s for a 0.1 Pa inlet

pressure.

(iii) The spindle bearing is a 5 axes active magnetic bearing running at 80 K.

The diameter and the height of the cryostat are respectively 0.6 m and 1.1m.

The thermomolecular effect in the pumping duct is taken into account and the gain

compared to the 80 K CMP prototype performance when it is used at 300 K is shown in

figure 7.

5 CONCLUSION

The 20 K CMP prototype has reached the 0.7 Pa.mVs (NPT) mass flow rate initially

required for the C.I.E.L project. The 80 K campaign on remote controlled test bench at

"Tore Supra" has been successful. The thermomolecular phenomenon in cooled pumping
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duct is understood and quantified. Interest from vacuum industry for this new pumping

concept gives a good confidence on the new 80 K cryomechanical pump achievement

which should treated 5 to 6 m3/s at 0.1 Pa mass flow rate at 80 K.

This prototype should be ready to be tested on "Tore Supra" toroidal pumped limiter at the

end of 2001.
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FIGURES CAPTIONS

Figure 1 : Thermomolecular effect in pumping duct

Figure 2 : Schematic layout of the 20 K CMP

Figure 3 : MDP stator with logarithmic grooves.

Figure 4 : Pump spindle with TMP and MDP stages.

Figure 5 : Pumping speed vs inlet pressure for different temperatures.

Figure 6 : 80 K CMP preliminary drawing

Figure 7 : Gas flow rate ratio between 80 K and 300 K vs pumping duct inlet pressure

Table 1. Thermal balance of the pump at several rotating speed
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Figure 1 : Therrnomolecuiar effect in pumping duct
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Figure 2 : Schematic layout of the 20 K CMP.
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Figure 3 : Pump spindle with TMP and MDP stages.

Size : 1/6 maxi
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Figure 4 : MDP stator with logarithmic grooves.
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Figure 5 : Pumping speed vs inlet pressure for different temperatures
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Figure 6 : 80 K CMP preliminary drawing
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Figure 7 : Gas flow rate ratio between 80 K and 300 K versus pumping duct inlet pressure.
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Table 1 : Thermal balance of the pump at several rotating speed

F
(Hz)

0
150
200
250
300
350

Measured
ball

bearing
losses
(W)

0
10
17
23
31
48

Calculated
MDP
losses
(W)

0
5.5
8.9
13.9
19.8
27

Measured
TMP
losses
(W)

0
5.9
8.6
12.5
16.5
21.5

Total
(W)

0
21.4
34.5
49.4
67.3
96.5

Measured
Electrical

motor
power
(W)

0
23

35.5
51.5
70
100

Size : 1/6 maxi
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Abstract

New pneumatic and centrifuge injectors for steady state plasma refuelling by solid

hydrogen isotope pellets and an injector of impurity pellets encapsulated into hydrogen

shells for particle transport diagnostics have been designed at the PELIN Laboratory, a

branch of the PELIN, Inc. (Canada), to meet requirements of LHD, TORE SUPRA, and

ITER. A review of these injector designs and results obtained to date are presented.

* Corresponding author. Tel./Fax.: +7-812-3157154
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1. Introduction

Development of new fuelling systems for steady state operation and a new technique

for particle transport studies in the plasma core, is in progress and is of particular

interest for fusion machines like TORE SUPRA, LHD or ITER. In the framework of

these international projects a pneumatic deuterium injector of 2-mm pellets for 2000 s

continuous fuelling at 10-15 Hz and an injector providing 0.2-mm impurity pellets

encapsulated into 03-mm hydrogen shells for particle transport diagnostic studies were

designed and successfully tested. In addition, tritium compatible pneumatic and

centrifuge injectors for 3-mm pellets with screw extruders have been also designed and

partially tested. A brief description of these different prototypes is given below.

2. Pellet injector designs and test results

2.1. Pneumatic deuterium pellet injector

The injector diagram is shown in Fig. 1 and its design details are described in [1].

A chamber for visual observation is attached to a screw extruder having a nozzle of 2-

mm inner diameter. A tube attached to the propellant gas valve and the barrel are

mounted on either side of this chamber. A concentrical tube moved by a driver is

mounted inside the propellant gas duct. The inner barrel diameter is 2.7 mm and its

length is 400 mm. A helium heat exchanger and a 20 W heater mounted along the



extruder allow to control the temperature. The extruder permanently contains 10 cm3 of

solid deuterium. During testing, the screw was rotating in the extruder at 20 rpm,

pushing out compressed solid deuterium. The driver moved repetitively the tube into the

barrel, thereby cutting off a section of the deuterium rod to form a pellet. The propellant

gas valve was opened 9 ms after that, causing the acceleration of the pellet in the barrel.

Steady state injection was achieved at an extruder temperature of 15-16 K. Over

25000 pellets were formed and accelerated to 0.4-0.8 km/s at 10-15 Hz with 99%

reliability for 2000 s continuous injection. A CCD-camera and a computer allow to

record pictures of all the pellets and to control their integrity. Typical pellets are shown

in Fig. 2; the first number in the frame is the pellet speed, the last one is the time

between shots, and the figures in the brackets are the pellet number in the series. During

the operation, the injector was remote controlled, providing a fuelling rate of 8 Pa-m7s

(4-1021 at/s). Approximately 2 kg of deuterium was extruded and over 500,000 pellets

were successfully injected by this injector without any damage during the testing

campaign. Guide tubes of 4, 6, and 8 mm in inner diameter and 14 m in length having

different radii of curvature from 380 to 46 mm were tested in preparation for the high-

field-side experiments to be conducted on TORE SUPRA. Speed limits were

determined for intact pellet conveyance through these guide tubes. Values in the 130-

170 m/s range have been found even with the 46 mm radius of curvature section, which

corresponds to the last bend required to inject into the plasma in the equatorial plane. A

fast valve designed by CEA/DRFMC/SBT will be soon tested with the pellet injector to
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reduce the gas load below 15-mbar-L per shot and to increase the frequency up to 20

Hz.

2.2. Pneumatic tritium pellet injector

The tritium injector scheme is shown in Fig. 3 and its design details are presented in

this symposium. Despite the screw rotation, the tritium volumes are separated from the

environmental area by the motionless metal gaskets and a specially designed bellows

unit. A propellant gas valve and a tube for pellet chopping are combined in one unit.

The extruder nozzle has a rectangular cross section of 3 x 4 mm size. The inner barrel

diameter is 3 mm and its length is 600 mm. The injector vacuum chamber is a safety

glove box for the extruder, whose internal volume is increased to 18 cm3. The valve

with chopping unit, the barrel and the diagnostic chamber are inserted into other glove

boxes. In preparation for installation in a tritium closed loop test facility the injector has

been tested using hydrogen. Steady state injection was demonstrated for 1500 s at 1 to 2

Hz and at 0.5 km/s of pellet speeds. A production rate of 0.24 cm7s of hydrogen ice was

achieved. The view of the hydrogen rod extruded at 11 K is shown in Fig. 4.

2.3. Centrifuge pellet injector with a screw extruder

A new tritium compatible centrifuge pellet injector has been designed in the

framework of ITER Task T439. The apparatus has two novel components: (1) a screw



extruder and (2) a curved barrel for pellet acceleration, attached to a centrifuge rotor.

The injector diagram is shown in Fig. 5. A major feature of this design is the entrance

section of the rotating barrel, which is aligned with the rotational axis of the rotor.

Despite the rotation, the barrel entrance section, into which a pellet is fed, does not

move relatively to the fuel rod extruded from the nozzle. The main control is thus

reduced to synchronization of pellet chopping with the barrel exit position. By

controlling the initial speed of pellet fed into the barrel, the residence time of the pellets

in the barrel may be accurately adjusted and this may enhance the injection reliability.

The injector is currently being manufactured, and the screw extruder with 3x4 mm

rectangular nozzle and the pellet chopping unit are being tested.

2.4. Injector of impurity pellets encapsulated into solid hydrogen shells

The injector schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 6. A chamber contains a helium

heat exchanger, which is equipped with a plate of 3 mm thickness brazed to the injector

barrel and connected to a storage of impurity pellets. A sleeve with a window and a

propellant gas valve is attached to one end of the barrel. The second end is inserted into

a gate valve with a miniature lamp, which illuminates the barrel when the gate valve is

closed. The barrel inner diameter is 3 mm. There are 50 holes of 0.23-mm diameter in

the storage where the impurity pellets of 0.2-mm size are housed. A special needle of

0.6-mm diameter is placed inside the storage and can move to the barrel axis.
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This new technique of producing and accelerating the impurity pellets

encapsulated into the shells involves the following steps, which are illustrated by Fig. 7:

1) loading a pellet from a storage and keeping it on the barrel axis by the needle, as

shown in Fig. 5 (a); 2) hydrogen condensation on the barrel walls around the pellet

within the copper plate cooled by helium to 10 K, as shown in Fig. 5 (b); 3) pulling out

the needle without the pellet from the shell, after the whole barrel cross section is filled

by hydrogen and it becomes transparent, as shown in Fig. 5 (c, d); during this procedure

a small amount of hydrogen gas is admitted and frozen in the miniature channel which

remains after the needle removal; 4) ejection of the formed shell with a propellant gas.

For a proof-of-principle demonstration, we used spherical stainless steel pellets of

0.2 mm diameter. The loading process took less than 100 s for every pellet with a

reliability of 90%. The shells produced were accelerated to 0.9-1.1 km/s by a hydrogen

gas. The impurity pellet inside the hydrogen shell is clearly visible, as shown in Fig. 8.

3. Conclusion

Recent achievements are very encouraging for development of a reliable plasma

fuelling system for steady state operation of TORE SUPRA, LHD and ITER. 25,000

deuterium pellets of 2 mm in size have been injected at 10-15 Hz for 2000 s with a

reliability of 99% by a pneumatic injector equipped with a screw extruder. A tritium

injector using 3-mm pellets has been tested with hydrogen and is currently being

prepared for tritium testing. A new and simpler design of centrifuge injector promises to
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provide an acceptable level of reliability. Proof-of-principle of a new technique of

encapsulated impurity pellet injection has been satisfactorily demonstrated.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a deuterium pellet injector with a screw extruder

Fig. 2. Deuterium pellet series at 10 Hz

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a tritium pellet injector

Fig. 4. Solid hydrogen rod extruded at 11 K from tritium compatible screw extruder

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of a centrifuge pellet injector

Fig.6. Schematic diagram of an injector of impurity pellets encapsulated into solid

hydrogen shells

Fig. 7. Stages of the impurity pellet loading inside the solid hydrogen shell

Fig. 8. View of an impurity pellet inside a hydrogen shell accelerated to 1 km/s
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Fig. 4. Viniar et al. "Pellet injectors developed at the PELIN laboratory ..."
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Fig.. 8. Viniar et al. "Pellet injectors developed at the PELIN laboratory..."
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Abstract
In the scope of the ÍTER Engineering Design Activities (EDA) a Toroidal Field Model Coil iTFMC) has been manufactured accompanied by
a thorough Quality Assurance (QAi test program. This large superconducting coil has been conceptually designed b\ the ÍTER European
Home Team (EUHTi and manufactured by European industry The coil is being completed and will be tested in the TOSKA facility of the
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in spring 2001
The race track shaped winding is made of a cable-in-conduit conductor in an circular 316LN stainless steel jacket. From this conductor 5
double pancake (DP) modules were fabricated. Results of conductor and DP manufacture were already presented at previous conferences and
are therefore onl> summarized here.
The paper concentrates on the subsequent manufacturing steps, namely the stacking of the DP modules, the insulation and impregnation of
the winding pack, the outer joint manufacture by electron beam welding, the assembly of the winding pack with the stainless steel case, the
mounting of the helium pipes, the sensors and the busbars. To assemble the coil into the TOSKA faciliry and to fit ir to the EL'-LCT coil a
heavy Inter-Coi! Structure (1CS ) has been built, in which the TFMC will rest hold by four wedges.

Introduction
The construction and test of the TFMC is the main
part of one of the 7 large R & D projects of the ITER
EDA [1]. The TFMC has been conceptually designed
by the EURATOM Associations CEA Cadarache.
ENEA Frascati and Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
(FTP) under the coordination of EFDA-CSU
Garching (the former NET Team). Based on it a
consortium of European companies, called AGAN
(Accel. Alstom. Ansaldo. Noell) developed and
performed the engineering design and manufacture of
the TFMC under the surveillance of the EFDA-CSU
Garching. in tight collaboration with the mentioned
associations. The TFMC is being completed now and
will be assembled in the TOSKA facility of ITP in
Karlsruhe within the next half year.

TFMC Project Objectives and Layout
The main objectives of the TFMC project are
• the demonstration of the feasibility of very large

non-circular superconducting coils as needed for
the ITER TF coils

• Establish reasonable tolerances
• Benchmark QA and inspection methods
• Test the coil to its operational margins
The TFMC and its test arrangement is designed to be
representative for the ITER TF coil in respect of
layout and electrical and mechanical stresses. The
layout of the TFMC overtook as man}' as possible
features of the ITER TF coil design on a scale nearly
1. Only the overall dimensions had to be chosen in a
way that the TFMC assembled together with the
already existing LCT coil fitted into the TOSKA
facility of the ITP at Karlsruhe.
The special coil design with a circular NbsSn cable in
conduit conductor placed into the spiral grooves of
316LN radial plates required the development of new
manufacturing methods including the related tooling.
This has been described in previous publications
[1.2]. This paper concentrates therefore on the

winding pack and coil case assembly and on the main
lessons learned during the execution of the project.

Fia. 1 TFMC with busbars and headers

Conductor Manufacture
A total of 3.9t of internal tin Nb3Sn strand (ITER
HP1 specifications) has been used to fabricate about
900m of conductor for the five double pancakes of
the TFMC by Europa Metalli. The production has
shown a good reproducibility of the performances.
The cable, composed by 1080 wires of which 1 3 Cu
wires, has a 304 stainless steel central spiral, an
Inconel wrap for the last-but-one cable stage (80%
coverage) and for the final cable (half overlapped).
Seamless 316LN tubes. 1.6mm thick, were butt-
welded to the final unit length (TIG orbital welding).
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After pulling the cable into the jacket the conductor
was brought to the final specified dimensions by a set
of rollers and calandered onto a 2.5m diameter drum.
The manufacture has shown that it is important to
maintain proper tuning of the cabling system as one
cable had a slight ondulation causing difficulties
during introduction into the jacket. It also turned out
that the use of a center spiral of a different supplier
caused a significant change in the flow resistance.

Double Pancake (DP) Module Manufacturing
Pancake Winding
An automatically controlled calandering system was
built and integrated into the winding line consisting
of a roll-off jack, guiding rollers, straightening unit,
cleaning and sand blasting unit, calandering device.
Stainless steel plates having spiral grooves served as
winding template, as reaction mould and as a
reference to position the conductor terminations.
During winding the conductor diameter was reduced
from 40.9 mm on the spool to about 40.5 mm after
straightening and further to an oval shape of
40.5/40.3 mm in the curved regions of the racetrack.

Manufacturing of the terminations
The terminations consist of an explosion bonded
copper stainless steel box in which the cable ends
were pressed by a cover with a force of 200 tons. The
Inconel wrap of the cable and the Cr-coating of the
strands were removed before inserting the cable ends
into the box. The cover was fixed by TIG welding
and kept in a rigid tool fixed to the reaction mould
during the whole heat treatment cycle. This type of
terminations developed by CEA was qualified with
full-size joint samples showing very low resistance in
the order of l n l at zero field. [3]

Reaction Heat Treatment
The reaction heat treatment (210C100h. 340C 24h.
450C,'24h. 650C/200h) was done in a special oven
using Argon as an inert atmosphere. Some of the heat
treatments were interrupted due to oven failures, and
were continued after repair. Witness strands reacted
with the pancakes showed no degradation.
During heat treatment the conductor expanded in

plate over the second pancake of a DP module was
transferred in the same way.
The Radial Plates (RP) and Covers are made of
316LN stainless steel by forging and machining.
Thanks to intermediate heat treatments > 800 °C the
flatness of the radial plates was with -0.2 mm
distinctly better than expected by industry.

Soldering and clamping of the inner joints
It turned out that all terminations deformed after heat
treatment and removal of the fixture in a banana-like
shape, the copper sole being on the convex side. This
posed some problems for the assembly of the
terminations to the inter-pancake joints, but could be
solved by careful machining of the copper sole.

The procedure to soft solder the inner terminations to
form the inter-pancake joint caused a 2 mm thermal
expansion which was taken up by the unimpregnated
rum insulation. .After soldering the joints were fitted
with rigid clamps.

Laser welding of the covers

To give the DP modules the right stiffness the covers
had to be welded with a penetration of 2.5 mm. Nd-
YAG /aser welding (2 kW 0.6 m/min. automatic
tracking) was chosen to keep the heat input at a
minimum. Optimum flatness of less than 2 mm was
achieved by several turnovers of the plate during the
operation. With an eddy current test method
developed by ENEA the weld penetration could be
checked.

Module ground insulation and impregnation

The modules were wrapped by 1.3mm glass/Kapton
insulation followed by an impregnation with DGEBA
epoxy resin. The resin could penetrate through holes
in the covers into the turn insulation. Some of the
good flatness after laser welding was lost due to a too
low stiffness of the mould.

Final tests on the DP modules

Before shipment all DP modules passed insulation
resistance tests (500 V DC conductor to radial plate).

length" by about 0.03 %. This was overcome by dielectric test (3 kV DC and ACpeak;ope3k conductor to
radial plate and 1.5 kV DC radial plate to ground),
continuity and mutual insulating test on all voltage
taps, gas flow test and a leak test at 30bar in a
vacuum vessel to a level of 1.10"1" mbar.l/s.

increasing the width of the groove of the reaction
mold leaving the conductor some freedom to move.
After heat treatment a dimensional check and leak
test was carried out on all pancakes. .All the pancakes
including terminations were leak tight to better than
lxlO'10 mbar.l/s.
Turn Insulation and Transfer
The pancakes w-ere spread in a fixture which secured
that the reacted conductor was not strained more than
0.2 %. In this position the glass-Kapton turn
insulation and the co-wound voltage taps were
applied. Subsequently the pancake was transferred
into the grooves of the radial plate using reference
marks on conductor and plate. The turns w-ere held in
the grooves by spot welded covers. After turning the

Stacking of Winding Pack and Impregnation.
DP stacking and winding pack impregnation
A special stacking device was developed to align and
stack the DP's to form the winding pack. Between
the DP modules glass felt was introduced in order to
get a good impregnation and bonding between the
DP's and to adjust the height of the winding pack.
During impregnation with epoxy resin a further
setting of the glass felt took place namely between
the higher compressed lower DP's. The total height
of the winding pack decreased by about 2 mm.
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Fig. 2: Stacking of the DP modules with glass felt inter laver to
equalize tolerances and to adjust the height of the winding pack

Outer joint manufacturing
It turned out to be not possible to connect the
terminations of two adjacent double pancakes by
soldering because the 2 mm dilatation during heatin«
caused unacceptably high stresses in the jacket.
The gap between adjacent terminations had to be
bridged by copper shims to secure a good contact.
These two requirements led the supplier to a solution
using copper pins (10 mm diam. t which were
introduced into holes drilled between two adjacent
terminations and protruding into both copper soles.
These pins were electron beam welded in a \va> that
the terminations did not warm up more than 60 C.
This method has been validated with a full size joint
sample showing a resistance in the order of 1.5 n 1.

Fig • i he impregnated winding pack The Hehum outlet tube*
protnide and the outer joint area is still left free

Ground insulation and impregnation
After having provided the outer joints with clamps of
aluminum alloy they were \\Tapped by the required
sliding layer (Tedlar tape) and a combined glass
Kapton insulation. Then 8 mm of combined glass
Kapton insulation was brought up on the whole
surface in order to form the ground insulation which
was then impregnated with DGEBA epoxy resin.
After impregnation and before assembly with the coil
case dielectric tests < 10 kV DC and ACKak ,„ p^) and
flow pressure leak tests were performed.

Stainless steel case
The case of the TFMC is made of 70 - 80 mm thick
316LN steel sheet. The thickness was defined after
FE calculations for the worst load case.
The pieces were MAG welded together by qualified
procedures to a U-shaped structure. All welds were
US tested. Unacceptable defects had to be repaired.
The tightly toleranced shape was obtained by
machining and local heating, partially in combination
with the applied force of hydraulic iacks.
The welding chamfers on top of the U-shape and on
the cover piate were cop} milled. A tit within a few
tenth of mm was achie\ ed.

Fig 4 The winding oack in the stamles> steel case After fillina
the gap between the two with silica sand the cover i> placed on top
and subsequently welded

Winding pack case assembly and cover welding
For the winding pack case assembly both were in
reversed position ti.e. bottom up). After having
brought up the glass felt layers on the bottom of the
winding pack the case was put on. A special tool
fixed the assembly and allowed a turn over without
slipping out of place.
After having the gap filled with silica sand and put
glass felt on top the case cover was placed on top. It
was TIG welded at the root while the remaining 70 to
90 mm deep seam was MAG welded. US testing on
all welding seams was performed by the French
Institut de Soudure. All located defects bigger than
the agreed had to be repaired, namely in highly
stressed areas of the case.
After cover welding the case openings were sealed to
make it vacuum tight for impregnation with epox\
resin. For impregnation the same mould was used
again as heating vessel.

Final machining and surface finish

The final machining of the interfaces and cooling
channels on the outer circumference was done after
impregnation of the coil in the case. After the final
machining the covers were welded on the cooling
channels of the outer circumference and pressure and
leak tested. The final surface finish is achieved by
deureasini: and sand blasting.
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Headers and Instrumentation

All the sensors < strain gauges, rosettes, displacement,
temperature etc. > are preassembled and are mounted
onto the TFMC. The inlet and outlet header
assemblies have been built up on assembly frames.
.After having been pressure and leak tested the> are
transferred onto the TFMC.

^ig. 5 The He inlet header subassembh reach to be mounted and
connected to the TFMC inlet tubes

The Kapton insulated high voltage cables have been
equipped with the warm feed throughs b\ FZK and
provided with the cold end pieces b\ industry which
will be connected with the voltage taps coming from
the pancakes and the radial plates.

Busbar manufacture and assembly

The busbars have been manufactured from a CS1
r>pe conductor using NbTi strands and a stainless
steel jacket. The busbar terminations are of the same
type than the EL. FSJS's. [41

Two types of busbars were manufactured: Busbars
No. i connect the TFMC to the terminations of
busbars No.2 which form part of the TOSKA current
lead system iso-called cryostat extension).

Intermediate and final tests at suppliers works
Intermediate tests (dielectric, pressure-flow leak.
geometrical etc.) were performed on DP modules,
winding pack in different stages and subassemblies.
A final 30 bar pressure and leak test of the TFMC
with all headers and instrumentation is done in a
vacuum tank built by modifying the impregnation
mould. The total leak rate must be: < 10' mbar.l s.
After this the four main He inlet and outlet rubes will
be welded on and tested separately Finally the
busbars No. 1 will be connected to the coil
terminations and clamped to the case.

Other final tests at the supplier's works comprise:

Resistance, inductance and dielectric 110 kV DC and
ACMK Ll, ^ I tests, dimensional check of interfaces
and envelop, pressure drop on all hydraulic circuits,
check of all voltage taps and sensors etc.

The Inter-Coil Structure (ICS)

The ICS is a large MAG welded and machined
structure. The coolins channels on the surface are

TIG welded. All welding was qualified and tested to
recognized standards. Subassemblies were leak tested
in a special vacuum tank < < 1x10'" mbar.l, s).

During welding and machining the ICS deformed by
up to 30 mm. Partial!} it was possible to correct this.
The remaining discrepancies were solved by finding
a modified best fit of the TFMC in the ICS and
corresponding correction machining.

The overall leak rate of the ICS at ! bar pressure
difference was < 1x10"" mbar.l s. The ICS is equiped
with mechanical and temperature sensors.

. 6 The Inter-Coil Structure i ICS i after arrival at Karlsruhe

Final assembly at Karlsruhe
The final assembly of the test rig and its installation
into the TOSKA facility is a joint action of the
AGAN consortium and ITP. A quality inspection
assembly plan agreed by all parties determines the
sequence of operations and controls [51. A test
program has been prepared and testing of the TFMC
will start in spring 2001 [6].

Conclusions
With the successful completion of the TFMC it has
been demonstrated that large superconducting Nb3Sn
coils can be manufactured by industry Thus the main
objectives of this project are fulfilled.
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Abstract
The preparing experimental and analysis work as well as the code development for testing the ITER {International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor I TFMC. one of the large projects of the ITER research and development program, is described The expected critical
currents of the Nb5Sn superconducting cable are derived from the numerous shon sample strand and subcable measurements A data set of
the thermo-hydraulic properties of the bundle conductor with a central channel was elaborated in experiments as input for the thermo-
hydrauhc calculation codes GANDALF and MITHRANDIR combined with the hydraulic network code FLOWER On this basis the quench
behaviour and the injection of gaseous heated helium slugs for determining the operation limits is treated The mechanical behaviour of the
test configuration was investigated b\ a finite element calculation The winding type in which the conductor is embedded in radial plates has
to be considered for transient voltage peaks as an electrical nerwork Arising over-voltages by resonance frequencies in the winding pack
have to be considered for the integration of the electrical insulation system of the TFMC Numerous sensors are installed to compare the
predicted values and behaviour with the measurements

mm thick stainless steel conduit . The Nb:,Sn strands
are fabricated according to the internal tin method.
The specific parameters needed for Summers
equation were determined by a series of short sample
critical current measurements on strands and sub-
cables. The samples were taken from the TFMC
strand production. The detailed procedure for deter-
mining the specific parameters is presented in [6].
1.2 i Magnetic field calculations Magnetic field
calculations were performed in 3 models. The homo-
geneous current density distribution, closed ductor
loops and conductor spiral were used for calculating
the magnetic field. The first one resulted in field
values which were roughly 0.6 T below the two other
ones. Only a small difference within the calculation
accuracv was found between the closed conductor

Introduction
The construction and test of the TFMC is part of the
model coil task L2. which is one of the 7 large R & D
projects of the ITER Engineering Design Activity
[1]. The TFMC project is in the responsibility of the
European Home Team. The TFMC is being con-
structed by the European industry consortium AGAN
(ACCEL. Alstom. Ansaldo. Noell) under the con-
duction of the European Fusion Development
Agreement Close Support Unit (EFDA/CSU) at
Garching. German\. in tight collaboration with the
European superconducting (sc) magnet laboratories
[2]. The TFMC will be tested in the~TOSKA facility
of the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in Phase I of the
test program as single coil and in Phase II adjacent to
the EURATOM LCT coil [1]. [3]. [4]. A testing pro-
gram is elaborated within a working group of the sc
magnet laboratories.
The preparing work includes code development,
accompanying experiments and calculations for
getting predicted values which can be compared with
the test results. The work has to be performed in the
following fields: Electromagnetics. thermo-
hydraulics. mechanics and dielectric insulation.
The TFMC is a new type of winding designed for
withstanding the high forces which have to be carried
by the full size coils in the ITER torus [1]. The
conductor and the special coil design required the
adaptation of codes and application of suitable
experimental technique for getting information about
the operation limits and behaviour of the coil.
This contribution gives an overview about the
analysis, code development and experiments
performed for preparing the test of the TFMC.

1 ) Electromagnetics
/ / / Operation limits: These limits are presented in
Fig. 1. The curve is based on Summers model about
the critical current dependency of Nb?Sn strands [5].
The TFMC conductor is made from 1080 misted
strands ( 2/3 of them are superconducting strands and
1 3 of them copper strands) jacketed by a circular 1.6

loops and the spiral. The maximum field values were
calculated for different test conditions (without and
with LCT coil. Table 1 ) and for the pancakes used for
injection of heated gaseous helium slugs along the
joint up to the high field point of the pancake [7].

Table I Maximum field values and locations in the TFMC
winding (Nomenclature DP = Double pancake, counting
stanš with 1 on the LCT coil side: the winding consists of 5
double pancakes, each double pancake contains pancake I and

Load

ITFMC

80 kA
70 kA

case

I,
0
16

-CT
kA
kA

Maximum field and
location

Bmax Pancake
7.80 T DP 3.2
9.02 DP 2.2

A field calculation code running on workstation was
developed for use during the experiment.

2 ) Thermo-hydraulics
The conductor is a "cable in conduit conductor" with
a central channel and a bundle region. The central
channel is supported by spiral around which the sub-
cables are cabled. The different npes of spirals used
have some impact on the friction factor. The
properties of the friction factor of both bundle and
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central channel region were investigated in the
OTHELLO facility according to [8]. [9].
The winding pack contains a big fraction of structural
material in the radial plates and the massive coil case.
This causes eddy currents during the fast safety
discharge which have to be taken into account for the
quench behaviour and the relieve valve layout of the
facility [10]. [11].
The investigation of the operation limits is foreseen
by the injection of gaseous heated helium slugs in the
inner pancake joints. The slugs have to enter the
winding through the pancake conductor joints. A
careful analysis is required to select suitable test
parameters and to have the unique interpretation of
the results. For these investigation, the codes
GANDALF and MULT I conductor MITHRANDIR
(M&M) [12]. combined with hydraulic network code
FLOWER are used.
2.1 iThermo-hydraulic data set: A thermo-hydraulic
data set was elaborated for double pancake DP 1. The
difference to the other double pancakes is very small
(about 2% - 3%). An exception is the pressure drop
which depends strongly on the type of the spiral
(Showa. Cortaillod) used. The difference is about 20
% in the pressure drop at 20 g/s mass flow rate. The
mass flow rate fraction in the bundle region is about
38 % (Showa) to 44 % (Cortaillod) of the total mass
flow rate of 20 g/s [13]. The pressure drop in the
bundle region can be treated by existing equations for
bundle conductors at least in the range of Reynolds
number between 1000 and 6000.
The thermo-hydraulic data set is applied for the
thermo-hydraulic calculations by GANDALF and
M&M.
2.2 i Analysis of quench scenarios: For the
assessment of pressure, temperature and mass flow
rate increase after a quench and its effect on the
facility, different quench scenarios were investigated.
Parameters were the location of the quench initiation,
the length of the initial normal zone, the test
configuration and two delay times (1 s and 2 s) after
which the safety discharge starts. The quenched
conductor and its hydraulic network were modeled
by GANDALF FLOWER. A relief valve with a
level setting of 0.6 MPa and 2 m reservoir were
included in the network. Eddy current heating of the
radial plates during safety discharge was considered
in the model. The most serious boundary condition is
the delayed safety discharge (2 s) at 80 kA coil
current whereby the maximum values of pressure and
temperature depend of the location and length of the
initial normal zone. The hot spot temperature has the
highest value of 180 K for initial normal zone of 0.1
m in the high field region. The pressure reaches the
highest value (3 MPa) for a quench of a center turn of
a pancake. A mass flow peak of 1.7 kg/s over < 50
ms occurs if the whole inner turn goes normal [14].
The facility can handle the scenarios investigated.
The MAGS code is capable of investigating the
quenching behaviour of the whole TFMC including

all pancakes and the eddy current heating of the ra-
dial plates during the safety discharge. The results
will be subject of a paper presented at this conference
[15].
2.3 i Heat slug injection analysis: The heat slug
injection analysis for the investigation of the
operation limits of the TFMC is being performed by
three laboratories using different models:
CEA Cadarache: Joint (including heat transfer
between half joints and ohmic heating) and conductor
modeled, no hydraulic network.
CRPP Villigen: Joint (including ohmic heating, no
heat transfer between half joints), conductor and
hydraulic network modeled by GANDALF and
FLOWER.
Politecnico di Turino: Joint (including heat transfer
between half joints and ohmic heating) heated
conductor, remaining conductors and hydraulic
network modeled by MULTI conductor
MITHRANDIR (M&M) and FLOWER, respectively.
Heat slug injection and Joule power in the joint: The
applied analysis for DPI.l showed that the Joule
power generation in the joint at the mass flow of 13
g/s will quench the joint if a heat slug with minimum
conductor current sharing temperature of 9.08 K.
(Kelvin) is injected. For this case it was assumed thai
the both half joints were thermally insulated that
meant no heat flux between them.
Since the conductor current sharing temperature in
double pancake DPI.2 is lower than that of the joint
DP 1.2 conductor will quench before quenching the
joint. If in both conductors DPI.l and DPI.2 a slug is
jected it is not possible to quench DPI.l before
DPI.2 as shown in analysis [16]. The current sharing
temperature in the two pancakes DPI.l and DP 1.2.
which are equipped with gas heaters, is given in Fig.

GANDALF FLOWER : The conductor is modeled
by GANDALF. There are two parallel channels.
bundle and hole region, with coupling between each
other. Heater and joint are included in the extended
conductor model with suitable adapted parameters. A
parallel channel with suitable adaptation of the
thermo-hydraulic parameters represents the other
pancakes. The external supply circuit is represented
by the code FLOWER. Long linear heater ramps for
different mass flow rates are applied for quenching
the conductor. The circuit diagram is represented in
Fig. 3. When only one of the 10 parallel hyraulic
channel is heated, an instability of the cryogenic
circuit occurs and the mass flow in this channels
decreases (helium choking). This effect is
considerably stronger at lower steady state mass flow
rates. Therefore, the use of square heating pulses
becomes critical because they generate thermal fronts
propagating with steep gradients, i.e. quenches are
initiated at the inlet of the joint regardless of the
cooling conditions. Slow heater power ramp rates
and high helium mass flow rates (e.g. 18 g/s) are
required in DPI.l to initiate the quench in the
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conductor rather than in the joint [17]. The analysis
of DP 1.2 is in progress.
Multi conductor MITHRANDIR - FLOWER: The
MITHRANDIR code was first extended to
MITHRANDIR 2.1. allowing the simultaneous
treatment of joint and conductor. First validation was
performed on stainless steel jacket FSJS (Full Size
Joint Sample) data [18]. An extension of the model
for application of the TFMC has now been elaborated
(Multi conductor MITHRANDIR: M&M ). The
TFMC hydraulic network model includes all
pancakes (treated with M&M). the external hydraulic
circuit (FLOWER), the heater and the heat exchange
in the inner joint of the heated pancake. In a
preliminary analysis it was shown that the relation
between parameters dm/dt and Ap is different using
an ad-hoc parallel path for the remaining pancakes
modeled by FLOWER or the treating each one as a
separate conductor with M&M according to [19].
The current sharing temperature measurements in the
TFMC are currently being investigated in detail in
predictive fashion.
Heat generation and heat exchange in joints: For the
TFMC heat slug injection the heat generation and the
heat exchange in the joint is a key question, which
has to be solved (Fig. 4). On basis of FSJS
experiment heat transfer models were developed
reflecting the heat transfer from one bundle region to
the opposite one. The heat transfer model was
improved in steps. The global heat transfer coeffi-
cient is about 100 - 1000 W/nrK (depending on
Reynolds and Prandtl numbers) and efficiency e -
0.3 - 0.4 derived from SS-FSJS data." The
extrapolation for TFMC inner joints is e ~ 0.4 - 0.5
[20],
Three laboratories developed the necessary tools for
the anahtical treatment of the heat slug injection.
There are wo more simple codes for treating the heat
slug injection. The M&M code is complex and takes
into account numerous boundary conditions given in
the TFMC hydraulic circuit. It is an obligation of the
different laboratories to elaborate the areas of validity
for the their models including boundary conditions
and applied codes.

3 ) Mechanics
For the test configuration, consisting of the TFMC.
the intercoil structure and the LCT coil, a global
finite element model was built. The model was
continuously improved to meet the as built
components as near as possible.
Detailed results for the load case. TFMC tested as
single coil are and with LCT coil) presented in a
contribution of this conference [21]. For the test
configuration. TFMC with LCT coil, the results are
summarized in [22].

4 ) Dielectric insulation
The conductor with its insulation is embedded in
radial conductive plates (SS plates). The potential

fixing of the plates is an indispensable item for the
integration of the insulation system (Fig. 5). Voltage
transients during the switching procedure initiation ot
a safety discharge have to be taken into account.
Transient behaviour : The evaluation of the results ot
the calculation of the network model is completed.
The resonance frequencies for the TFMC are much
higher (300 kHz) compared to the full size ITER TF
coil (4 kHz) investigated before [23]. A pulse voltage
circuit was experimentally investigated for
generating voltage pulses with rise times in the us
range for experimental validation of the code.
Partial discharge (PDi measurements: PD insulation
diagnostic is a common technique for the assessment
of the insulation system in electromagnetic
machinery. It was applied also for a superconducting
magnet [24]. The radial plate winding type offers the
possibility to assess the electrical insulation system
of such a magnet over the operation lifetime.

5 ) Instrumentation
The TFMC and its structure are equipped with
numerous sensors (voltage tap. temperature, pressure.
flow rate and magnetic field sensors as well as strain
gauges and displacement transducers) for protection.
control and diagnostic. Details are presented in the
contribution, at this conference [25].

6) Conclusions
Suitable code development and accompanying
experiments were performed for the predictive
analysis of the TFMC test and operation for the
electromagnetic, thermo-hydraulic and mechanical
properties. A key item is the determination of the
operation limits of the TFMC. which is a challenging
task in code development with suitable boundan
conditions and an adapted experimental technique.
The carefully prepared finite element analysis will
deliver a first comparison with the experimental
results and therefore an essential properties of the
radial plate winding type which can be scaled up to
the ITER full size coils. For the insulation integration
a suitable potential fixing of the radial plates is
indispensable. The radial plate construction has the
development potential for insulation diagnostic of the
turn, radial plate and ground insulation over the
lifetime of the magnet.
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branch (DPI 1 conductor) is modeled by GANDALF The other
two branches represents the hydraulic network modeled by
FLOWER (O™. Heater power: Q. Ohmic heat of loint. H \ Heal
exchanger. .INT Conductor joint. P-CON Pressure controller
G,s Mass flow rate)

and in
Nb,Sn

Fig 4 Schematic view of the heat flow in the joint from the
bundle He in the naht IR i lea to the bundle He in the left i L i lea

Fig 3 The circuit diagram for investigation of the gaseous heated
slug injection by the GANDALF FLOWER code The center
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Fig 5 Fixing of the potential of the radial plates in respect to the
winding with max voltage at operating mode for an ideal voltage
distribution (Max voltages Conductor - grounded case 5 k \ .
Conductor - redial plate 1 kV. Radial plate grounded case 4
kV. Radial plate - inner joint 0 kV. PC Pancake. RP Radial
plate. R Coupling resistor. .I Pancake joint)

Fig 2 The current sharing temperature of the inner most rum
half rum starting at the inner pancake joint for the pancake DPI 1
and DPI.2 The conductor strain e corresponds to strain in this
loint or conductor sections The "0" of the abscissa is the
beeinmne of the ioint
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ABSTRACT

The new collaborative exploitation of the JET Facilities requires suitable technical tools and
infrastructure measures to enable the Remote Participation of scientists from all European Fusion labs.
Such measures are being gradually introduced. They comprise of a toolkit for Remote Data Access,
Remote Computer Access and for teleconferencing, and of infrastructure measures that address network
connectivity, network security, shared documentation and technical support.

1 EXPLOITATION OF THE J E T FACILITIES -

TOWARDS A TRUE COLLABORATORY

From the beginning of the year 2000, the JET Facilities
have been operated by the UKAEA Association as a
European Research Facility on behalf of the signatories
of EFDA. The scientific exploitation in a campaign-
oriented collaboration and future enhancements are now
the responsibility of the laboratories of the European
Fusion Community as a whole [1].

This revised exploitation of the JET Facilities represents
the beginning of a new phase of integration of the
European Fusion Community. The mobility of scientists
and the openness of the subject has long been one of the
strengths of the Fusion community. Coupled with
appropriate technology this will result in a single

collaboratory', with little difference between working
methods on-site or off-site.

The paper addresses the technical needs introduced by
the high mobility of the new scientific Task Forces
whose personnel now comes from different laboratories,
and who normally are only periodic visitors to the JET
site.

As a consequence, JET operation is followed by remote
observers who need access to data, to discussion with
colleagues, to programme information, to presentations
and seminars, and to real-time information during JET

1 A Collaboratory is a .'center without walls' in which'
... ' researchers can perform their research without
regard to geographical location -
- interacting with colleagues,
- accessing instrumentation,
- sharing data and computational resources,
- and accessing information in digital libraries." [17]

pulsing, including necessary dialogue with on-site staff.
Much off-line data analysis work is now done off-site, either
via remote login to JET computer or by data transfer.

The actual experiment loading and execution remain
exclusively from the main control room on the JET site but
the experimental and diagnostics support before, during and
after a session may be shared between on-site and off-site
staff.

It is important to underline that any Remote Participation
"infrastructure" is not to replace the physical presence on
the JET site of the Task Force members, but to reinforce
this effort, making maximum use of both on-site and off-site
Task Force staff. It also contributes substantially to the
preparation and "acclimatisation" for JET site visits.

If the necessary tools and infrastructure are provided, the
"new JET' will quickly evolve towards a genuine
collaboratory, based on more than two decades of human
co-operation in the European Fusion programme and on the
wide use of shared databases and codes in the nuclear fusion
community in Europe and the world, and in particular at
JET.

2 TOOLKIT FOR THE COLLABORATIVE SCIENTIFIC

EXPLOITATION OF THE JET FACILITIES

A kit of basic tools has been identified that enables the
implementation of the remote participation infrastructure in
the laboratories involved in the exploitation of the JET
Facilities. The kit is the result of a combination of efforts:
some of the tools were conceived and introduced (at least as
prototypes) by the JET Joint Undertaking, some even
originally for different purposes; other tools were picked up
from the computing community at large or from users in
other research areas.
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• To cope with the multitude of computing platforms

in use in the partner laboratories^, the tools should
be platform independent or at least multi-platform.

• To contain cost, to be able to adapt solutions if
necessary, and not to be dependent on commercial
suppliers, shareware or freeware solutions with
source code access are preferred.

• JET data are archived in a proprietary format
(denned in 1979) and all data are kept on-line
(about 4.3 terabytes in total at present) in a central
disk/tape archive located at the JET Facilities. The
data archive contains all raw data and all computed
(calculated or derived) data since the machine
started operation in 1983. This approach to data
storage is to be retained.

2.1 REMOTE DATA AND COMPUTER ACCESS

Remote access to the central JET data archive is being
provided by data transfer to/from remote machines for
data analysis on remote computers ("Remote Data
Access - RDA")[2] and by providing login to the JET
computers from remote locations to run data analysis
codes on JET computers ("Remote Computer Access -
RCA")

JET RDA is a dedicated solution and provides access to
all data held in the central JET data archive, i.e. read-
only access to raw data, read and write-' access to
secondary data.

A dedicated Remote Data Server provides a single point
of access to data. netCDF [3] is used as an intermediate
data format for transfer between the data server and the
remote clients. The communications software is entirely
based on the HTTP 1.1 protocol and uses the Lib WWW
library [4], so that no coding is required on the client
side. The portable client software is integrated with
Matlab, IDL, Fortran, C/C++ and has so far been ported
to Windows, several Unix flavours, and to Linux

As the actual JET data archive is "shielded" from the
Internet by the data server, JET RDA only requires
"weak" user authentication, i.e. userBD and password.

JET RCA is a combination of several tools:

• remote CITRIX ICA clients connect to Windows-
based CITRIX Metaframe gateway servers at JET
[5];

2 An internal survey of most European Fusion
laboratories at the beginning of the year 2000 has
confirmed this.

3 No data can be overwritten; modified secondary data
are written as new versions.

• emulators (e.g. Hummingbird eXceed [6]) on the
gateway servers are used to "jump" to the target

machines (Linux; Solaris)'*;

• "strong" user authentication is provided by SecurlD
token cards and an ACEserver [7].

Different Metaframe servers provide access to different
classes of JET computers, depending on their relative
position on the internal, hierarchically organised networks.

This scheme provides in particular the possibility to
authorised remote users to run any JET data analysis
program or data visualisation tool. This includes read-only
access to the nearly 3000 JET plant status mimics.

To note that "inverse" remote computer access (i.e. from
JET to the home laboratories) is also required for visiting
scientists at the JET site who want to continue to work on
computers at their home laboratories, when they are
participating in the JET scientific campaigns.

2.2 TELECONFERENCING TOOLS

Teleconferencing tools have to cover an entire spectrum of
scenarios.

In Desk-top-based Meetings a small number of partners
each uses a desk-top computer. This is the simplest and
most commonly used form of teleconference. It requires
near-telephone-quality audio with hands-free arrangement,
an interactive "shared-desktop" facility for remote sharing of
computer applications, and (optional) slow video, typically
provided by small screen-top video cameras.

Remotely Extended Meetings will typically be "real"
meetings at one location with some additional remote
participants. This type of meeting is fully interactive for all
participants and requires hands-free, near- telephone-quality
voice communication, slow, multi-centre video, computer-
based, interactive "shared-desktop", and integrated
projection facility (e.g. projector connected to shared
desktop)

In the case of Broadcast Meetings, larger audiences at
different locations are following a presentation taking place
at one location. A typical example would be a Science
Meeting. Such meetings require good-quality multi-centre
voice communication with speakers and echo suppression in
addition to computer-based projection at all locations and a
shared-desktop facility. Video is desirable but could be
limited to one-way broadcast from the "event" to the
"listening" stations.

Unless all presentation material is available as computer file,
a real-time transmission facility for real slides with high
resolution is required.

4 The present AIX and IBM mainframe computers are
being phased out
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Adding remote extensions to control rooms is an
interesting combination of teleconferencing and remote
computer access. It allows remote observers to follow
the events in an experiment control room on their
computer screens. In order to make such a service as
platform-independent as possible it has to be web-based
and should provide selectable access to experiment set-
up information, experiment execution status, and
experiment results. Also, cameras could broadcast audio
and (slow-speed) video from the control room.

For most scenarios Internet-based teleconferencing is
preferred as it provides smooth integration between the
audio/video streams and computer applications.

So far the teleconferencing toolkit comprises of:

• Audio & Video via Internet: In this field a number
of different and mutually incompatible tools exist on
the market. None of them is fully multi-platform at
present. The best compromise appears to be the
VRVS system [8]. This is a freeware-based
Caltech/CERN development and widely used in the
LHC computing community, and has active support
and development. It is available for Windows, most
Unix versions, and Linux, but only in a non-
interactive version for MacOS.

• Interactive Shared Desktop Tool: VNC [9]. This is
a multi-platform freeware from AT&T Research
Labs, Cambridge.

• Web Streaming of video and live computer screens
is also required. Several solutions are being
experimented at present, in particular a combination
of an X-based VNC server [10] and XMX [11].

To note that all scenarios require the availability of some
"low-technology" back-up (telephone, fax), depending
on the importance of the teleconference. Also, the use of
chat screen tools^ has proven very useful as a
complement to true teleconferencing tools, in particular
the easy generation of written logs.

Deployment of VRVS and VNC has started in the form
of desktop stations in several laboratories. A prototype
web streaming service has been established at the JET
Facilities. A "Remote Participation Room" has been
installed at CEA-DRFC [13].

Sufficient network connectivity in terms of throughput and
response time is required between the JET site and all
partner laboratories. At present most European fusion
laboratories are connected, indirectly, via TEN-155 [14],
but in many cases the local connections are not sufficient.
The JET site itself only has a 2 Mbit/s connection. To
monitor actual network performance and to better assess the
needs, suitable monitoring tools are required. Ideally, the
computer operators at the JET site should be able to assess
the quality of the connections to all participating
laboratories at any time. Appropriate strategies and tools are
being developed and deployed.

Network security levels and approaches at different
laboratories vary greatly. This needs to be taken into
account when installing Remote Participation tools and
opening up networks to remote users. In many cases special
arrangements are required to allow for the tools to work
across security measures. An additional complication exists
at some laboratories that are part of larger organisations,
where it is difficult to influence computer network security
arrangements.

Network loads are continuously increasing and tools for
assigning traffic priorities will be required. This will have to
be a combination of local measures and of evolving Internet-
wide tools As an example of a local measure, JET operates
two Internet connections: one for general purpose and one
for Fusion-only traffic. This approach keeps the Fusion
"channel" at an acceptable load level and free of interference
from the general-purpose Internet traffic. For Internet-wide
measures, the fusion community will need to keep a
watchful eye on emerging "guaranteed bandwidth" or
Differentiated Services [15].

The appropriate tool for access to technical and scientific
documentation has been identified as web access, combined
with search engines. However, these tools often only exist at
the laboratory or organisation level so far; mutual remote
access to (internal) documentation between the fusion
laboratories in Europe is generally not yet available.

Dedicated technical support personnel is needed for remote
users, and this has to be provided with the necessary
electronic tools to interact with "customers" at a distance.
This is an economic and organisational matter. Only minor
technical developments are necessary as most large
laboratories already operate internally in a suitable way, but
manpower has to be made available to the community.

3 INFRASTRUCTURE MEASURES

In addition to the components of the Toolkit, Remote
Participation needs a number of infrastructure measures,
notably in the field of networks and of
support/documentation.

5 Such tools are provided by many Web portals, e.g.
Yahoo [12]

4 FUTURE

The toolkit described above has been developed on
pragmatic grounds of immediate necessity, budgetary
restraint and centralisation of support. However it is clear
that additional or extended tools will have to be added to
the toolkit, and additional infrastructure measures will have
to be introduced.
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• Remote Computer Access will have to be provided
not only between each laboratory and JET, but
between these laboratories as well. Technically, the
JET RCA approach could be used as a blueprint to
be applied to other installations.

• The present access authentication system used for
JET remote computer access (SecurlD) could easily
be extended to all participating laboratories. This
could in particular be done by using a single, central
authentication server. This would have the benefit
for the end users that they only need one access card
to access any system in the participating
laboratories, and it would dramatically simplify the
administration of the remote access system.

• Remote computer access technology could be used
to provide smaller laboratories with easy and fully
supported access to centralised computing facilities
at larger partner laboratories.

• Remote access to data from different laboratories
should be implemented by providing a uniform user
interface. The JET RDA approach is not easily
portable for that purpose. It appears likely that an
additional "layer" to access data from different
experiments would have to be installed on top of the
local experiment access methods at the laboratories
to allow for a uniform access method, whilst
retaining the existing decentralised archives and the
local access methods. Various technical approaches
are being discussed, but no decision has been taken.

• Data mirror sites for JET data may have to be
established if the Internet connections continue to be
bottlenecks in the communication between sites.
Such mirror sites could become part of a redundant
JET data storage system.

• Network capacity between the laboratories will have
to be continuously adjusted to reflect the expected
increase in traffic. Even if the requirements of the
Fusion community are not expected to come
anywhere near the level required by the High Energy
Physics community [16], substantial increases will
be required for most sites.

• A genuine Europe-wide Nuclear Fusion "Intraweb"
with its own, dedicated search tools should be
created from the at present mutually inaccessible,
laboratory-based web sites, and made accessible to
all researchers working in the European Fusion
Programme.

• At present electronic communication in the Fusion
community uses mainly standard Internet tools (e-
mail in particular) and no particular confidentiality-
protection measures (e.g. encryption) are applied
generally. It seems advisable to introduce a scheme
of compatible methods covering the entire Fusion

community, possibly in the form of a European fusion-
wide Virtual Private Network (VPN).

5 CONCLUSION

We are in the process of creating the technical infrastructure
for a Europe-wide Fusion Collaboratory for JET under
EFDA. This approach could serve as a prototype for direct
collaboration between all fusion research sites in Europe,
and is capable of being extended world-wide to the ITER-
FEAT or other international collaborations as and when
required
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Abstract
The ITER Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC) and its associated lntercoil Structure (ICS) will be tested in two phases in the TOSKA
facility, alone in phase one, adjacent to the Euratom Large Coil Task (EU-LCT) coil in phase 2. Both the TFMC and ICS are large
components that normally do not fit into available testing facilities. A programme of pressure and leak testing has been developed which
gives confidence that these components fulfil the stringent manufacturing requirements. As a first step the TFMC/ICS will be tested as a
single coil. Thus all main parts of the test arrangement which have not yet undergone a cryogenic testing will be checked before any high
magnetic fields and electromagnetic forces will be applied. The whole load of the coil assembly will rest on 3 support points within the
TOSKA vessel. The build up of all geometric tolerances must be maintained to allow good alignment of the various electrical and
hydraulic connections. Specific attention is paid to the procedure of installation of TFMC, ICS adjacent to the EU-LCT coil. The overall
dimensions of the coil case and the ICS is continuously checked as well.
Instrumentation of the coil includes voltage taps, high sensitivity temperature sensors, strain gauges, rosettes, displacement transducers,
flow rate and pressure drop sensors and magnetic field sensors. In particular, the induced mechanical deformation of the coil by the
electromagnetic force are monitored by strain gauges and strain gauge rosettes positioned along the main axes of the case and at the most
highly stressed wedges of the ICS. Displacement sensors monitor the allowable elongation of the joint area connecting adjacent double
pancakes of the winding.

Introduction
The ITER Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC) is
near completion by the European industrial
consortium AGAN (ACCEL, Alstom, Ansaldo and
Noell) [1]. Following delivery to the
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe it will be assembled
into an Intercoil Structure (ICS) and tested in two
phases [2]. In phase 1, with the insertion of an
Auxiliary Structure, the TFMC will be tested
alone. This allows for a shorter commissioning and
installation time and faster delivery of test results
concerning the magnetic properties of the coil. It
also allows a higher contingency in cooling power
reserves. In phase 2, the coil will be tested adjacent
to the Euratom Large Coil Task (EU-LCT) Coil,
allowing investigation of its mechanical behaviour
under loading more relevant to operation in a
toroidal field magnet.

In order to reduce the installation time, the
application of industrial type quality procedures
have been introduced for all trial and final assembly
work. A number of trial assemblies of critical
components were planned both at the suppliers and
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe to allow for the
possibility of installation clashes to be identified
and rectified ahead of the final installation.
The total assembly includes all necessary sensors
and instrumentation to monitor the testing.
The cooling system of the Forschungszentrum
Karlsruhe TOSKA facility has been adapted to meet
the requirements of the two phase test programme.
The EU-LCT coil has also required some
modification to accommodate the TFMC and the
ICS.

Intercoil Structure (ICS):
The ICS is a large component that does not fit
easily in any conventional leak test facility. To
comply with the stringent leak test requirements a
01 m x 4 m chamber was constructed to allow

many of the sub-components to be leak tested with
30 bar helium inside the cooling channels and
vacuum outside. For those surface channels which
could not be tested in the chamber a series of 'cups'
were produced. These allowed for a local vacuum
environment to be created and similar pressure
differential tests to be carried out. The completed
ICS was subjected to a 3 stage leak test consisting
of a 30 bar pressure test, all cooling circuits
evacuated, the whole component bagged in a
helium atmosphere followed by 30 bar helium in
the channels and a "sniffer" test carried out on the
bag. The ICS successfully completed all tests.
After delivery and before cooldown these tests will
be repeated at all stages of assembly. Figure 1
shows the ICS undergoing the final leak testing at
the manufacturers. As the ICS has been delivered to
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe well ahead of the
TFMC it will be possible to check its interfaces by
installing the ICS / Auxiliary Structure /
Gravitational Support into TOSKA. This allows
for the checking of the new '3 feet' arrangement, the
original 2 support points of the LCT and the third
incorporated in the ICS. This is particularly
important with respect to the datum axis of the
LCT current leads, the position of which must be
respected for the later phase 2 testing with the LCT.
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Fig. 1: The Intercoil Structure undergoing final testing at the
Noell's sub contractor, FRAVIT Italy.

The trial fit allows for a more accurate check of the
weight and pre-commissioning of all lifting fixtures
and tools. The total weight is 28 tons compared
with the phase 2 weight of 120 tons nevertheless it
will also give a good indication of what distortion
of the TFMC support system can be expected after
final installation. It is also intended to complete a
full trial assembly of the ICS with the LCT Coil
following its modification in order to check the
complex interface requirements and ensure no
problems at the second stage of testing, thus
reducing the time between test campaigns.

TF Model Coil (TFMC)
The philosophy for the testing of the components of
the TFMC during manufacture has been similar to
the ICS. Wherever possible sub-components have
been tested as rigorously as possible before
proceeding to the next phase. Conductor before and
after heat treatment, pancakes before and after
impregnation, winding pack assembly including
inter double-pancake joints and ground insulation,
pre-assembled inlet and outlet distribution headers
have all been pressure and leak tested as well as
electrically tested. The fully assembled coil with
its completed cooling distribution headers and
channels will be finally tested in a vacuum chamber
ingeniously converted from the coil impregnation
mould, thereby further utilizing a large piece cf
manufacturing equipment.
The testing program will include full pressure
testing of all circuits, pressurization of all cooling
circuits and capillaries to the correct test pressure
with helium, while checking the surrounding
vacuum environment for helium.

Busbars
Two types of busbars have been needed to be
manufactured due to the installation geometry in
TOSKA. Busbar type 1 is fitted to the TFMC and
busbar type 2 forms part of the TOSKA current lead
system (so-called cryostat extension) [3],

Fig. 2: Comparison between as-built and designed busbars

Following the tests on the TFMC the busbar type
1 will be fitted and the manifolds extended to allow
for installation in TOSKA. To ensure the correct
fit of the busbars, trial installation is foreseen which
will allow for correction of the busbars before the
final soldering of the joints. The busbars have
already been inspected using a Laser Tracker system
(Leica Geosystems — 3D Laser Tracker) in
collaboration with ENEA (Fig. 2). The comparison
of the 'As Built' model to the CAD design has
highlighted areas that will require special attention
during installation.
The cryostat extension containing busbar type 2
will be trial fitted to the TOSKA facility and the
position of the interface copper sole checked using
Laser Tracker system to allow for the early
correction of busbar 1 to ensure its correct
alignment.

Instrumentation
The TFMC and its structure are equipped with
numerous sensors for protection, control and
diagnostic: voltage taps, temperature, pressure, flow
rate and magnetic field sensors as well as strain
gauges and displacement transducers. The sensors
are checked, characterized and/or calibrated prior to
their installation. Each sensor is given a number for
identification and relation to the calibration data.

Voltage taps
A series of 70 voltage taps are installed to monitor
the superconducting state of the coil and to measure
the resistance of the internal joints. The voltage
taps are made of stainless steel tapes that are
contacted to the superconductor at the terminations
of the pancakes and routed parallel to the conductor
embedded in the turn insulation. The signals are
conducted to the control room via specifically
developed HV cables, which are running from the
inner joints of the individual double pancakes to the
vacuum vessel wall of the TOSKA facility.
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Fig. 3: Isometric view of the TFMC showing locations of temperature sensors
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Fig. 4: Isometric view of the TFMC showing locations of displacement transducers
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The HV cables are fabricated to the same design as
used for the POLO coil experiment [4], but are
insulated by coated and baked Kapton tapes as the
main insulation material instead of Teflon.
Therefore the HV cables can be directly bonded to
the ground insulation of the coil in a helium tight
manner. The risk of electrical breakdown at a
quench in case of helium pressure at Paschen
minimum is kept at the same level as for the POLO
coil experiment.

Temperature sensors
Three types of temperature sensors are used to
monitor the temperature of the coolant the coil case
and the ICS. Due to the high magnetic field the
cheaper TVO sensors could not be used in certain
positions. For measuring the helium temperature,
13 CERNOX sensors (11 for the winding and 2 for
the ICS) are placed directly in the helium flow
inside the cooling pipes at inlet and outlet points of
the flow scheme. However, 31 TVO sensors are
installed for monitoring and controlling the cool
down process. They are installed on the surface of
the coil case, the surface of the ICS and on cooling
pipes. Additional 4 PtlOO sensors are used to
monitor the hot spots of the coil case and the ICS
during cool-down. In Figure 3 the positions of the
TVO and PtlOO temperature sensors on the TFMC
case are shown.

Strain gauges, rosettes and
displacement transducers
The Lorentz forces will deform the overall and cross
sectional shape of the coil case and the ICS. 34
strain gauges and 11 rosettes are installed to
measure the surface stresses at the main symmetry
planes of TFMC, at the highly stressed wedges of
the ICS and at the contact areas of TFMC, ICS and
LCT [5]. 24 displacement transducers monitor the
allowable elongation of the joint area connecting
adjacent double pancakes of the winding and the
overall distortion of the shape of TFMC and the
change of mutual position. Figure 4 shows the
locations of the displacement transducers on TFMC
case.

Conclusions
By the rigorous testing of sub-components during
manufacture, the mechanical and electrical integrity
has been assured at all stages. The strict application
of test and assembly procedures for all activities has
allowed for the identification and rectification of
problems at an early stage. The use of advanced
measuring systems has allowed for actual
comparison of 'as built' and 'as designed'
components and the integration of these models to
assess installation tolerances. The avoidance of the
build up of these tolerances during assembly has
necessitated the use of CNC measuring machines for
a thorough inspection and geometric measurement
to assure the required accuracy. The instrumentation
is defined as a compromise between obtaining as
much information as possible at an acceptable price
of installation, characterization and calibration effort.
The sensor location is chosen in a way that allows
comparison of pre-calculated values with the
accurately measured data.
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Flow rate and pressure drop sensors
The helium flow rate is measured by Venturis.
Pancake DP 1.1 and pancake DP 1.2 are provided
with individual Venturis and pairs of capillaries for
pressure drop measurements, because these are the
pancakes foreseen for the heat slug injection to
investigate the operation limits of the TFMC [2].
There are another 6 Venturis installed at the inlet
points of the remaining double pancakes and
busbars.

Magnetic field sensors
In the geometrical center of TFMC, a pair of Hall
probes and pick-up coils are installed to check the
magnetic field of the coil.
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